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Climaxes Decade of Intense Effort to Attain Maximum in Advances
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SPEAKING ON
Changing Army Operations Research
By Dr. Seth Bond r

Th,s article is a condensation of Dr. Bonder's keynote address at the reo
cent 16th annUJ11 U.S. Army Operations Re earch Sympo ium at Fort
Lee, VA. It presenls some critically challenging views regarding the
changes that must be made to restore credIbility and acceptability of OR
by decision·makers. Dr. Bonder is regarded as a "giant" in the OR profes·
swn and is founder and president of Vector Research Incorporated.
Dr. Bonder obtained hi.. BS degree in mechanical engineerinp in 1960
from the UniversIty of Maryland. HIS doctomte in mdustrial enpineerinp
(operatiollS research) came in 1965 from OhIO State University, whRre he
was a prinCIpal investigator with the Systems Resrorch Group.
While serving on the University of Miehigan faculty, startmg in 1965,
he founded and directed the Systems Research Labomtor.v. and i.. cur·
rently an adjunct professor. He also has been a lecturer for the National
Science FoundatIOn, a committee member for the National Academy of
Sriences, and has built hIS repu tation as an expert by authoring numerous
technical publicatiollS.

Since attending my first AORS in
1963 (second AORS). I have participated in many and have fond memories of them. It was reassuring to review the List of attendees at the 2d
AORS and observe that some of the
captains are now generals, Many of
the participants, who were not young
then, are still alive and some are actively practicing in militsry and other

.,~
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operations research areas.

"
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When I was invited to present tbis
keynote address, it was suggested
that I discuss useful directions for Army, OR over the next decade or so,
After some thought, I was convinced that there are. in fact, some changes
in direction required-if OR is to exist as a professional activity in the
Army, I have the impression that the Army OR community suffers a credibility ll"P in tbe eyes of its military Leadera, and that the work we do is
accepted for legislated reasons, but is not particularly reapected or
deemed necessary for the good of the Army,
Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Operations Research Dave
Hardison suggested, in last year'a keynote address, we had problems with
many senior military and defense managers, Following his own advice, be
presented a aimplified description of the problem and its solution. I am
aure that complex approaches contribute to the prohlem and that simpler
presentations and models would help. Nevertheless that prescription only
serves to suppress the disease symptom without addressing its cause,
Rather. I believe the problem is that we do too much systems analysis
or. more precisely. system evaluations not wanted by military managers.
and not believable to them, The analysis may have no demonstrable validity. Most importantly. the analysis provides none of the necessary feedback or substantiation to us. or them, of its military contribution,
I want to devote a few moments to providing some historical pen;peclive to focus this point, Then I will spend the remainder of the address
presenting a number of example topics which I believe should be pursued
over the next 10 to 15 years by the Army OR community.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, Operation.. research in WorLd War IT
was primarily analyses of existing military systems to improve their
operating effectiveness andlor efficiency, The svailability of operating
systems and ongoing military activities facilitated the gathering of data
on systems' capabilities and effectiveness, enemy characteristics and tactics, and environmental factors for use in studies.
The success of these activities is recorded in history, It was a period of
glamorous contributions to the military via analysis of the use of guo·laying radars, bombing tactics, convoy structures, and target search procedures, to mention but a few. The work was performed by innovative
scientists whose contributions were needed and respected.
After the war and during most of the 1950s, emphasis was on militnryrequirements studies as the individuaL services redefined and negotiated
their roles and missions in the defen establishment. In the late 1950s
and 1960s, there was a hif to problems of broader scope and complexity,
such as tbe development of weapon systems. force compo ition , and, in
general. planning for future programs and the next generation systems,
The term "systems analysis" was coined by Rand (Corp.) econonusls to
describe the cost-effectiveness study activities associated with this longrange planning, The move toward more centralized management and de-

'-

fease decision-making in 1961 required the military services to learn and
use systems analysis as a m 80S of quantitatively justifying their sbare of
the defense budget,
10 contrast to the operstions research of World Wax II, which was a
data·based scientific activity. the extended decision horizons of 5, 10 and
20 years asaocisted with long-range planning preclude data. related efforts in many military areas, and cause systems analysis to be an intellectual activity rather than a scientific ooe. It is an intellectual art used in
making nere sary and, at times. usefnl predictions in problem areas
where measurements, data collections, experiments, and verification are
difficult and at times impossible,
Because of the emphasis on prediction, and the need to justify requests
for resources quantitatively in the 19608. the Army developed many war
games and models to generate cost-effectiveness numbers to support development proposals, 10 conflicts with OSD-SA (Office of the Secretary
of Defeose-Systems Analysis), tbe services usually lost, because. in the
absence of data. the OSD analysts made up the analysis roles (i.e" IIlIsumptions. threat levels, input data) but usually after the fact, Thus. the
Army OR analyst did not perform analyses to determine what was needed
but. rather. conducted numerical evaluations as the Army's vehicle to
advocate what was wanted,
If the 19608 instigated this tyranny of numbers, the 1970s bave formalized it, The weapon system acquisition process was institutionalized into a
Long, complex management system. The adversary process bas been legislated throughout the Defense Department via DoD Directive 5000,1.
The Army haa met this challenge by legislating (via AR 1000-1 and
TRADOC Regnlation 11-8) that COEAs (Coat Effectiveness Evaluations)
be conducted for most materiel development programs at various pointa
in the development process, The studies have become increasingly complex to prove, by the sheer weight of numbers. that system A is better
than system B.
A significant amount of resources at Army OR organizations such as
TRASANA (TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity), CAA (Concepta Analysis Agency). and the TRADOC (Training and Doctrine Command) schools
are devoted to production, jOD-shop-like COEA activities. Approximately
15 major program COEAs or updates and about 30 subsystem ones are
conducted each year, 1 concur with Dave Hardison's contention last year
that they belabor needless detail and overlook key questions, and with
General DePuy (former TRADOC commander) that they needlessly prolong and complicate the development process,
More importantly, they do not contribute any knowLedge ahout military
activities (I cannot remember when last I saw a bright experimental
hypothesis emerge from such studies) and have the effect of encouraging
analysts not to think. 1 am of the impression that senior military officers
view much of the OR community, perhaps with justification, as a necessary modeliogiCOEA activity, and not a valuable analysis asset that can
identify important problems, solve them. and contribute to the inventory
of military knowledge.
FUTURE OffiECTIONS. I strongly believe that if emphasis continues
on these job-shoJ>olike sctivities. OR/SA will cease to xist as s meaningful
activity within the Army. I think the time is right to shift the emphasis of
OR activity from the Long-range planning issue of "what is needed for the
future" to address the more operational one of "how to use what we have."
That is, we shouLd focu. our efforts on research on operations rather than
systems analysis. The recommendation is based on these considerations.
• Serious questions are being raised. hoth in the defense community
and elsewhere. regarding the ability to do meaningful. precise. quantitative, cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit analyses on development programs
whose products will not be realized for 5, 10. or 15 years, especially the
ability to characterize the uncertainties sssociated with them,
• There will continue to be a growing need for, and concomitant payoff
from, the analysis and solution of a large number of current and future
operational problems. Stimulated by advances in science and technology,
and hopefully in part rationalized by Department of Defense planning,
the Army is in the process of modernizing its operational forces. Between
now and 1985, the Army will field (or have aVAilahLe in prototype) a broad
spectrum of new materiel systems including:
• Combat Systems: XMl (tank), IFV (Infantry Fighting Vehicle). armored and mobile TOW, Stinger. Dragon. !LAW. Patriot, Copperhead,
(all mis ite systems). GSRS (rocket). AAH (Advanced Attack Helicopter),
Black Hawk helicopter. and possibly enhanced radiation warheads,
• IntelligenceJEW (Electronic Warfare) Systems: SOTAS, ALR, TACEUS, AGTEUS, QUICK FIX, MULTEWS, TACJAM, LEFOX GREY,
EWIOCS, and CAGS,
• Command, Control, Communication Systems: TOS. TACFffiE, Missile Minder. INTACS,
These systems reflect major advances in technology which. when com(Continued on page 24)
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Selective Scanner
ODDR&E Redesignated as Under Secretary for R&E

.

Redesignation of the Office of Director of Defense Research and Engineering as Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering has been announced following
recent Presidential approval of an amendment to Title 10
of the U.S. Code.
Dr. William J. Perry, current DDR&E, has been selected
to fill the new position, which will include responsibilities
for research, engineering, communications, command
and control, intelligence resources, warning and reconnaissance activities, and weapons system acquisition.
Established also is an unprecedented position of Under
Secretory of Defense for Policy, relative to matters of international political-military affairs, arms limitation talks,
intelligence, and over-all national security objectives.
Additionally, the Reorganization Act provides for a reduction in the number of Department of Defense Executive Level II positions from five to four by eliminating on
existing Deputy Secretory of Defense position.
These actions are in accord with President Corter's announced intention to reorganize and improve management at all levels of U.S. Government. Secretory of Defense Harold Brown stated, in port: "I believe this change
ultimately will make possible both significant savings to
the taxpayer and improved utilization of the notion's resources which are committed to our defense."

Copperhead Scores Direct Hit on Tank Target
Copperhead, a 155mm laser-guided projectile, made a
direct hit on a tonk target, despite a deliberate cannon
aiming error of several hundred meters, in a recent test at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM.
The modified artillery projectile is equipped with 0 laser
seeker and control fins that guide the projectile to a target
designated by a laser-equipped forward observer. The
designator can be hand-held and also mounted on a helicopter or remotely piloted vehicle.
Viewed by developers as a significant advance in defense technology, Copperhead is fired from existing
155mm artillery. It is expected to provide a high singleshot kill probability against moving and hardened targets.
The projectile is being developed by the U.S. Army
Armament R&D Command (ARRADCOM) Joint Army/Navy
Semi-active Laser Guided Projectile Office, and a production decision is scheduled for September 1978_

Heat Exchange Method Aids Laser Rod Fabrication

.

Laser rods fabricated from neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet (Nd VAG) single crystals grown by the
Heat Exchanger Method (HEM) have been announced at
the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center.
The AMMRC, Watertown, MA, developed the HEM process several years ago for the growth of large ingots of
sapphire for use in transparent armor.
The U.S. Army Missile Research and Development Command (MIRADCOM) is sponsoring an MM&T (Manufacturing Methods and Technology) program for development of
the new loser rods. The effort is in support of various
Army weapons systems using laser range-finders
(AN/GVS--5), and guidance for the Copperhead missile.
2
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Involved in the R&D effort is the difficult problem of
high-purity melts tack preparotion along with definition
and implementation of process parameters, i.e., nucleation temperature, temperature gradient and growth rate.
Facet-free crystals are being grown and loser rods 3mm
by 30mm with optically flat and parallel ends were diamond ground from crystal slabs free of scattering centers.
Tests by the U.S. Army Electronics R&D Command showed
lasing properties adequate for intended applications.
Data regarding the development program are available
from Dr. Dennis J. Viechnicki, supervisory engineer,
and/or Dr. Jaroslav Caslavsky, research scientist, in the
AMMRC Ceramics Research Division. Results to date are
considered a step toward eventual moss production with a
potential for time and cast savings.

Contract Calls for Hellfire Laser Engineering
Engineering development of a loser seeker for the Army's Hellfire missile system is being conducted under a
$10 million 3-year contract awarded by the U.S. Army Missile R&D Command (MIRADCOM), Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando, FL, will develop a
"low-cost" loser seeker with potential applications to several systems, in addition to Hellfire, the Army's first weaoon designed especially for helicopter launch.
Hellfire is a modular missile system that will provide the
Army with a family of terminal-homing se6ker modules
and a common airframe to engage tanks and other hardpoint targets. The initial configuration will utilize semioctive laser guidance, but the modular design will enable future terminal-homing seekers to be accommodated without complete system redesign as technology matures.
COL Robert J. Feist is Hellfire project manager.

I

Device Aids Helicopter Transmission Gear Tests
Evaluation of two case-hardened steels, AISI 9310 and
VASCO X-2, for possible use in manufacturing gears for
helicopter transmissions is being accomplished with a
"four square" gear dynamometer at the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA.
Designed to simulate the operating torque and speeds
generally encountered in helicopter transmissions, the
device is driven by an electric motor capable of supplying
a constant torque to the drive gears, up to 150 footpounds. The torque range and speed allow investigation
of various types of failure mechanisms.
The dynamometer is equipped with two. independent oil
lubricating systems. permitting investigation of gear wear
and scuffing due to oil contaminants and temperature.
Equipped with a hydraulic pulse loading component, the
dynamometer can superimpose a force on the steady
state torque by means of a programed signal to simulate
shack loadin!;) of helicopter transmission gears.

Major Improvements Extend M151A2life Span
Extended service life and easi.er maintenance of the
M151A2 quarter-ton truck (jeep) ore reported as the result
of developmental work at the U.S, Army Tank-Automotive
Materiel Readiness Command, Warren, MI.
Among major improvements leading to increasing the
vehicle's life span from 8 years to 12 years are a solidstate electronic ignition with no breaker points or condenser, and body rustproofing.
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The most noticeable improvement. from the driver's
standpoint. is addition of a factory-installed heater. This is
required for all enclosed-cab Army trucks and will satisfy
a Department of Transportation requirement for wind·
shield defrosters on all highway vehicles.
Other improvements include bonded rather than riveted brake linings, stronger materials for the clutch disc
.and turn signal control. and improved design for better
lubrication of universal joints and other areas.
Thomas Finlinson. head of TARCOM's Quarter·ton Truck
Branch. stated that all M151A2 vehicles procured in 1978
will incorporate the improvements. and that many of the
jeeps currently in the field are being similarly equipped.
The electronic ignition is produced as a kit and is completely interchangeable with older jeep ignitions. Other
components are available as repair parts.
Other improvements undergoing testing include new
engines such as commercial diesels.

DLA Unveils Automated Container Marking System

~

Faster and mare accurate labeling of packaged materials is claimed far a new shipping container automated
marking system (CAMS). announced recently by the Defense logistics Agency Depot. Ogden. UT.
Developed by DlA engineers, the system incarporates a
high-powered, pulsed laser beam cantrolled by a micro·
computer to burn labels directly on the containers.
The CAMS unit is interfaced to the depot's main computer system which automatically gathers weight and
cubic data, and assigns the package to a shipment sorter.
Estimated purchase cost for the new system is $95.000;
anticipated annual savings, based on 650 marked packages, are $39,761.

ArmfAnnounces 6th Signal Command Elimination
Elimination of HQ 6th Signal Command, resulting in a
reduction af six military and 65 civilian positions at Fart
Shafter, HI, and estimated annual savings af $2.0 mill ian,
is announced by Army Secretary Clifford Alexander.
The move, which is expected to also result in a one-time
cost of $406,000. is prompted by a decline in recent years
of Army communications missions in the Pacific area. A
small activity will remain for essential residual functions.
Elimination of the U.S. Army Communications- Electronics Engineering Installation Agency·Pacific, also located at
Fort Shafter, was also considered by the same study of·
fecting HQ 6th Signal Command. However. no decision
has as yet been mode on USACEEIA·PAC.

Army Updates Radar Approach Control Facility
Consolidation of new surveillance radars with existing
systems has been completed to form the first updated Army Radar Approach Control (ARAC) facility at the Henry
Post Army Airfield. Fort Sill. OK.
Managing the modernization of aircraft radar surveillance control facilities at selected 'Army airfields is a responsibility of the U.S. Army Communications Systems
Agency/Project Manager Defense Communications Sys·
tems (Army) Communications Systems, lacated at Fort
Monmouth, NJ.
ARAC includes airport surveillance radars. precision approach radars, and an Air Traffic Cantrol (ATC) beacon interrogatar that automatically requests information from
aircraft without verbal communication with crewmen.
The facility also includes a video mapper, an ATC comOCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1977

munications control system. a Brite radar indicator, flightdata entry/printout equipment. and an aperatians console. To complete the Fort Sill update, an Automated
Radar Terminal System (ARTS·II) will be installed at the
facility by July 1979. Meanwhile. two Air Farce plannedposition radar scopes are being used.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) engineered,
furnished and installed most of the major equipment involved in the update, with the U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Engineering Installation Agency (CEEIA)
at Fort Huachuca, AZ. responsible for test and evaluation_
A similar modernization effart is being conducted at the
Robert Gray Army Airfield. Fort Hood. TX. with operational capabilities scheduled far November 1978.

CH-54 Serves as Paradrop Training Platform
The CH-54 Skycrane helicopter can serve as a stable
platform far paradrop training without danger to jumpers
or equipment, according to results of recent tests conducted by the Army's Airborne and Communications- Electranics Board (ACEBD) ot Fort Bragg, NC.
ACEBD conducted the tests at the request of the Alabama National Guard. using a CH-54A helicopter and
crew from the Alabama Guard's 307th Aviation Company.
Birmingham, Al. to verify the aircraft·s capabilities under
various deployment conditions.
More than 300 static line jumps were made by troopers
from units of the XVIII Airborne Corps. Military free-fall
jumps, bundle drops, and night jumps also were made.
While the Skycrane is not being considered for tactical
opplications. the ACEBD considers the aircraft exceptionally stable for paradrop training purposes. Results of the
tests were forwarded to the Infantry School and the Institute for Military Assistance for certification and publica.
tion in training manuals.

Contract Expands Simulation Center Operations
Operation and expansion of the Radio Frequency Simulation System, part of the Advanced Simulation Center af
the U.S. Army Missile Research and Development Cammand. Huntsville, Al, are pragramed thraugh September
1980 under a recent $7.3 million cantract_
Boeing Aerospace Co. will establish a variety af electronically simulated operational and cambat conditians to
assist MIRADCOM in conducting tests of surface-to-air and
air-to-surface tactical missiles.
Used to test both developmental and operational missiles. the Radio Frequency Simulation System is among the
MIRADCOM Advanced Simulation Center facilities including electro-optical and infrared simulators.
Dedicated in March 1976, the $40 million center enables
the Army to test a missile against electronic countermeas·
ures and jamming. The facility thus reduces the number of
flights required to evaluate sensors and guidance gear.

'CRTC Examines Improved Ski Mountain Boot
An improved ski mountain boot is being evaluated by
the Army's Cald Regions Test Center, Fort Greely, AK.
Made of leather with vibram sales, the boot is designed
to have better insulation and more support than the boot
currently in service. CRTC tested the new style of boot duro
ing the summer and fall of 1976 and found that the
original model could not meet all test standards.
The Cold Regions Test Center is an activity of the U.S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command.
ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVEWPMENT NEWS MAGAZINE
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Molecular Sieve Oxygen Generator Undergoes Tests

An Army Molecular Sieve Oxygen Generator
(AMSOG) is undergoing applied research tests
at altitudes up to 23,000 feet, to check its poten·
tial for serving aircrews under the limitstions
of weight, space and power of Army aircraft.
An operatiooal AMSOG system, under devel·
opment by the Aviation Medicine Research
Division, U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory (USAARL), Fort Rucker, AL, has
been installed in a U-21 aircraft for evaluation
during flight.
AMSOG uses ·a molecular sieve material
which absorbs nitrogen from tbe air (essentiaUy
about 80 percent nitrogen and 20 percent oxy·
gen). Engine-bleed air under pressure provides a
flow of air across the molecular sieve, which removes the nitrogen and provides about 95 per·
cent oxygen for breathing at high altitudes.

LTC (Dr.) Frank S. Pettyjohn, director of the
Aviation Medicine Research Division, considers
AMSOG technology a major hreakthrough. He
notes a wide range of applications in support of
missions ranging from combat aviation and
aeromedical evacuation to medical oxygen supply of bospit.sla and frontline medical units.
Dr. Pettyjohn also looks to the Black Hawk as
the future U.S. Army aeromedi.cal evacuation
helicopter. With addition of AMSOG to its specialized medical care equipment, be believes the
Black Hawk will provide the most advanced
aeromedical care available to the combat sol·
dier, from point of injury to the definitive medical treatment facility...
.
The USARL IS contlllUlDg applied research on
the AMSOG for use, other than its medical application, on other existing and future aircraft.

Integrated Mockup Review Reports on AAH Status
"On schedule, within cost estimates, and
meeting all technical objectives" are the latest
words on the U.s. Army Advanced Attsck Helicopter (AAH) program.
COL (P) Edward M. Browne, program man·
ager, made this comment following a 3-day,
Phase 2 Integrated Mockup Review.
The mockup represents tbe configuration for

Thermal Target Tests Termed
'Overwhelmingly Successful'

Adverse weather, WIth rain and beavy fog
predominating, did not prevent the Thermal
Target Experiment conductedreoently from
being "overwhehningly successful," in the judg·
ment of the president of the United States Armor and Engineer Board.
The experiment at Fort Knox, KY, involved
thermal signatures generated by carbon im·
pregnation of paper and paint beated by battery
and generator power sources. The signature of
the hea t pattern. corresponded to the hea t patterns of an actual vehicle. according to the test
report.
Results were reported hy the president of the
Armor and Engineer Board to COL Joseph J.
Les~c~ynskj, Army project manager for Train·
ing Devices at the Naval Training Equipment
Center, Orlando, FL, under whose direction the
experiment was conducted over a one-week period.
MG Stewart C. Meyer directed initiation of
tbe research and development effort for the
experiment while he was commander, Com·
bined Arms Test Activity, Training and Doctrine Command, in January 1977.
Weather conditions reportedly would have
prevented use of conventional tergets but the
thermal targets "held up very well in thjs
environment." They demonstrated a capability
of taking a large number of bits before needing
repair, which was accomplished under field COD·
ditions.
The U.S. Army Operational Test and Evalua·
tion Agency, TRADOC, plans to use thermal
signature targets for OTIDT n (Operational and
Development Testing) of the thermal sight of
the XM1 tank.
Current plans also provide for the U.S. Armor
and Engineer Board to construct a number of
tbermal signature targets for training gnnners
in the use of thermal sights.
4

three additional engineering prototype aircraft
to be manufactured and delivered to the Army
for further development fhght testing prIor to
the production decision.
Taking part in the review were key Hughes
Helicopter personnel and a militsry team comprising a cross-section of the Army's expertise
in program management from HQ DA and all
major interested commands.
Areas of interest for the Army review team
ranged from the ability to fly 'the aircraft in its·
required mission, reliability, availability and
maintain",bility, transportability, and deployability.
Primary items reviewed included the cockpit

USAARL Aviation Medicine Research Division Director LTC (Dr.) Frank S. Pettyjohn
(left) briefs BG (P) Benjamin Harrison, former deputy commander of Fort Rucker, AL,
on Army Molecular Sieve Oxygen. Generator
designed to supply life support breathing
oxygen from aircraft engine hleed air at
altitudes up to 23,000 feet.
displays and controls arrangements for both
pilot and gunner; armament subsystems integration, including the Hellfire missile system;
the Target Acquisition and Designation System
and the Pilot Night Vision System
(TADSIPNVS).
"Tbe mockup review provided the Army user
the first opportunity," commented Thomas K.
Stuelpnagel, Hughes Helicopter chief executive,
"to evaluate the production confjgnration of the
AAH with all systems installed," He noted further, that the results of the review provided
Hugbes Helicopter with a firm bsseline for completing the design.

M60Al Tanks Use British Smoke Protection System

u.s. Army M60A1 tanka in Europe are now
being equipped with a new fast-reacting smoke
protection system. Approved recently by the
Department of the Army, the system consists of
British-developed grenades MAl) and launch·
ers (M239).
The U.S. Army Project Manager for SmokeObscurants at Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD,
in cooperation with PM for M-60 tanks, and
other development commands and contractors,
designed and develope<! an interface kit to
adapt the Briti h·developed components to the
American tsnk. The system was then successfully tested at Aberdeen, in the Arizona desert,
and in Alaska.
Following a recent "very successful" demonstration of the system at Grafenwoehr, Germany, during which there was rain and a 30·
knot wind, a young sergeant tank commander
commented: "I will now feel a lot better in crOSlY
ing those open areas, knowing we can screen

ourselves if we get in trouble!"
Protection for tanks is provided by a dense
red phosphorus smoke screen that enshrouds
the vehicle in two seconds after firing, and lasts
up to three minutes, depending on weather conditions.
The protection is activated by the tank commander or the gunner and electrically fires 12
grenades from the two launchers on the tank
turret. The grenades fly in an Bl'C pattern in
front of the tank and hurst about 10 meters in
the air.
The system will alEo be mounted on the new
XM1 tank and other comhat vehicles.
Adoption of this British·developed system,
with its considerably faster reaction (projecting
a much denser screen than comparable U.s. systems) is termed another example of the U.S. determination to "take advantage of allied weapons development and to achieve stsndardization
and interoperability with our NATO allies."
r_

British.developed smoke protection system ami standard M176 system are compared, one
and three-fourths seconds after aimultaneous firings from vehicles 700 meters away. The
demonstration led to a decision to equip U.S. armored vehicles with the M239/L8A1 system.
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ARRADCOM Continues SADARM Exploratory Development
SADARM, a "fixe and forget" sensor-delivered submunition artillery system designed to
destroy three tenks almost simultaneously-by
bUl'Sting three projectiles from a single shell to
hit the turret areaa-is being continued in exploratory development.
R ponsibility for this effort is assigned to
the Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory
of the U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command (ARRADCOM), Dover,
NJ.
SA DARM denotes Sense and Destroy Armor
and tbe missile can be fired by weapons now in
standard use. Termed a "low-cost" system,
SADARM is packaged, stored, handled and
loaded like standard artillery rounds.
In outlining the sequence of operation for a
SADARM round, project engineer Theodore J.
Malgeri points out that illumination of the target, as well as e"terna! guidance and control of
the projectile, is not required. Each submunition (3) is equipped with a vorte" ring parachute, a sensor, a processor, a warhead, a power
supply and a saf~and-arm (S&A) mechanism.
After azimuth and range to target are determined, the primary fuze is set and the correct
amount of propellant charge is loaded into the
gun to deliver the round to an area above the
target (photo 1).
Launch setback activates the S&A device in
th.e round. As the projectile speeds on its ballistic path, a preset primary fuze triggers a pusher
charge to eject the submunitions (photo 2).
A d~spin mechanism slows the speed of each
submunition to allow deployment by the vortex
ring parachute. This initiates the power turn-on
and stsbilizes the submunition to a steady drop
velocity of 30 feet per second and a rotation of
about four revolutions per second (photo 3).
Parachute shroud lines are attsched to the
aubmunition canister in such a way that the
canister maintains a 30-degree angle (to vertical) as it descends. This gives the sensor greater
scanning coverage and the submunition the d~
sired ground coverage for use against multiple
targets. When the sensor detects a target, it
fires the annor-penetrating warhead (photo 4).
The new system is considered unique because
it uses a passive millimeter-wave radiometric
sensor in a high-spin mode at low altitude for
the first time in a munition; uses a vortex ring
psrachute that maintains a constant-spin rate
and drop velocity, and is exceptionally stable;

CRTC Examines Solar Panels
For Cold Weather Endurance
Solar panels are undergoing cold weather en·
durance tests to detennine their capabilities
over a 10-year period at the U.S. Army Cold Regions Test Center (CRTC), Fort Greely, AK.
Manufactured hy four separate industrial
firms, the 16 combined panels can generate 400
watts of electricity - enough to power a small
television receiver. However, this continuous
electrical output will not be used while the pan'
els are under surveillance.
Endurance and electrical generating capabilities of the panels will be compared through
monthly inspections by the National Aeronau·
tics and Space Administration (NASA), Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OR.
CRTC is the first of several locations through.
o~t the Continental United States and the
Panama Canal Zone to install panels for long·
term endurance and of environment testing.
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1977
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and delivers a fragment warhead with armorpenetrating capabilities.
SADARM components have been successfully

tested during the exploratory development
phase. The complete system is expected to be
available for fielding by the late 1980s.

General Support Rocket Contracts Total $64 Million
Develnpment of the Army's new General Support Rocket System (GSRS), is the basis for
competitive contracts totaling $64 million
awarded recently by the Army Missile Research
and Development Command (MJRADCOM).
Boeing Co. will receive approximately $34
million and Vought Corp. about $30 million to
design, build, test and demonstrate free flight
artillery rocket sy tems of their own design.
Following a competitive 29-month program of
fabrication and testing, the Army will select
one contractor for final qualifications and initial production.
GSRS Project Manager COL Barrie P.
Masters, Redstone Arsenal, said the contract
awards "... are the culmination of 2% years of
program planning, proving system feasibility,
and teamwork. People in industry and the U.S.
Government have done an outstanding job."
The Army solicite<I bids from approl<imately
31 sources. Boeing and Vought were selected by
a team which included MIRADCOM, the Missile
Materiel Readiness Command (MlRCOM),
Armament Research and Development Com·
mand, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Harry
Diamond Laboratories of the Electronics R&D
Command. Training and Doctrine Commtmd,
Tank Automotive Research and Development
Command, and other Army agencies concerned
with GSRS development.
Boeing and the Huntsville Division of Thiokol
Corp. will design and develop a solid-propellant
propulsion system. Teledyne Systems Co. is responsible for the Boeing system fITe control.
Vought is teamed with Atlantic Research
Corp.• Gainsville, VA, which is developing the
solid-propellant rocket system. Bendix Corp. ia
responsible for Vought's fire control unit.
Contracts were awarded earlier to FMC of
San Jose, CA, for development of a self-propelled carrier vehicle, and to Harry Diamond
Laboratories for the warhead fuzing system.
GSRS will be a "low-cost, rugged, reliable ar-

tillery rocket system that can be emplaced.
quickly and deliver a high volume of fire." The
system will be mounted on a highly mobile. fulltracked vehicle that will carry 12 rockets which
can be fired singly or in rapid ripples.
The self- propelled weapons carrier is a modification of the Army's new Infantry Fighting
Vehicle whicb will give GSRS cross-country
speed comparable with the Army's new XMl
tank, enabling GSRS to be an integral part of
the combined arms team.
"This weapon will provide a non-nuclear,
rapid, indirect fire capability to supplement
cannon artillery when targets such as artillery,
troops and light material appear on the battlefield rapidly and in great quantities," COL Masters said. "It will have growth potential for development of an indirect fire, heavy-armor d~
feating capahility. We have nothing like it."
Range of the rocket will be more than 30
kilometers (18 miles). GSRS advantsges are its
mobility, manpower savings and massive firepower. One GSRS launcher, witb a 3-man crew,
can provide firepower equivalent to 27 8-inch
howitzers against certain targets.

General Support Rocket System
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Patton Tanks Revamped for Copperhead Target Duty

EXCESS and UNSERVICEABLE M-49s await rejuvenation at WSMR.
"Excess and unserviceable" is the way M-47s
are reported in lhe Defense Property Disposal
books, but lhe old Patton tanks are being
pressed into service again as mobile targets for
the U.S. Army's highly lethal Copperhead missiles at White Sands Missile Range. NM.
Out of production since the late 1940s. the
M-47s are being rejuvenated by solelier mechanics for use in about 210 inert and 60 live
Copperhead developmental test firings during
an 18·month period.
A cannon-launched guided projectile (CLGP),
Copperhead is a 155mm, hi!:h-velocity, highly
accurate, 137-pound round, which is big!:er and
faster than the Dragon, Maverick, Shillela!:h
and TOW tested at WSMR since the mid-60s.
Because of lhe light weight of these mi iles
(approximately 40 pounds) and lhe use of inert
warheads, the former fleet of nine M-47 tanks
at WSMR stood up weU under repeated use.
With the advent of the Copperhead, which
boasts a one-round, one-kill capability, Dick
Dysart, project engineer for the mobile ground·
targets function st WSMR, knew that a lot
more tanka would be needed in a hurry. He
found them in the Defense Property Disposal
Region for Europe.
'"The U.S. gave our allies several M-47s." he
said. "One of lhe stipulations of lhe arms aid
was that the tanks had to be returned to us
when the aUy was throu!:h using them." The
only COlIt of the tanks is for transporting them
to WSMR. Dysart cannot accurately predict
how many Copperhead test shots an M-47 may
take but he hopes for six inertlests from each.
WSM R enlisted the aid of 25 soleliers schooled
in track Hnd wheel mechanics in a proj(J'8m of

TANK REPAffi mechanics GT Dean Ed·
wards and PF Violetmary Wilson recondi.
tion one of the M-47 6,OOO-pound engines.

6

controlled canabilization for repair parts to
G Francis Stork, one
recondition the tanks.
of the first project mechanics recruited, said.
"I f we have a requirement for a stationary
target. we trip the tank down to nothing but
its huU. and stockpile aU its working parts. If an
eogine blows, we take out aU the good parts before turning it io. We fIX everythiog we can."
SSG Stork said repairmen receive good support from mechanical repair shops at Fort Bliss,
TX. which have been rebuileling carburetors,
generators, starters, magnetos and batteries for
the M-47s. Mechanics face problems other than
lack of new replacement parts for the vintage
M-47s. Since the need for the mobile target
function is short term, money is also limited.

TONE IMPULSE device is operated by SGT
Marvin Duhr for remote guidance on an M47 used for target tests at WSMR.
Still the soldier mechanics have managed to
get running and keep running most of the 22
tanks received so far. An additional 22 M-47s
are awaiting shipment at Red River Army Depot and a bid is in for 20 more to fill requirements for Copperhead tests at WSMR.
WSMR project officer for Copperhead testing
Jack Dage says more than half of the 270 scheduled firings will requite tank targets. Inert tests
wiU measure accuracy of Copperhead against a
maneuvering target: live warhead tests will
verify effectiveness against armor.

TARADCOM Develops Gun Loader Trainer Device
Development of a training device designed to
permit loaeling of a tank's main gun while the
vehicle is in motion has been announced by the
U.. Army Tank-Automotive Research and Development Command, Warren. MI.
Installed in an M60Al tank. the feasibility
model is removable and coosi ts primarily of a
hydraulic power supply that pumps oil into the
tank gun mount at a pressure of 1,500 pounds
per square inch each time the gun is frred.
Recent tests with an inert 105mm round were
reported uccessful, marking the first frring of
such a weapon at HQ TARADCOM.
Hydraulic pressure forces the gun into a recoil
position with roughly the same intensity produced by firing a live round. This aUows the
gunner to operate the weapon under conelitions
similar to those encountered on the battlefield.
Spent shell ca ings are ejected when the breech
i opened by actuated cams. The entire procedure, from the moment of firing, consumes
less than two seconds.
John DeWald, project engineer in the Tank
Automotive Systems Laboratory, said requirements for the new trainer resulted from the advent in recent years of gun stabilization systems
to permit tank firings while in motion.
However, he added that ammunition-Ioaeling
personnel must learn to adapt themselves to the
roU, pitch and yaw of a tank traveling crosscountry while handling a 56-pound shell.
"To become skillful," he noted, "requires con·
siderable repetitious training, which is difficult
and expensive. It is ctifficult because live am·
munition requires large. safe firing ranges. and
expensive because of ammunition costs."
Developed at the request of the XM1 Tank
Project Manager Office. the device is believed
the fU'St attempt to build a trainer that provides
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experience of loaeling a primary weapon in a
moving vehicle environment.
FulI·scale development of the device
dependent upon results of additional demonstration tests for personnel of the U. . Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, VA,
and Fort Knox, KY.

is

Patriot Componentry Intercepts
Full-Sized 'Drone' Jet Aircraft
Despite a heavy countenneasures environment, a full-sized "drone" jet aircraft was intercepted by mobile tactical equipment of the
Patriot Air Defense System in a Nov. 4 first test
of new componentry at White Sands (NM)
Missile Range. Initial review of results indicated aU ohjecti ves were accomplished.
FP-2 (Firing Platoon No.2) elementa· radar,
engagement control station and launcher - were
tested in the intercept of the PQM-102 jet
while it was flying at medium range and altitude. The mohile equipment had gooe through
extensive integntion and electronic testing.
MG Oliver D. Street, Patriot project manager
stationed in Huntsville (AL) Research Park, reported on success of the test mission. Patriot i
currently in a $425 million, 49-month program
that began in August 1976 to complete the engineering development. Raytheon Co. is designing, buileling and testing four seta of tactical
equipment to support the initial production.
Patriot radar and launching stations are
operated remotely from the Engagement Con·
trol Station, employing a high· peed digital
computer and communicationa equipment.
Patriot is being developed as the cornerstone of
the field Army air defense against mectium to
high-altitude targets for the land warfare
environment envisioned for the 1980s.
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Bioengineering R&D Laboratory Mission . ..

Covers Multi-Disciplined Tri-Service Range of Activities
Multi-disciplined research and development is
a mission of the Army Medical Bioengineering
Research and Development Laboratory, an element of the Army Medical Research and Devel·
opment Command and winner of an ASA (RDA)
Award for Excellence.
Located at Fort Detrick, MD, the AMBRDL
also was a runner-up for the Most Improved
Laboratory of the Year Award, won hy the
Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort
Belvoir, VA. The Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Research, Development, and Acquisition) awards were initiated in 1974. AMBRDL's
mission statement includes:
Conducts engineering research and development of military medical equipment on a continuing basis for the Army and on an "as required"
basis for the Navy and Air Force; responsible
for construction of developmental prototypes.
test models, and the production of limited quantities of medical materiel to support urgent military requirements; conducts The Surgeon General's research, development, test and engineering program in integrated pest management
systems to include pesticide dispersal and entomological equipment.
Environmental health research in support of
The Surgeon General's responsibilities in air,
land, water pollution control, and chemically related occupational exposures is part of
AMBRDL's responsihility; also, hazardous
waste and pesticide disposal to include management of the intramural and extramural portions
of the USAMRDC Environmental Quality Protection Program.
To accomplish these missions, the laboratory
is authorized 112 military and civilian posi·
tions. The break-<lut is 14 officers, 1 warrant of·
ficer, 15 enlisted personnel, 72 general schedule
civilians and 10 wage grade civilians.
Temporary positions are authorized from
time to time to support specific programs. In
addition, the personnel complement is enhanced
hy outstanding students, many of whom ad·
vance to permanent taff members. through
cooperative training program with universities, colleges and other government agencies.
Professional disciplines represented in
AMBRDL include: Aquatic biology, biomedical
engineering, chemical engineering. chemistry.
computer sciences, electrical engineering, elec·
tronic engineering, engineering crafts and
drafting, epidemiology, general engineering,
graphic and photographic arts, mechanical engineering, operations research, parasitology.
physiology, sanitary engineering, statistics,
toxicology, and veterinary medicine.
The laboratory con ists of a headquarters element and five unstructured divisions designed
to carry out or upport mission requirements.
The Engineering Division is engaged primarily in the research, development, test and evaluation of combat materiel in three main categories: exploratory development, advanced development, and engineering development.
Typical medical equipment being developed
or evaluated in the current program includes:
Improved field ambulance, improved aid bag ,
chemical casualty decontamination kit, cold injury rapid rewarm system, field blood chemis·
try unit, improved field splint set, improved
f,eld sterilizer and modem dental assembly.
The Operations and Applied Research Divi·
sion is conducting in-house R&D efforts on pestl
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COL CHARLES R. ANGEL assumed comnumd of the U.S. Army
Medical Bioengineering Re earch and Development Laboratory in
July 1975, following duty as assistant chief, Medical Service Corps,
for Allied Sciences. Office of the Surgeon General, HQ DA.
Born in 1922 in Williamsport, PA, he studied at the University of
Maine. receiving a BS degree in 1947 and MS in 1949, both in biochemistry. In 1960, he received a PhD ill radiation biology from the
University of Rochester. He was owarded the A prefix in biochemistry in 1969. COL Angel erved as an enlisted man during
World War 1I and began his commissioned service as 0 biochemist at
the Fort Detrick Biological Laboratories in 1949.
management dispersal and survey equipment
urgently needed by preventive medicine teams.
Considerable effort also is being expended to
support the Department of Defense and Department of the Army installation pest management programs; also, developmental testing and
evaluation of medical materiel. The division also
is responsible for the laboratory'a operations
functiou. Ongoing projects include: controlled
release pesticide formulations, aerial spray pesticide di persal system, improved mosquito
light trap, ULV pesticide dispersal units, bael<·
pack insecticide sprayers, and stored products
insect detector.
The Environmental Protection Research Division conducts in·bouse and also monitors contraded research. Jointly supported research efforts with the Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, and elements within
the Department of Defense are being utilized to
the maxim um exten t.
Research programs are reviewed for "scientific credibility" and approved by the Committee
for Military Environmental Research of the National Research Council. Current efforts involve
programs in munitions stsndards. installation
restoration standards, land application of
wastewater, water/wastewater treatment,
wastewater reuse. analytical methods, pe ticide
and hazardous waste disposal. occupational
bealth. and technical information systems.
Conceptually, the laboratory functions in the
unstructured mode, permitting maximum responsiveness and flexibility. Each division has
responsibility for specific mission elements, but
must apply the principles of teamwork.

Administrative and Logistics Support Divi·
sions play an active role in research programs
as well as in support services. Logistical Support, for example, is responsible for fabrication
of medical materiel designed by the research
and development divisions.
Administrative Support is tasked with the
statistical and computer sciences services; also,
graphic and photographic arts particularly important to the materiel development mission.
This integrated philosophy of operations results
in a close relationship between researcbers and
su pport personnel.
With an eye toward advanced managerial
techniques, demanded by the ever-increasing
complexities of mission requirements and the
extremely interdisciplinary nature of tbe labor·
atory, the unit is in the early stages of implementing an automated management informa·
tion system. Workload data has been automated
to provide valuable, readily available manpower
information to division chiefs.
In addition, the "life flow" of laboratory documents is being surveyed for possible automation. The objective is to provide timely informa·
tion to research managers to aid the decision·
making processes.
The efforts are being conducted jointly by the
laboratory's various divisions, again reflecting
the team pirit and flexibility of the AMBRDL.
LTC LeRoy H. Reuter is deputy commander
and chief. Environmental Protection Research
Division. MAJ Bernard A. Schiefer i chief,
Operations and Applied Research Division and
executive officer. MAJ Heath F. Reinhardt di·
rects the Logistical Support Division. Aaron Ismach heads the Engineering Division and MAJ
G. A. Kirschbaum Jr. is administrative officer.

Natick Modifies Helmet for Firefighters' Improved Protection
Military flreflgbters will be provided with
significantly improved impact protection and
fire safety by • helmet modified from a commercial version by scientists at tbe U.S. Army
Natick Research and Development Command.
The new model features a polycarbonate face
shield and flame-resistant Nomex ear flaps,
along with an energy-absorbing foam-lining
tbat covers the circwnference of the head to
provide side and tangential impact protection.
Weighing less tban 40 ounces, the helmet
satisfies safety helmet and impact protection
requirements established by the American Na·
tional Standards Institute (ANSn. The former
military firefighters' helmet lacked the face
shield and protective ear flaps. Type-classified
in April, the Army helmet is expected to be in
the field by the fltStof next year.
The redesigned hebnet, improved from an
earlier commercial model, also is programed for
commercial marketing.
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AMSAA Goall Materiel Worthiness Through Quality Evaluation
Generation of guidelines for the management
and acquisition of nearly every type of Army
msteriel is a responsibility of the Army Materi·
el Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA), in·
volved with operations extending throughout
the entire Army structure.
Headquartered at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, ss one of 40 tenant activities, AMSAA supports sII commodity commands of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) with systems analyses.
DARCOM defines materiel systems analysis
as the "orderly study of a mansgement system
or an operating system using the techniques of
management anslysis, operations research, industrW engineering, or other methods to evaluate the effectiveness with which missions are
accomplished, and to recommend alternatives
or improvements."
Simply stated, AMSAA specislists ask and
seek answers for top-level decision-makers, such
as: "How does something or someone perform
under a given set of circumstances, and is it
worth the cost?" The question entails detailed
analysis of the various stage of a commodity's
life cycle.
Studies and evaluations deal with weapons
systems, electronic and communications sys·
terns, vehicles or mobility systems, as weU as
the combat soldier's equipment. AU studies are
oriented towards the discovery of systems char·
acteristics and worth; the product is a technical
report.
On~half of AMSAA's mission is fulfilled
when the technical report is complete. 'lbe next
step is to convey the information· the ideas and
recommendations - to decision·makers, the com·
modity commands, project managers. designers
and other military departments.
"We bave to get the reports out rapidly - into
tbe system - in order to accomplish our objective," an AMSAA spokesman said. "The anaIysis must be understandable. Combat data is often matched against our estimates. We are usually correct, but when we are wrong, we adjust
our estimstes to the data.
"We quantify how well a system will do in
combst," he added, "and seek to assure that new
systems are better than the ones they replace. It
takes two to four years to modify an old system,
opposed to 8 to 12 years to field a new syatem,
so we look carefuDy before we opt for a new system over one we can modify and update."
AMSAA does not stop with analyses and
checks with combat data and performance. A

Ground·Emplaced Mine Scattering System
(GEMSS) prohlem ill worked out by Jeff
Landis, a mathematician at the AMSAA:

8

.

AMSAA conducts research and analysis to
evaluate effectiveness of materiel items
such as tbe multilayered ballistic nylon
blanket, impact-resistant goggles, red~
signed helmet and protective combat vest.
continuing program of direct interface with the
soldier at the working level is maintained
through field liaison visits. These visits are
timed after major exercises and provide infor.
mation on equipment·related problems.
AMSAA works closely with the DARCOM commodity commands to develop solutions to today's problems, with today's equipment, today.
Modem systems analysis evolved slowly duro
ing the early 1900s. One of the Army's early applications of analysis occurred in the 1920s,
when the Ordnance and Medical Corps fired
various caliber bullets at pigs and goats. Data
from the early tests were used for comparison
with dsta from much more exhaustive tests, ~
gun more than 30 years Ister.
Systems analysis in 1938-39 by APG's Ballis.
tic Research Laboratories dealt with the vul.
nerability of aircraft. Results included improv~
ments to the rationale for selecting antiaircraft
weapons, ammunition fuzing. and accuracy of
range finders.
These studies led to extensive tests. at the end
of World War II, to determine the vulnerability
of aircraft to a larger variety of weapons. 'lbe
test series culminated in a recommendation for
the development of a family of antiaircraft weapons in 1949.
One of the flISt products of systems analysis
from APG was a technical manual,
TM-9-1907, Ballistic Data Performance of
Ammunition, which appeared during World
War II. It resulted from studies involving assessment of the destructiveness of various
bombs, based upon fragment zones of damage
.(ratber than customary calculations based on
bomb blast).
'lbe BRL demonstrated that fragmen tation
causes the primary damage, and that the blast
effects are secondary considerations.
During the 19408 and 50s, the BRL Weapons
Systems Laboratory was the center of the systems analysis activity with the Ordnance Corps
and, later, the Army Materiel Command (now
DARCOM). Atomic weapons versus ground and
aerial targets, tank battlefield effectiveness,
air-defense cost effectiveness, and missile eval·
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uation were some of the systems under study.
Aircraft and missile vulnerability, surveil·
lance and quality evaluation of ammunition
stocks, and the effectiveness of artillery sheUs
were the main projects during the later 1950 .
Results led to the development of the military
Services Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals
in the 19608.
Introduced to the forces of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), and still in use,
the manuals deal with effectiveness of air-tosurface weapons, air-to-air and surfac~to-surface weapons, air defense, target vulnerability,
weapons characteristics, and delivery accuracy.
War games and system studies were used in
1963 to predict combat ammunition expenditures. Target complexes, vulnerability, acquisition and tracking errors were studied intensiv~
ly, and artillery forces' effectiveness in intense
combat were analyzed.
The need for a separate Army Materiel Com·
mand agency for ystems analysis services became increasingly apparent. AMSAA was established on Jan. 1, 1968 at the Aberdeen ~
search and Development Center.
AMSAA now consists of five operating (line)
divisions, four staff offices. the Office of the Director, and a Management Services Division to
serve technical, line and staff elements.
The Systems Methodology Office assists in
planning, reviewing, and conducting research
programs in improved systems analysis, anaIytical research, and economic and resource aUocation; it also conducts selected technical
studies related to production processes, and mohilization base adequacy. The Special Activities
Office plans, directs, coordinates and reviews
for the director joint activities pertaining to
munitions effectiveness and survivability.
AMSAA'a five line divisions are Air Warfare,
Ground Warfare, Combat Support, and Field
Equipment and Technology, Reliability, Availability and Maintainability. They are involved
with systems analysis and researcb for aircraft,
missiles, and air defense; design and evaluation
of ground warfare systems; mobility and sys·
terns engineering; and studies in system reliabil.
ity, maintainability, and operational availability involving the entire spectrum of Army weapons systems.
More than 400 people work for AMSAA, with
over half of the professional staff trained and
experienced in operations research techniques;
the remainder are divided between basic science
and engineering fields.
AMSAA has generated numerous analyses,
studies and reports that have been acclaimed

Computer Terminal is Ulled by OR analyst
Dehra Meredith for the AMSAA project.
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for improving and streamlining Army systems
and materiel. Particularly notable was a 1969
aysterns analysis of helicopters that compared
nine "off-the-shelf" helicopter candidates for
the Special Forces transport helicopter. Five
candidates were eliminated early in the study
due to deficiencie in evaluation criteria and the
remaining four were studied in detail.
After preliminary modifications, each candidate was evaluated in term of range, payload,
cruise speed. maneuverability and agility, amphibious capability, detectahility, size, vulnerability, unit cost, and 10·year program costs.
AMSAA was thus able to recommend the most
cost-effective candidate.
Another AMSAA project involved missile
life-cycle reliahility studies of Honest John,
Perahing, Sergeant, Shillelagh, Nike Hercules

and the M22 to provide a continuing evaluation
of safety and reliability of deployed systems,
and the total stockpile. Considered also were
safety and ballistic performance factors_
The objective was to enable decision-makers
to maintain required inventory levels by corrective action or replacement_ Extension of the life
cycle of the missiles far beyond the manufacturer's recommendation avoided "millions of dollars in cost that would have been required for
premature replacements."
AMSAA programs cover the entire inventory
of military systems and materiel. Investigators
are generally free to pursue projects as far as
analysis and research may lead, for example, to
ferret out reliable an wers to such complex
questions as:

How fast is an air-defense system? Does thel
effectiveness of a weapon change with a change
in combat environment? How many weapons
must be procured, and how should they be distributed to assure proper operating number?
Are current techniques for analyzing systems
efficient? How can we predict the cost of a weapon in the con""pt otage?
"Because we do not have many of the usual or·
ganizational constraints," AMSAA reports, "we
can look at a system to determine what it can do
against anything, in any situation. For example,
we may ask, 'Why can't an antitank system
work as an antiaircraft system?' We look at
things from all angl.es. Within the Army's
scheme of things, we believe AMSAA is
unique,"

Army Authorizes Production of 56 More Black Hawk Helicopters
Production of 56 additional UH-GOA Black
Hawk helicopters, renamed from the U'ITAS
(Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System) at
ceremonies Sept. 7 at Fort Myer, VA, has been
authorized by the Army under an option in a
contract award in December 1976.
Assembly of the additional aircraft at a cost
of .$129.4 million is programed to begin in
March 1978, with the first delivery scheduled in
early 1979. The initial purchase of 15 aircraft
wa under a basic contract totaling $83.4 million. The Army has a stated requirement for
1,107 UH-60A models, designed to carry a
fully·equipped combat force of 11 plus crew of

3.
GEN John R. GutM ,commander of the U.S.
Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command, said during renaming ceremonies:
"It is a great day for DARCOM, its subordinate commands. and its combined efforts with
industry to provide the best possible equipment
to our soldiers at reasonable cost." He added
that it is "visible proof of a highly ucce ful industry-Army effort . proof which you can
touch, feel and sit in, that our acquisition process is doing its job well ...."
GEN Guthrie expl.ined that the Black Hawk
has been designed to survive in today's and
tomorrow's combat environment, with critical
systems that are redundant - including engines.
flight controls, electrical system and hydraulics.
Other passive countermeasures he cited include reduced noise levels, low reflective paint.
reduced radar cross section and high ballistic
tolerance. Crew seats are armored and the propulsion system gear boxes can operate for 30
minutes without oil - long enough to get the air·
craft home_
While emphasizing that the Black Hawk is
more crashworthy than any U.S. aircraft, GEN
Guthrie told about a prototype that crashed into a stand of 4-inch diameter pines while flying
at night. Fourteen soldiers and the operating
crew walked away unharmed. After the trees
were cut down and new rotor blades installed,
the aircraft was flown out under its own power.
Other qualities he mentioned are economy of
operation and greatly reduced maintenance requirements, which translate into a need for fewer aircraft to perform the mission of the present
Huey company. The Black Hawk will replace
the Huey in all Active Army air assault, air
cavalry and medical evacuation units.
GEN Guthrie paid tribute to Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Technologies lnc. and
to General Electric Co. for meeting development and production requirements for what is
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UH-60A Black Hawk
termed the "most advanced and superior heli·
are on schedule, within target costs and bettercopter in the world."
ing our guaranteed performance_"
Sikorsky developed the aircraft and General
When the Black Hawk production schedule is
Electric developed the '1"700. l,GOO-shaft- horsecompleted, the Army expects to have a mix of
power engine (two will power the Black Hawk)
about 1.100 of the UH-60s and 2,500 Hueys in
which has proved its reliahility qualities in
service.
more than 35,000 te t hours.
The Black Hawk is named in honor of the
Sank and Fox lndian Chief Black Hawk (1767.
Gerald J. Tobias, Sikorsky president, shared
the speaker's podium with G EN Guthrie. He de1838), who won respect in defense of his homescribed the government competitive developland. One of his direct descendents was the
ment and test program as the "most demanding
legendary Jim Thorpe, of football and Olympic
and stimulating challenge" the company had
Games fame, whose son, LTC Carl Thorpe, at·
ever experienced. He expressed pride that "We
tended the Black Hawk renaming ceremonies.

Balloon Probes Collect Ozone, Stratosphere Data
Valuable information on the ozone layer and
chemical content of the stratosphere· related to
problem area concerns of numerous major U.S.
Government agencies including the Department
of Defense - is being collected by using giant bal·
loons instrumented as data platforms.
Technology developed during almost a decade
of U.S. Army experimentation at White Sands
Missile Range, NM, is serving objectives of on.
going tests. The eighth halloon experiment was
conducted recently, involving halloons with 11
and 22 million cuhic feet of helium.
.
. .
STRATCOM (STRATospherIc COMposltion)
Program. Du-ector Dr. Harold Ballard, Army Atmosphertc Sciences Laboratory at WSMR, rated
the t~o balloon probes "90 percent successful."
~ests mclud~ ~~ute drops of mstrumentatlOn, and partlClpation of a NASA U-2 au-craft
that earned sensors complementary to those
aboard the balloons.
'The ftrst flight carried a 3-instrument 1,000pound payload to a 23·mile altitude. The second

lifted 30 scientiJic instruments weighing 1,100
pounds 25 miles into the stratosphere.
Data from the. halloon flights: parachute
drops, the U-2 flights, five 3SSOC1ated rocket
flights, and ground tests, are being compared to
check the ability of a photochemical model to
predict. a.ccUlately the pronJes of atmospheric
~mposltion, such as the aero~ol? carbon dioxIde, .ozone. water vapor. rutrlC mode and
chlorme content;
.
Federal agenc~e~ suppo,:tmg th.e STRATCOM
program or specific expenments mclude the Department of Defense, Energy Research and Development Administration, the National Science Foundation, and the Ames, Goddard and
Langley divisions of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
Also participating in the program are laboratories of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry
Laboratory. Sandia Laboratories. Panametrics
lnc.. SenTran Co.. and Colorado. Utah and
Pennsylvania State Universities.
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Cost Effectiveness Cited, , ,

AMMRC Installs Hot-Corrosion Test Rig
Co t effectiveness is intrinsic to the dynamic hot-corrosion burner test
rig instslled at the U.S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center,
Watertown, MA, for '1esa than $25,000," as reported by Milton Levy,
leader of the Corrosion Research Group. The rig is believed the first of its
kind located at an Army research center.
Levy describes the test rig as a source of combusted fuels into which a
sea·salt corrodent is introduced, thereby impinging on the surface of test

specimens. Combustion conditions are maintsined on the oxidizing side of
stoichiometry and the specimen· may. or may not, be cycled thermally out
of·the flowing gas stream.
The rig is actually an AMMRC-modified Pratt & Whitney unit with aux·
iliary controls. Effects of combined hot oxidation and sulfidation (hot cor·
rosion) on expe.rimentsl material systems can be realistically evaluated af·
ter exposure to dynamic test conditions.
Understsnding of the contributions of these phenomena to materisls
deterioration is, Levy ststes, "germane to the rational selection of opti·
mum gas turbine materials which are exposed to increasingly severe oper·
ating conditions; and in response to the need for improved performance
along with upgraded reliability and maintsinability of Army aircraft."
Choice of specimen geometry is open ended for the test rig. Variations
rosy be selected that will simulate gas turbine engine components. Magni·
tude of hot corrosion is evaluated by metaUographic examination (change
in cross section) and weight loss measurement (weight after cathodic descaling).
Current effort with the test rig is concerned with developing techniques
for refractory alloys to resist hot corrosion; also, elucidating mechanisms
controlling these phenomena.
Levy is the principal investigator of the project involving hot corrosion
studies. Special credit is due, he said, to J. J. Falco and J. L. Morossi for
assembling the test rig and making it operational.

AAM RDL Renamed R&TLaboratories

Hot Corrosion TElStFacility CODtrol Console

Burner Rig Assembly

u.s. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM) is the
new name for the former U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory at Moffett Field, CA, as announced recently by Dr.
Richard M. Carlson, who continues as director of the USARTL.
AVRADCOM denotes the parent U.S. Army Aviation R&D Command,
St. Louis, MO, commanded by MG Story C. Stevens. Four subordinate
directorates of the former USAMRDL also were redesignated.
What was the Ames Directorate is now the Aeromechanics LAboratory,
Moffett Field, CA. The Propulsion Laboratory is the new name for the
former Lewis Directorate, NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OB.
The Applied Technology LAboratory, Fort Eustis. VA, is the new name of
the former Eustis Directorate. Similarly, the Structures LAboratory,
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA. evolved from the Lang·
ley Directorate.
Despite the name changes, missions of the new laboratories are relatively unaffected, including major projects. The Research and Technology
Laboratories' over·all responsibility is: To plan, develop, manage and execute for A VRADCOM the research and exploratory development programs, and advanced development programs, through demonstration of
technology to provide a firm technical base for development of superior
airmobile systems.
Special emphasis is to be placed on improved aircraft engine and rotor
performance: reduced structural weight, cost and complexity; improved
maneuverability, survivability, safety, reliability and maintsinability,
and lower life cycle cost, Major projects include the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft; the XH-59A Advanced Balde Concept; Rotor Systems
Research Aircraft (RSRA); and the 800-Shaft Horsepower Advanced
Technology Demonstrator Engine Program.

Ceramic Cracks Laid to Electron Tube Failure

Sodium Chloride Feed AllSembly
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Interdisciplinary team effort has solved a problem of occasional failure
and shortening of the shelf life of the A2 ceramic-to-metal sealed electron
tube in the M1140 fuze of the Lance missile, the U.S. Army Materials and
Mechanics Research Center has announced.
Cooperating in the R&D effort werll specialists from the AMMRC, the
Harry Diamond Laboratories at Adelphi, MD, Army Electronics Com·
mand, Picatinny Arsenal at Dover, NJ, Naval Research Laboratories, Na·
tional Bureau of Standards, and Arthur D. Little, Inc.
The root cause of failure was determined as cracks in the ceramic parts
of the tube slowly propagating under stresses produced by the thermal ex·
pansion mismatch between the copper and alumina components. When
the cracks intercepted gas·filled pores produced during processing, the
gas was released into the interior of the tube causing arcing and resultant
failure when the power was turned on,
The failure analysis tesm recommended changes in the method of fabrication of the tube. Fabrication with ceramic previously metallized with a
layer of molybdenum/manganese alloy eliminated the failure mode by reducing the chemical attack.
AMMRC supervisory research cersmic engineer Dr. Dennis J. Vlech·
nicki termed the result of the interdisciplinary team effort "important in
increasing the reliability of our main new weapons systems."
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23d Annual AUSA Meeting ...

Focuses on 'Total Army' Readiness Requirements
Current and projected manpower and materiel issues relative to "Total Army" readiness accented major speeches and panel discussions at
the 23d annual meeting of the Association of
the United States Army (AUSA), Oct. 17-19, in
Washington, DC.
More than 6,000 militsry personnel, industrial representatives and guests gathered to
hear presentations by top militsry leaders and
to view exhibits of equipment and capabilities
designed to meet U.S. defense requirements.
Secretsry of Energy and former SeCretary of
Defense (1973-75) James R. Schlesinger was
honored with presentation of the George Catlett Marshall Medal, the higbest AUSA award,
at the climactic memorial dinner. Cited for
"selfless service to the United States of
America, as an educator, strategist, and superb
public servant: Schlesinger eotared public
service in 1969 as assistant director of the
Bureau of the Budget.
Previous recipients of the award include former Presidents Truman and Eisenhower, Secretsry of State Cyrus R. Vance and former Secretsries of State Henry A. Kissinger and Dean
Rusk, Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, and former Secretsry of the Army Frank Pace Jr.• last
year's winner.
Secretsry of the Army Clifford L. Alexander
emphasized in his keynote address that the
quality of the people wbo comprise the Total
Army and the Readiness of the Army are virtually inseparable, and tbat dedication and tal·
ents of the active soldier must be combined with
those of the citizen soldier.
Emphasis on .. quality Army must begin with
recruiting, he said, adding that efforts in this
area by the Recruiting Command during the
past 12 montba have heen encouraging despite
diminishing resources.
Commenting on the Army's readiness, Secretary Alexander stated: "We have traditionally
defined readiness in terms of unit readiness in
people. training and equipment. This may not
fully correspond with our capability to go to
war should the need arise.
"Unit readiness does not tell us mucb about
responsiveness of the entire Army. Force readiness does. It includes unit readiness in the tradi·
tional way - but also the factors of rapid mobili·
zation, deployment, operations, and ultimate
sustainability of a force once overseas."
Secretary Alexander concluded his remarks
with a brief discussion of the Panama Canal. He
stressed that ratification of the Canal treaties
will send a clear signal to developing nations
that the U.S. acts in accord with what it ssys.
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Army Chief of Staff GEN Bernard W. Rog·
ers, AUSA luncheon speaker, amplified on the
importance of strategic and force structure issues in Europe. He said that needs of NATO
present a great challenge to the Army. adding:
"Efforts to improve effectiveness of the forward defense in Europe currently include introduction of more attack helicopters, additional
artillery units, and increasing ammunition storage levels."
Major efforts are designed to perrnitNATO to
deal with an attack occurring with little warning, he said, adding: "Current emphasis is to increase, to the highest level, force readiness of
forces aiready deployed or to be deployed during the first 30 days of war."
Six Total Army goals outlined by GEN Rogers
are: increased readiness; improved soldier quality and family life: developing, fielding and
maintaining a balanced fighting capability; improved deployment ability; improved technology and equipment; and better personnel and
materiel resources management.
Commander of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command GEN John R.
Guthrie was the featured speaker at the sustaining members luncheon. He spoke on mission
changes within DARCOM as the result of organizational realignments, the relationship
with industry, and its Total Army readiness
role.
GEN Guthrie stressed that DARCOM's reorganization is far from complete and that
realignments and personnel actions are actually
the easiest part of the reorganization process,
explaining that "The hard part is making the
new organization work."
Commenting on DARCOM's changing mission, he stated, "it has grown from that of a
wholesale logistics manager, limited to the continental U.S., into providing support directly to
570 Army units and installations worldwide.
"DARCOM now fulfills responsibilities as the
single manager for conventional ammunition
for all the miUtsry services. and executes a foreign miUtsry sales program with $15 billion
worth of open cases. We also operate maintenance plants in Germany, and airlift repair
parts directly to 89 key support units in
USAREUR (U.S. Army Europe)."
Addressing the issue of DARCOMJindustry
relations, GEN Guthrie said that we must strive
to become more aware of each other's problems
and objectives through improved communica·
tion. Special Army/industry seminars, initiated
in 1974, are a positive step in this direction, he
said. adding:

"The nature of the Soviet threat demands that
we modernize our forces and it ia in this area
that industry can make its greatest contribution. We are continuing to increase tbe propor·
tion of industry effort and reduce in-bouae con·
tributions to the Army acquisition efforts.
"A similar trend is visible in engineering development and the technology base. Our ED
funds, which support most of our R&D PMa
(project/program managers), bave moved steadily toward more contract and less in-bouse ef·
fort. Roughly 75 percent of our ED dollars go to
industry.
"In tbe technology base area, we are working
toward a rougb 50-50 ratio. The ratio in 1975
was about 57 percent in-bouse and 43 percent
contractor. Today it is 55 percent in-bouse and
45 percent contractor."
GE Guthrie voiced strong concern tbat one
of the greatest challenges facing the Army is
NATO standardizationJinteroperability. He said
tbat DARCOM is deeply engaged in a major effort to study implications of standardization.
"These i ues: he stated, "range across s wide
spectrum, from training support requirements
of foreign SYStams to legal ramifications of dealing directly with forei,gn manufacturers."
Basic methods of international m8teriel acquisition cited by GEN Guthrie are: Cooperative research and development in basic military
research between two or more countries; coproduction of a weapons system by one or more
prime contractors in two or more nations; li·
censed production where developers of military
hardware provide dats, patent rigbts, snd tech·
nical assiatance necessary to permit production
in another country.
Another method is direct procurement of
foreign systems by straightforward contracting. in accordance with the Armed Services Pr0curement Regulation. Direct procurement with
a foreign goverornent rather than a foreign fll'lll
can be effected through a contract or international sgreement.
Other subjects of concern presented by GEN
Guthrie included small business participation in
the federal procurement process; minority busi·
ness programs; and use of letter contracts as
preliminary tools to commence industry work.
Letter contraCta' he cautioned, should be used
only wben absolutely necessary, such as when
dictated by urgency of program requirements
or when production lead time is insufficient.
GEN Guthrie concluded with an appeal to reduce costs in buying and maintaining Army
weapons systems, explaining that the current
federal funding environment demands that the
Army eliminates program funding turbnlence.
Other festured AUSA speakers included Under Secretary of the Army Walter B. La Berge,
wbo addressed the corporate members luncheon; LTG DeWitt C. Smith Jr., Army Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel; Sergeant Major of
the Army William C. Bainbridge; and George
M. Houston, new AUSA president.
Topics discussed in two panel seminars were
"Ability to Man the Total Army," moderated by
Dr. Curtis Tarr, former director of the Selective
Service System, and "A Bill of Rights for Those
Who Serve: moderated by MG Robert F. CockUn, USAR, AUSA executive vice president.
Included among numerous Army and industrial exhibit attractions were progress reports
on tbe Patriot surface-to-air missile system; the
Black Hawk helicopter; and a mobile, solar·
powered telephone communications system.
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Army Modernization Affordability
By MG Ernest D. Peilollo
How to pay for its modernization progrom, corn:urrent with increasing
the Army' immediate readiness posture, has been the ubject of recent
briefings by general offieers of the Oftiee of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Research, Development, and Acquisition. ODCSRDA Director of Materiel
Plc.ns and Programs MG Ernest D. Peixotto spoke on this subject at the
U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium. A condensation follows:

•

How many times has each of us heard the comment in our own household: "We can't afford itl" You feel your 1972 car should be replaced; your
wife presents good arguments to replace the 20-year-old refrigerator that
has served her well but is now wearing out. However, the family assets
simply do not allow both things to be done, certainly not simultaneously.
But they will both be needed, sooner or later. Whicb comes f,rst, and
when? It is the problem we term affordability.
This is a greatly simplified analogy of the major challenge that now
faces, and will continue to face, the Army's materiel acquisition commuuity in planning future budget requests. The maguitude of this affordability problem evolved during the mid-seventies BB the Army increased the
emphasis on modernization.
It became evident that there is a serious shortfall between the total
funding required for the modernization program and the active fllOding
that the Army is likely to receive from the Congress over the next decade.
The modernization program is the largest in our history. We are making
up for lost time caused by the Vietnam War and technology opportu.nities
are greater than ever. At the same time the Soviet threat is ominous.
Our program probably exceeds in magnitude our build-up for World
War ll; it certainly exceeds it in cost and it is a 2-fold effort. On the one
hand we are undertaking a major upgrading, a product improvement ef·
fort if you want to call it that, for a large number of systems. We are improving our tank fleet from M60Als to M60A3s, AH-1G helicopters are
being upgraded to TOW-firing AH1-S antitank systems. The CH-47 helicopter is being improved, and Ml13 armored personnel carriers are being
converted from gBB to &esel-to cite only a few examples.
On the other hand, we are completing development of many totally new
systems with siguificantly increased combat capabilities. We are in the
process of fielding a new family of modern weapons and equipment. The
XM1 tank, the Black Hawk utility and Y AH-64 attack helicopters, the
Patriot air defense system, a new family of conventional munitions, and
new antitank mines are a few examples.
The issue facing the Army is to obtain funding support for this program. Our budget must be increased over the next few years or we must
delay the fielding of ~tain equipment_ Given the current Army missions, a solution of some sort must be fOllOd that permits u to come as
close to achieving the desired goal as available resOurces permit.
To understand the affordability issue, and how we are attempting to
analyze it, we have divided the problem into four parts. The fJ.rst is what I
call totIJl program affordability, which covers a 1S-year period in the
future. The second is to answer the "What if . _. ?" type questions. In this
case, we evaluate the impacts of major changes in the allocation of funds
over the 5-J-.§.year timJ! period.
The third analysis evaluates the affordability of our specific system in
connection with an ABARC (Army Systems Acquisition Review Council)
decision to trade off for systems already included in the program. The last
and toughest part of the problem is that of life cycle affordability. Our
analyses have dealt with the first three of these. I will limit my remarks
to the fJ.rst type of analysis-total program affordability.
Each year, during the formulation of the Army's materiel acquisition
program, this challenge is faced and resolved, based on the resources allocated. In these deliberations, the research, development, test and
evaluation dollar requirements are worked out by fiscal year. This is
added to cost estimates required to procure these modernization il4misthe new capabilities.
In addition, the cost of the many other projected buys for already
adopted items needed to sustain the Army must be included. Together,
these make up the total procurement requirement, defined in terms of
both dollars and quantities by fiscal year.
This total procurement requirement (TPR) is, in reality, bBBed on a complex series of decisions as to how the Army will accomplisb its mission.
The primary factor is the nature of the threat and the scenario for
responsive action as shown in Figure l.
Probable scenarios are established to size the logistics base required to
fight the war. Guidance comes to us from the Secretary of Defense and
from the Army Chief of Staff. This guidance is passsed along to the maleriel acquisition community BBgools and objectives.
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Some examples are: achieve so = y days prepoSltioned war reserve by
a certain date; eatablish a number of division force equivalent prepositioned stocks overseas; achieve a certain Initial Operational Capability by
a specified date for a specific weapon system. These goals and objectives,
which have a 2-part interplay, serve as the basis for TPR cakulatians.
General goals and objectivea are thoSe such ss, for example, determining an appropriate balance between R&D and procurement or, to put it
another way, between force modernization and filling shortages in current standard items to achieve and maintain Force readiness.
Other goals and objectives deal with providing sustainability for our
forces. Here I refer to the need to procure equipment to replace combat
losses and ammunition. An example might be support of a D-Day force of
X number of divi ions for a fIXed number of months of sustained combat.
Keyed to the requirement, then, is a planning factor we call the Army
Acquisition Objective (AAO). This is calculated for every major system in
the Army, some 900 in all. Simply stated, the AAO is calculated by
determining the quantities authorized for TO&E and TDA units, maintenance floats, combat consumption rate and any special stocks.
In order to insure the allocation of program dollars to the highest priority requirements, we are using a concept we call a force planning package
(FPP). FPP 1 reflects the needs of the in-place and early deploying forces.
Successive packages are keyed to deployment schedules of augmentation
and build-up forces. Priority of equipment, especially in terms of modernization, must go to the early deployed forces. Our foreseen resources
simply do not allow a rapid m,ateriel fill-out for all of our units.
But the total AAO does not remain constant. On the contrary, the
Army's increasing requirements result in significant increases to the
AAOs. There are four major causes for these increased requirements.
Until recently, our ammunition expenditure rates were based on World
War IT and Korean experience.
During the past few year the Army has developed new ammunition
rates, based on our projected needs on tomorrow's battlefield_ These projections are based on detailed war games performed by the Army's Concepts Analysis Agency.
Second, our wartime replacement factors for equipment have been subOCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1977

jected to significant change due to more accurate projection of t.he in·
creased lethality .mticipated, and evolutIonary improvement in combat
support systems on the modern battlefield. These new rates are also based
on computerized war game simuJations.
Third. force structure changes have been made and more are being
planned. For example, some divisions may be converted from light
Infantry to mechanized Infantry, thereby increasing requirements for
tanks, armored personnel carriers, etc. The proposed division restructuring tests could resul tin in.creased demands for materiel.
The fourth cause for a large increase in materiel requirement costs is
the need to modernize the Army's conventional warfare capability. During the late 19608 and early 19708, while we were concentrating most of
our dollar resources on Vietnam, the Soviets were hard at work on a
major revitalization of their conventional war ground forces. Now we are
in a critical program to assure a quali tati ve sup~riority over any enemy.
A significant increase in the Army's budget is essential to meet these
growing requirements. Over the past few years, the Department of Defense has received 25 percent of the total federal budget. The Army bas
been receiving only a quarter of that 25 percent.
We also find that noninvestment costs consume 67 percent, leaving
$8

Fig. 2. Materiel Acquisition "Bow Wave"
only 33 percent for materiel acquisition. including research, development.
testing and evaluation.
Clearly, the Army needs to attain a greater share of the defense dollar if
we are to accomplish our modernization and readiness goals. A challenge
to all of us i to bring these facts to the forefront.
After determining all of the item required by the Army and program·
ing their production, the increasing demand for funds becomes evident.
When this is plotted graphically, as shown in Figure 2, there is a sharply
rising total cost curve. Usually referred to as the procurement ''bow
wave," this term derives from the wave that precedes the bow of a ship.
The Army RDTE program, as sbown in Figure 2, reflects a modest
annual increase; however, in constant dollars this does not restore our
level of effort to pre-Vietnam equivalent. But the procurement curve projection increasea dramatically. We have virtually tripled the procurement
budget over the past four years. A major reason for this increase is the
need to procure the new systems resulting from the R&D process-the
c,ritically nl\eded moderniz,!tion items.
.
. There are'.alwayS additional numbers of other things that are believed
needed. Because of their lower priority, they fall into a category in Zem·
Based Budgeting terms called the "enhanced case."
The projection of this out-year money allows the Army to continue to
program for needed systems. If we are oot funded at the levels programed, the time of procurement must be delayed. During preparation of
the FY 78 budget, about $1.6 billion was removed from our procurement
account before the request went to Congress.
This process usually results in reductions in the budget year with addi·
tional funds added in the outer years of the FYDP (5-year Defense Plan).
Budget year donars are almost real while the out-year planning money is
more like Monopoly money.
So what solutions exist? The mo t obvious is for the Army to obtain
more money, a greater share of the defense dollar. There is clear justifica·
tion that the Army should receive more than the current 25 percent, but.
this is difficult in view of the needs of the other Military Services.
Moreover, the cost of our equipment is increasing. For years the Army's
weapons and equipment have cost less than those of the Air Force and

Navy. Now the Army's weapons and e.<luipment are costing in the
hllndreds of thousands. even millions, and Army procurement patterns
are difficult to change.
A second course of action is to slow down the modernization program
by delaying the start of oew systems acquisition. The objection to this
course is that these weapons are needed at the earliest opportuni y to
counter tbe growing threat in Europe.
This is a difficult and controversial course of action, because all of the
modernization systems have strong propooents, some in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the Congress. I am pleased to report that we
have not significantly delayed any major weapon system because of. lack
of funding support.
Whenever budget cuts are required, we must take the "salami" method
where it is necessary to cut a portion of a large number of lower· priority
programs. Combat service and combat service support type items, such as
generatorst bridging, trucks, cornmunicntions and me equipment. are
typical items that are reduced; procurement is delayed from year to year.
The third course of action is to acquire all systems "less" optimally. This
has led to attempts to develop a procurement strategy. One approach is to
place priority on near-term readiness and sustainahiJity items. A second
option is to place priority on the procurement of modernization items.
Another is to develop a procuremenL program that balances moderniza·
tion with readiness and sustainabili ty.
The course of action or strategy to follow i also dependen to a largoe
extent 00 planning uncertainties. If one accepts a high probability of war
in a certain time period, then he can adopt a procurement strategy to fit.
If, for example, one would conclude that a war could occur in the near
term, then we might defer much of our modernization procurement and
increase the purchase of readiness items_ We would concentrate on filling
requirements for MU3 armored personnel carriers and M60A1/A3s
tsnks, TOW missiles fired from Cobra aircraft, and a number of other.
At th.e other extreme of the planning and procurement proce s. you
would guess that war would not occur for 10 to 15 years. We could then
concentrate on the modernization program. with minimum funding for
the current standard items. We would plan to fill out our force with XM1
tanks, YAH-64 helicopters, In fa otry Fighting Vehicles, etc.
Will it be a long war, a short war, nuclear or nonnuclear? We not only
have these extremes but we have a variety of options in between. We can·
not run the risk of putting all of our eggs io anyone of these possibilities.
Then we must ensure a program that is carefully balanced to meet the
t.otal spectrum of contingencies.
We must insure an adequate readiness posture for the immediate
future. For that reason, we have increased the procurement of many
items. for example, M60A3 tanks. We plan to continue the M60A3 buy
uotil we begin to achieve full production of XMls. The same applie to
other areas.
On the oth.er hand, we recognize we must continue to modernize. Or face
an enemy that is not only numerically superior hut, in many area. quali·
tatively superior. What are tbe tools available to us to assist in making
tbese affordability determinatioos? First, we need help at what I call the
macro level-not the micro level. We all know the XM1 tank is better than
the M60, etc.
,
We need analytical models that provide the an wer to the question of
total system effectiveness and minimum cost. WbaL has helped us !¢In·
siderably to date are three management tools: first, a categorization of
weapons and equipment in functional areas called CAPCATS. a priority
system, and the ose of computer graphics.
Currently, there are 11 capability categories, most of which deal with
some aspect of Army operationa. For example, there are categories of
close combat, fire support, and air defense; also, general combat support
systems, administrative and reaearch. In each category, we have attempted to provide a picture of the total capability and our needs.
In the case of Close Combat, we include tsnkfantitank, guided missiles,
combat aviation, mechanized combat. equipment and light weapons, in·
cluding all support equipment and ammunition. We have attempted to
take into account every aspect of that capability as it cuts across every
one of the Army's five procurement, as well as the RDTE appropriations_
A second extremely useful tool has been a system of prioritiea
developed by the Training and Doctrine Command. Establishment of this
priority system has greatly facili tated our job.
Finally, use of computer graphics permits a virtually instantaneous
graphical display of the impact of a materiel acquisition decision. It has
aided us in obtaining fast answers to questions that otherwise required
the use of voluminous computer printouts at a later time.
In summary, the Army's affordabiJity problem is here now, and it will
be with us for a while. It is a many·faceted problem. The solution is not
easy. If the Army is to attain its goals and objectives. as I emphasized
earlier, we must, obtain a greater share of the dollar resources.
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Army Project Managers Conference...

Top Army Leaders Accent Important Role of PMs in Defense Requirements
Controversial. challenging. stimulating,
crammed with action, and lrighlighted by U.S.
Army leaders as speakers and discussion panelists, are properly descriptive when applied to
the eighth annual U.S. Army Project Managers
Conference.
Stated concisely, the Oct. 26-28 meeting in
Orlando, FL, was an intense ucram." course to
update project managers on views of their leaders; the interface problems with Congress; relations with indu trial contract executives;
changes in program/project progress or the
planning phase; and policy or procedural problems (some of which provoked vigorous view·
points).
Participating dignitaries included: Under
Secretary of the Army Walter B. LaBerge;
former incumbent of that office, Norman R.
Augustine; Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development, and Acquisition Dr.
Percy A, Pierre; Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN
Walter T, Kerwin Jr.; and GEN John R. Guth·
rie, Commander of the U.S, Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command.
DARCOM leaders who presented addresses
included Deputy CG for Materiel Development
LTG Robert J, Baer, Deputy CG for Materiel
Readiness LTG Eugene J, D'Ambrosio and his
assistant James F. Maclin, assistant deputy for
Materiel Development John Blanchard, assistant deputy for Science and Technology Norman L. Klein, and director for Battlefield Systems lntegration MG Ira A. Hunt Jr.
Chief of the DARCOM Project Managers Office COL Lauris M. Eek Jr. was presiding chairman for aU general sessions. In his opening comment, he dermed the conference goal by saying,
"We are here to improve the PM system
Numerous high executives and managers of the
Army are here to see what they and their institutions can do to help you. .. "

Project Manager of Year Award. ASA for
RDA Dr. Pierre presented the second annual
Project Manager of the Year Award to BG
Frank P. Ragano, PM for Roland at the Army
Missile Research and Development Command.
Roland is one of the first European designed
weapon systems selected for production in the
U.S. for deployment with the U.S. Army. The
TSQ-58 shares that distinction.
Prior to assuming responsibility for U.S. production of Roland, a French-German development that will be used as the U.S. Army allweather, short-range, air·defense system, BG
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Ragano was PM for the 2.75-inch Rocket Sys·
tern and later the Cannon Artillery Weapons
Systems, including the CLG P (Copperhead).
Selected under provisions of Army Regulation 672-13, Nov. 7, 1975, pertaining to PMs in
DARCOM, the Office of the Surgeoo General,
Corps of Engineers and the Army Security
Agency, BG Ragano was cited for outstanding
performance "during the critical period July
1976 through June 1977.
"Through Iris initiative, technical competence,
excellent judgment and astute managerial ability, General Ragano restructured the U.S. R0land Project to place greater emphasis on
NATO Standardization, and to increase international confidence in this unique technology
transfer project· an aclrievement of great distinction at a time of strict personnel and fiscal
austerity. General Regano's performance reflects great credit upon himself, the U.S. R0land Project and the United States Army."

Walter B. LaBerge
Under Secretary of the Army LaBerge
spoke on objectives of the high-priority current
emphasis on Nortb Atlantic Treaty Organization activities for standardization and interoperability of weapon systems as a "clear and
present cballenge." His presentation was
emphasized witb vugraphs, one of which
showed the United States bas a $56 hillion in·
vestment in Europe.
As outlined by President Carter in a May
1977 meeting in Europe, Under Secretary
LaBerge stated, NATO is the heart of U.S. foreign policy; the U.S. supporta flexible response
and forward defense; Allies must combine, coordinate, and concert national programs more
effectively; and the United States is prepared to
join in majo~ effort to improve coUective deterrent strength of NATO.
The speaker discussed additional details of
President Carter's statement of objectives, including:
• NATO must eliminate waste and duplication (in acquisition of materiel).
• NATO Allies eacb should have opportunity
to develop, produce, and sell competitive defense equipment.
• Alliance must maintain technological excel.
lence in combat forces.
• U.S. must be willing to promote a genuinely
2-way trans-Atlantic trade in defense equipment.
• Europe and North America must explore
ways to improve cooperation in development,
production and procurement-to fight as an
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effective Allied fighting team, wlrich means
greater interoperability if not standardization,
and to place forces in a high state of readiness.
Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN Kerwin, the
formal dinner speaker, was at times unusually
candid in expressing his viewpoints regarding
problem areas in the materiel acquisition process with which top Army management as well
as program/project managers must deal
Many of the problems are monumentally complex and difficult to resolve, he said, particularly those that involve continual changes during
the developmental process. He stressed that
"getting the user (principally elements of the
Training and Doctrine Command) in on the
ground floor" should greatly alleviate some
major problems.
"People-you-I-the user-your bosses-the
Department of the Army organization-are part
of the problem and its solution," GEN Kerwin
stated, adding:
"Project managers, you are great Army officers. You are success-oriented. You have that
'Can Do' attitude that has helped to pre erve
this nation for two centuries. You work under
terrific pressure from your bosses, tbe user ,
the testing community. It is really hard for you
to say you cannot meet your schedules or your
budgets.
"I charge you to get the user in from the beginning. And I want your bosses to see that you
get user cooperation. Don't think it is a personal
failure if you cannot meet the schedule fm legitimate reasons. 10 my experience, haste only
enda up costing millions of dollars.
''Be willing to use your authority as a PM.
You must stop changes at some point. And your
bosses have to avoid constraining you. That
erodes your authority and may even take it
away. Stand up and be counted .. _. Dig your
heels in if someone, the Department of the
Army, whoever, is hurting your program. _. ."
ASA for RDA Dr. Pierre was introduced hy
GEN Guthrie as the opening-day luncheon
speaker. Dr_ Pierre, whose professional qualifications include 3% years with Rand Corp. as a
research engineer, complimented the gathering
of DARCOM commanders and project managers as being representative" of the "cream" of
the structure of Army research and development.

One of his early observations in his new position, Dr. Pierre said, is that the "bottom line" at
the Pentagon staff level is to produce, to get results ss efficiently and expeditiously as poss;ble.
Army project mansgers are similarly charged
with responsibility for results On programs and
projects involving an annual expenditure of
more than $3 billion annually, he said, to
achieve development of materiel systems that
will meet defense requirements.
''Your success is critical to the mission and
image of the Army. The quality of the total
Army program is dependent largely on the quality of the project managers and materiel acqui·
sition managers .... The future of the PM program depends on the caliber of tbe officers
selected and tbe management principles built
into the selection process ...."
Dr. Pierre said that aU PMs are "presumed to
be totally competent" and that in his review of
programs and projects to da te he has not been
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disappointed, "We want to fund all the major
materiel acquisition progra.ms properly withi.n
budget prinrities. Let us know if your program

is in difficulty. I do not relish trying to defend a
losing program to Congress, ..."

it:

GEN John Guthrie
DARCOM Commander GEN Guthrie meeting with his project managers for the first time
since he assumed command of DARCOM, deliv·
ered the keynote address, He enunciated clearly
bis approacb to PMs' problems and their responsibilities to the Army and their commanders.
"It was most significant to me that when
GEN Rogers (Army Chief of Staff) opened the
recent Army Commander Conference, he told
the group that he wanted them to be frank and
forthright in their discussions, else the confer·
ence would have little value. I underline and endorse that approach in the stronge t terms I
can.
"G EN Rogers also said. 'No one here has a
right to wear his heart on hi sleeve.' I also
underline that, because I think one of the great·
est benefits to us, and to the Army, is to conduct meetings of this nature with a full sense of
self·criticism. In-house critique can help us
shape our thinking and our activities to the best
benefits to the Army.
,
"The Chief of Staff also establisbed his priorities as near· term modernization and mid-term
modernization, in that order. Generally speak·
ing, near·term readiness covers roughly the
span from D·Day to D+ 34 days for NATO
forces. Mid-term modernization comes thereafter. I see these priorities as a primary influ·
lence on how we shape our aeLivi ties, .. ."
After discussing briefly his philosophy of the
function of DARCOM HQ in respect to its major
commands, GEN Guthrie said: "Being a project
manager, as you know better than I, is one of
the toughest jobs in the Army. I am sure that
there are times when you may feel like a Dodgers' pitcher in Yankee Stadium with Reggie
Jackson at bat in the sixth game of the 1977
World Series_
"Your job is an important and without a
doubt a rewarding one. All of DARCOM is
proud of what you have collectively accom·
plished in your missions. At the same time, we
must also be our own severest critics. Tell it like
it is, not only here but in all your activities

"

GEN Guthrie then turned to a discussion of
DARCOM's expanding mission with diminish·
ing resources by way of civilian and military
manpower and funding constraints. Today
DARCOM has responsibility for direct support
of some 570 Army units worldwide, plus management of foreign military sales, and serving
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as single manager for Armed Forces Conven·
tional ammunition.
Over-all Army civilian strength (less AMCI
DARCOM) from 1962, when the Army Materiel
Command was established as a consolidation of
Technical Services R&D and logistics functions,
increased 8.9 percent to the end of FY 1977.
DARCOM now has 37.5 percent fewer civilians
than AMC had in 1962 and ita mili tary strength
declined over 50 percent during the same
period, he said,
After citing personnel strength and funding
increases, as well as the growth of project manager offices (4,171 people in 58 PM offices managing about 42 percent-$3.6 billions-of the
total research, development, test and evaluation
budget), GEN Guthrie said, "We must make cer·
tain that we utilize our resources as effectively
as possible ... ,
"What I am trying to say, is tha t we have to
take a position of enlightened self·interest.
There are areas in this command where the
quality of people we would like to commit to
project management, and tbe people who have
been trained in project management, can have a
very great impact if they are assigned to furictional areas,
''By the arne token, finding those kinds of
quality people is, as you know better than anyone, an increasingly difficult task. Therefore, I
want to he sure that no one says that I am
against project management. That is not true.
But I am concerned that we do not rommit more
resources to this expensive form of management than we can afford.
"In those instances, however, where we obviously need project management, you can be
assured of my full support, and you can be assured of full support of your projects. Within
these constraints, the projects management system, including the special selection and training
process that we have so laboriously achieved
over the past few years, will continue to be emphasized.
"Perhaps one source of this growth is the
demonstrated success which project management has realized in the pa t few years_ The
philosophy of project management has taken
hold so well that assignment of PMs to a command has become almost a status symbol.
"The high visibility and puhlicity given to the
program, to the caliber of people it has attrac'
ted, and to the relatively high level of general
officer promotions from PM ranks, have com·
bined to create a demand for admittance to the
PM program and for establishment of PM of·
fices.
''Let me assure you, both commanders and
project managers, that I do not consider PMs as
tatus symbols; I do not believe every command
needs an abundance of them. We simply need to
determine requirements for PMs based on
merits of the projects and purposes they are intended to accomplish ... ,"
GEN Guthrie, at this point, launched into a
discussion of integrated logistic support, and
NATO standardization and interoperability,
citing policy guidance from the White House
and Office of the Secretary of Defense.
"Project managers," he said, "will play a
pivotal role in the standardization effort. All of
you are already aware of the requirement for
you and other developers to present a thorough
analysis of competing foreign systems at Army
and Defense System Acquisition Review Com·
mittees meetings.
"This will require that you become an expert

on those foreign developments in your area oft
responsibilities . , . , We will be developing a
data bank on foreign systems that will provide
mucb of the information you need. TECOM
(Test and Evaluation Command) has begun to
test foreign systems. Results of the tests should
guide your recommendations . ... u
The Army Materiel Systems Analy is Activ·
ity (AMSAA), he said, is considering- an alternative methodology for presentation of daw on
standardization and interoperability at meet·
ings of Army and Defense System Acqui ition
Review Committees-including the issue of
quantification of interoperability,
''For example," GEN Guthrie explained,
"when do you say two systems are interoperable? When they use the same fuel, or the same
ammunition, or the same engine, or must all the
parts be interchangeable? Much of tbe basic
work remains to be done . . ,
GEN Guthrie concluded with a discussion of
some of the difficult problems of COncern to
DARCOM commanders and PMs. He included
cost control and cost reduction; proper forethought and administrative planning; his con·
cern about letter contracts, and particularly undefinitized letter contracts; small business participation in the materiel acquisition process;
equal employment opportunity in PM ofrtces;
test procedures, and integrated logistics support.
One of his strongest points was the need to
avoid an adversary relatiooship with industry
and with the Army Training and Doctrine Com·
mand (TRADOC). For DARCOM to be able to
fulf"ill its mission, he said, "it is essential that
we eliminate, not ameliorate, adversary relationships .. ' ."
.J!

Norman R. Augustine
Norman R, Augustine, known to the Army
R&D community as a speaker who invariably

LTG RobertJ, BaeT

(Continued on page 21)
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Walter Reed Army Medical Center Dedication ...

Climaxes Decade of Intense Effort to Attain Maximum in Advances
Medical technological advances accelerated almost incredibly during more than a decade of
planning and constroction are represen ted to
the maximum in the rerently dedicated $134.7
million, massively impressive, 5,500-room
Walter Reed Army Medical Center.
Facilities in the 125-foot-high (equivalent to
about 10 storie) structure cover about 27.5
scres of floor space. The new WRAMC was
termed an "enduring symbol of progres .. duro
ing dedication ceremonies in which numerous
dignitarie and an estimated 2,500 people
participated,
Every possible effort was made to incorporate
in the new medical treatment facility-near the
Maryland-District of Columbia boundary and
easily accessible from Beltway 495-capabilities representative of the current state-of·theart in medical advances.
Equipment and tecbniques throughout the
world were in a "constant state of review" duro
ing more than five years of construction, sched·
uled to continue well into 1978.
Final decisions to include the newest devices
and systems were made at "the laat possible
moment,» as directed by length of time required
to purchase and install the equipment in accord
with the conatruction status.
Moreover, design of the building includes
provisions for progressive additions in capabilities to maintain the most modern service.
MG IWbert Be~natein, WRAMC commander,

explained that the policy of constant updating
of capabilities during the construction period
generally permitted the purchase of equipment
"two to three years more recent in development" than that in early design concepts.
More than 3,000 out-patients daily are ex·
pected to benefit by the current "u1timaw in
facilities." Accommodstions can handle 1,280
in.patients, and can be expanded substantially
and rapidly for a national emergency.
HONORED GUESTS at the dedi,cation ceremonies included Mr . Charles Royce, grand·
daughter of MAJ Walter Reed, in whose
memory the first WRAMC was dedicated in
1909, along with former First Lady Mamie
Eisenhower. Also, Senator John Stennis
(D-MS), Secretary of the Army Clifford
Alexander, and Army Chief of Staff GEN
Bernard W. Rogers.

TOMOGRAPHY UNIT is used for taking a
picture of only one layer of a patient's body,
and is especially useful for determining the
exact location and depth of body tumors.
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MG ROBERT BERNSTEIN, MC, was appointed acting call.
mander of Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) in June
1973 and designated as commander a mon/,h later.
Assignments as commander, U.S. A rmy Medical R&D
Com,m",d in March 1973 and a month later as assistant surgeon
general for R&D followed duty as deputy commander (ar
WRAMC and command surgeon geneml, U.S. Military Assis·
tance Command, Vietnam,
He serued as director, Plans, Supply and Operations, Office o(
the Surgeon General (OT. G) and special assistant (or Field Medi·
calActiuities, OTSG; from AugUl t 1968 to August1970.
Commi ioned in the Army Medi '01 Corps in 1947, MG Bernstein holds a BA degree from Vanderbilt Uniuersity (1942) and
an MD from the Uniuersity of Louisuille School of Medicine (1946). He 01 a is a graduate of the U.S.
Army War College (1964) and the Command and General Staff College (1960).
Other key assignments haue included command surgeon, U. . uuthern Command. and chief sur·
geon, u.s. Army Forces, Southern Command, CZ (1965·68); chief, Plan and Operations. Office of
the Surgeon, USCONARC (1964·65); and rw.clear medical officer, WRAm (J 958·59).
Included among his military honors are the Distinguished Seruice Medal, Legion of Merit with two
Oak Leaf Clusters (OLC), Bronze Star Medal with "V" Deuice and OLC, Meritorious eruice Medal,
Joint Seruice Commendation Medal, Army Commendation Medal and Purple Heart.
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Other dignitaries present were LTG John
Morris, Army Chief of Engineers; LTG Ricliard
Taylor, Army Surgeon General; MG Spurgeon
Neel, commander of the Army Health Services
Command; MG Cbarles Pixley, who took over
Oct. 1 as The Surgeon General; Norman F. Patter8On, president, Stone, Marracini and Patterson, archiWcts; Milton T. Pflueger, the principal
designer; and Morton A. Bender, president,
Blake Construction Co., the prime contractor.
Secretary of the Army Alexander,.
dedicatory speaker, stared in part:
"In order for us to keep our promises to our
soldiers, there are some things that we must do.
We must find a way to allevi.ate the physician
shortages in the Army. We need to obtain the
nere558ry incentives that will attract doctors
into our Army and keep them there.
"Because of the physician shortage, more
retirees and dependents must seek civilian care.
They are having difficulty in finding doctors
and hospitals to participaw in CRAMPUS-the
Civilian Health and Medical Program of the
Uniformed Services. To help soh'e this problem,
we need approval to return CHAMPUS to its
previous level of payment fol' medical services
rendered by civilian doctors and hospitals.
"If we can achieve these and relBted programs, we will be able to convince our soldiers
tbat we care for their needs,
"As Secretary of the Army, as a resideut of
the Washington Metropolitan Area, and as an
American citizen, I am proud of what the dedicated people who serve at Walwr Reed have ac·
complished during the constructiou period....
"Walter Reed is a DlItional resource. It is
famed aa a, teaching hospital, and for the
specialties which provide a wide sPectrum of
treatment for our soldiers around the world.
Now the physical plant, equal to the best in the
state-of·the-art anywhere, will add lustre to
that fame and permit it to increase.»
Most Out-patient Clinics were expecred to
be opetationallate in November or early nerem·
her. and 80me started to care for patients Nov.
7_One of the firat to become operational is the
Department of Dentiatry with a 52-chalr clinic.
Until all parta of the new WRAMC Bre opera·
tional, the existing bospital buildings will provide a full range of ~ces.
Still under construction are the upper four
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floors of the 7-story building, actually equivalent to a lO·story facility because of the
"interstitial" 6'9" high spaces between each
floor. They carry air conditioning, life support
syswms, wiring, plumbing, and a monorail systern for transporting food carts, linens and
other essentials to various parts of the hospital.
This easily accessible space provides for rapid
repairs or additions of equipment.
An inspection t.our of the building for the
press prior to the dedication provided an insight
into the meticulous planning that began long
before construction started in 1972.
An explanation adequate for reasonable com·
prehension of the many "marvels" of the new
facility would require mucb more space than is
available; rather, it could be told by devoting a
complete edition of this publication to the subject. Automation is a key word.
Automared systems handle food service to an
almost incredible degree. as they do for
pharmacy and laboratory materials. Computer.
ized systems also handle sterilization and distrihution of supplies and linens. An integrated
communications network adds to efficiency.
With B minimum of the sweat that normally
goes into the process of preparing food in hot
kitchena, the semi·automated system can serve
3.5 million meals a year (10,000 daily) • with
processing and deliveries accompliahed mainly
by push button controls.

W ALL UNITS, located behind the patient's
bed, contain oxygen, compressed air and
suction units, electrical outlets, a telephone
jack, tbe nurse caU system and other equipment necessary to meet the patient's needs.
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soupa. Audi~visual signals inform the produc·
tion control manager that s predetermined
process is being followed.
Patients who can est in the dining hall make
entree selections from about 25 items on two revolving carousels. Patients who eat in their
rooms and are on predetermined diets are
served by an amazing semi·automated process
involving a conveyor system.

Out-patient Pharmacy
Some of the advanced technology developed
by the U.S. Army Natick Research and Development Command laboratories-along with that
developed by the giants of the mass food
preparation industry to serve cbain restaurants,
airlines and other large-scale operations-is in·
corporated in WRAMC facilities.
When the Nstick Laborstories were sssigned
responsibility for the Department of Defense
Food Program management in a 5·year management plan, the Army Surgeon General wss
designated the E"ecutive Agent for Nutrition,
under provisions of a 1971 Joint Service
Regulation. Since then the program has resulted in many major improvements in food
processing and serving.
A considerable part of the WRAMC sophisticated food preparation eqnipment and
automated controls was manufactured in West
Germany. The constant review of food pr0CC8Sing technology during construction of the new
WRAMC ""tended also to other countries.
Several trade publications have termed the
over·a11 result "a miniature semi·automated
food factory."
The totally air-conditioned system is the flrst
of its kind in the U.S. Army. Mass production
methods of preparing meals in sdvance (as long
as two to three weeks) permit most WRAMC
food production employes to work s regular
Monday through Friday schedule.
Food items drawn from storage areas (dry,
refrigerated, frozen) are sent to the ingredient
preparation room for cleaning, peeling,
chopping, slicing and weighing or measuringin much the manner currently used.
Cooking is semi-automated and controlled by
push buttons in the food production manager's
offlce where the cooking cycle, speed of con·
veyora and temperature settings are ever under
his watchful eye.
For e"ample, pumps collect natural juices
from the bottoms of ovens to baste the meats.
More than 380 pounds of roasts can be cooked
in each of two rotating ovens. Conveyorized
grills can turn out more than 2,000 portions of
chops, hamburgers or sausages an hour.
Speedy preparstion also is accomplished by
three double-jacketed steam kettles featuring
self-contained mashers, pureera and stirrers.
They can produce, in about half the normal time
for current methods, more than 1,100 pounds of
mashed potatoes, about 900 pounds of
vegetables or rice, or 45 gallons of pudding or
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Trays are placed automatically on the con·
veyor and as they travel along the individual
portions (drawn by employes from dry, cold or
refrigerated storage in advance) are placed on
the trays. Each tray is checked at the end of the
conveyor to make certain that the prescribed
diet is followed.
A '·trayveyor" takes the tray for each patient
to another floor where it is loaded by employes
into a food cart of the monorail system serving
all patient floors. Employes take carts destined
fnr each nursing turit and place them into a refrigerated area unW they are dispatched by the
monorail to food pantries for each nursing unit.
One of the amazing processes is that which
starts half an hour before meal time. The cart
automatically heats certain items on the tray
(meat, chicken, potatoes, vegetables, gravy,
rolls) to the desired temperature. The salad and
milk remain chilled and butter is warmed only
to make it spreadable. The same tray does it all
without aid of human bands.
Many of the automated systems in the dining
haU also are sophisticated. to the degree that
extensive training is scheduled for employes.
The food cart is a first in the food service in·
dustry and was originated by MAJ Ben Davis
while assigned to the WRAMC Food Service
Division in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
MAJ Davis commented: "We are marshalling
our ingenuity for one of the most innovative,
cost-effective food services known to man of
this decade and the future." That objective is
now achieved.
PATIENT SERVICES facilities and per.
sonnel resources are organized to provide optimal modern care and comfort. The Walter
Reed medical treatment facility can accom·
modate 1,280 in·patients, and can be ""panded
rapidly in the event of a national emergency.
Out-patient facilities have a capability for treating thousands of patients daily. providing con·
tinually up-dated techniques and equipment.
Computerized systems control sterilization
procedures, distribution of medical supplies and
linens,laundry procedures. and numerous other
aspects of hospital operations. An integrated
communications network contributes to effi.
cient management of over·all operations.
Medications are compounded in the hospital's
central manufacturing pharmacy; every dose is
separately prepared. packaged and labeled.
Satellite pharmacies-one for each floor-com.
plement the central facility in meeting requirements of upper·floor in·patients.
In·patient rooms surround a fully landscaped
courtyard where convalescents may relax duro
ing favorable weather or walk for e"ercise.
Nursing units are just outside the courtyard
boundaries and are organized to serve private,
semiprivate and multibed patient rooms.
Pri·Team Nursing is a concept that calls for a
team made up of a registered nurse and para·
professionals to care for 6 to 12 patients, giving
them individualized attention from date of ad·
mission to their release.
One of the Pri·Team requirements is an adequate administrative staff for each ward.

Recent studies showed that nursing staff
members on many wards spend as much as 40
percent of their time with administrative
work-writing reports, making appointments,
ordering meals, getting supplies, etc.
These functions, as well as personnel and
housekeeping responaibilities, will be bandied
by the ward manager, clerks and logistics tech·
nicians. This permits the nuraing staff to give
individualized treatment to patients without in·
creasing the nurse to patient ratio.
All the high·..echnology capabilities at the
new hospital are designed to complement each
other with maximum efficiency for patient care,
meticulously programed with consideration of
"the human element."
In addition to providing the most up-~date
diagnostic and treatment accommodations, the
medical treatment facility offers numerous
special services to make the patients' stay
agreeable. The third floor houses an inter-faith
chapel, library, recreation room, snack bar,
barber shop and beauty salon. Clinkal
Environment is the reault of many years of
planning with sssiduoua attention to detail for
maximal effectiveness in serving patient needs.
WRAMC main clinical u.boratorif$ are rated
among the three busiest of their kind in the
nation. Records for 1976 show that 5.2 million
tests were performed, not only for Walter Reed
but for patients around the world. The clinics'
workload growth is about nine percent
annually, and it is believed that rate may be
exceeded in the new hospital.
Six satellite out-patient clinics in the
Washington metropolitan area combine in servo
ice to about 1.5 million out·patients annually.
Sixty·four specialty clinics in the WRAMC com·
plex, including the Forest Glen anne", last year
handled nearly 900,000 out-patients.
The Medical Clinic, on the first floor, serves
out-patients screened in advance to provide the
attending physician with essential information
on medical history and all aapects related to
proper treatment.
Acute minor illnesses and injuries are handled
on a 24·hour basis-meaning that patients are
admitted and released the same day. Emer·
gency room facilities and personnel handle only
emergency cases.

IntensilJ€ Ccre capabilities are on the fourth
floor and include accommodations for 200
patients. Capabilities include surgical, medical
and nursing turits, along with cardiology, meta·
bolic, thoracic and urology clinics. Each of the
intensive care units incorporates the latest pa.
tient monitoring techniques (substantially automated) along with innovative methodology.
(Continued on page 18)

LANDSCAPED COURTYARDS, located on
each of the upper Ooors, can be enjoyed by
the patients without ever leaving the hospital. Nursing units abut the courtyard.
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Walter Reed Army Medical Center Dedication
(Continued from page 17)
The urRi.Certter also is located on the fourth

ment for clinician, system will control noise,
dust and air·llow.

floor. Minor surgery is performed on an ouf..

Department of Radiology facilities will
feature "amazing developments' during recent
years to enhance capabilities of diagnostic.
nuclear medicine and radiation therapy areas.
Virtually all equipment will be new (relatively
littJe moved from the old hospital) and 34
diagnostic X-ray rooms will have "some of the
most modern and sophisticated equipment in
the entire U.S:'
Much of the radiology equipment will be fully
automated and computerized for "fast, efficient
accomplishment of both routine and difficult X·
ray examinations with a minimum chance for
error in techniques . . .. Radiologists will be
able to give instantaneous typed report.< for
di play on TV monitors on the wards any time
of the day or ni/:ht."

patient basis-admission and release the same
day. Sixteen operatories, clustered into selfcontained units of four suites each, fonn the
center core of the fourth floor.
Each suite is equipped for special procedures.
One suite features a viewin/: amphitheater for
300 persons with color TV placed in th.e operatin/: li/:ht.,. Others contain instrumentation for
opthalmology, neurosurgery, and heart or luo/:
cancer operations. A special elevator delivers a
custom surgical case cart for each operation.
Following surgery the cart is returned by
separate elevator to central material services.
The Dental Clinic also is considerahly involved in surgery and is one of the largest servo
ing the U.. Army. with 52 treatment rooms as
compared to 23 in the old hospital. From 400 to
500 patients can be treated daily.
What is described as a new system employing
"auxiliaries" increases the number of cases ench
dentist can handle. The auxiliaries perform
various aspects of treatment formerly reserved
for the dentist. The denti t, dental therapy a .
sistant (DTA) and dental assistant work tagether as a team, in a cluster of operstories.
The dentist initiates patient treatment, aC·
complishing all "nonreversible" tasks. The DTA
performs all reversihle procedures, that is, any
treatment repeatahle with no harm to the
patient. This includes placement of rulings, tak·
ing impressions, cleaning teeth, X-rays, remov·
ing sutures, discussions with the patient, and
patient education lectures.
The Dep<srtment of Dentistry also will be able
to support more effectively the treatment of patients suffering from head or neck cancer, heart
disease and other diseases that have a dental
impact.
Capabilities will be expanded significantly in
the Maxillofncwl Prothesis Laboratory. Dental
surgeons specially trained for such operations
will replace with plastic materials-for patients
disfigured by cancer operations or accident-facial features uch as ears, noses and eyes.
The MPL also will have an exten ive role in
advaneed technology trainin/: of dentists, in·
cludinl( an expansion in number of those servo
ing residencies. and in their areas of specialties.
The most modern teachinl( methods will be
used, sucb as closed·circuit TV and video-tape.
WRAMC Pathology Laboratories are rated
among the husiest in the world. Workload
records for the past year sbow roughly 30 million weigbted procedures of the College of
American Pathologists were performed.
Moreover, the new facility workload is ex·
pected to increase 30 to 40 percent. Involved
are testa for Uniformed Services hospitals
worldwide, and, when facilities permit, the
Veterans' Administration and U,S. Public
Health Service.
A 3·fold mission is assigned to the Pathology
Laboratories-testing; tbe training and
residency programs including summer courses
for medical students and the Armed Forces
Blood Bank Fellowship; and clinical research.
New systems in the department will include a
SMAC (Sequential Multiple Analyzer, Com·
puterized), representative of the stale-of·the-art
for large-volume chemical analyses. It will be
capable of 10 to 12,000 tests daily.
To assure the most modern working enviroo·
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Diagnostic radiology also will feature an
advanced tomography unit. Tomography is described as a process for taking a picture of only
one layer of a patient's body-the remainder
does not show. The technique is especially
useful for taking pktures of the inner ear, for
example, or exact location and depth of tumors.
A computerized axial tomography unit, said
to be "in great demand," particularly for brain
scanning "with excellent detail," is another
feature in the new equipment category. It per'
mits scanning areas of increased or decreased
density in brain tissue where cancer or other
problems may exist, and '~ust about does away
with the former painful pneumoencephalograpby exams."
The CT scanner also is used to take detailed
pictures of the liver, pancreas, kidneys and
other abdominal organs "with great accuracy."

Another ""marvelous" new machine for
diagnosis without using radiation is an ultrasound whole body scanner. Density variations
in the body are shown by the rellection of sound
waves. CurrenUy, the machine is finding about
60 percent of its application in examination of
obstetric patients.
"We have had cases where this unit could
detect a pregnancy as early as eight weeks."
explained a WRAMC radiologist. ''This is faster

than any of the commonly used teats to
determine if a woman is pregnant or not."
In the latter stages of pregnancy, the ultrasound scanner is described as being capable of
detecting twins, triplets, abnormalities, a position where delivery of the haby would be difficult and, in one proved instance to date, the sex.
Computers at the new bospital have advanced
the art of nuclear medicine dynamic studies by
using injections of radioactive material followed
by X-rays as it passes through the body. Is0topes ore being used also to study heart func·
tion and detect coronary artery disease, bone
scans and other organs. Cancer how up many
months earlier than in regular X·rays.

The thyroid sconner, developed at Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAffi),
may eliminate the need for injection of radioac·
tive material in patients who should receive as
little radiation as possible, such as pregnant
women and·smaII cbildren. A beam of gamma
rays on the thyroid gland excites the iodine
atoms in the thyroid, causing them to give off
detectable X·rays and thereby determining the
size and level of the iodine.
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH facilities in
the new hospital are being provided to improve
its long.standing reputation as one of the finest
medical teaching institutions in the U.S.
The training program serves needs of young
physician as well as experienced practitioners
intent on continually upgrading qualifications.
The second fioor houses numerous classrooms, a
30D-seat auditorium, medical library and equipment for advanced training.
The Research Program at the WRAMC, as
mentioned earlier, makes use of broadly diversi·
fied opportunities in the numerous clinics and
laboratories. State-of·tbe-art sophisticated instrumentation for measuring test resulll5 and
for analyses enhances the over-all facilities and
equipment to provide for a full range of medical
investigation in scientific disciplines.
WRAMC Commander MG Bernstein, speak·
ing at the hospital dedication, stated in part:
"Buildings are built or remodeled but great in·
stitutions are not buildings. Great institutions
are people. One common bond that makes an institution great is th concern of its people. In
tbat regard, we are extremely fortunate."

2 Firms Chosen for Air-Defense Gun Engineering
Selection of two contractors for competitive
gun requirement by the Department of Defense
full·scale engineering development of two prowill precede award of contracts.
totypes each of the new division air·defense gun
Intended to replace the current Vulcan gun,
was announced Nov. 29 by Secretery of the
the DIYAD will be an all·weather, radar·directArmy Clifford L. Alexander.
ed gun system, employing either 35mm Or
Pomona Division of General Dynamics and
40mm cannons in an armored turret mounted
Aeronutronic Division of Ford Aerospace and
on a modified M48A5 tank chassis.
Communications Corp. were selected from five
firms that submitted proposals. The Army
Total procurement is currently foreseen at
Source Selection Evaluation Board considered
about 600 systems. Should a decision be made
cost, system performance, NATO stsndardizato buy the German Gepard system for a near
tion, management, tactical suitability and Slip'
term option to meet an operational need for our
portability of all proposals.
Europesn stationed forces, then the total procurement quantity of the DIYAD will be reSecretary Alexander said the Army plans to
complete negotiations soon for contracts that
duced accordingly.
will provide for accelerated development over a
Firm cost figures will not be available until
29·month period and competitive testing phase.
negotiations are complete, but $17.1 million has
One contractor then will be selected fOr complebeen budgeted in FY78 to initiate development.
tion of development and initial production.
Competition for procurement will come later
Upon completion of negotiations, the Army
with costs being an evaluation factor. COL Len
will issue letters of intent authorizing limited
Marella, U.S. Army Armament Research and
expenditures for completing detailed contract
Development Command, Dover, NJ, is the
execution plans. Revalidation of the DIYAD_ DIVAD project manager.
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16th Annual Army Operations Research Symposium...

Directs Attention to Challenge of Change to Serve Decision Makers
Changes of major significance in operations
research $oals and methodology, to be more
realiaticallr responsive to factual needs of
Army decISion· makers on programs involving
billiona of dollars annually, are essential if OR
is to retain recognition as a meaningful U.S.
Army profession.
Keynote speaker Dr. Seth Bonder, respected
internationally as one of the moat eminent
leaders in the OR field, carried this message to
about 275 AORS XVI attendees, Oct. 12·14, at
Fort Lee, VA.
Themed on Operations Research Support of
the Army of the 1980s - Looking Ahead, the 3day symposium was under the auspices of the
U.S. Army. Operational Test and Evaluation
Agency (OTEAl, Falls Church, VA, commanded
by MG Julius W, Becton.
Cohosts were the Army Logistics Center,
commanded by MG Homer D. Smith Jr.; Army
Quartermaster Center and Fort Lee, commanded by MG Fred C. Sheffey; and Army
Logistics Management Center, headed by COL
Don A. Wilkinson.
Dr. Bonder's address carried the authority of
one of the pioneers in the OR profession - a
leader who haa participated 88 a principal in
most Army Operations Research Symposiums
since he attended his fIrst in 1963. Thia year, he
concentrated his remarks on what he views as
an urgent need for change, after tracing briefly
the role of OR in World War n and up to date.
"I think the time is right," he said, "to shift
the emphasis of OR activity from the long·
range planning issue of What Is Needed for the
Future to address the more OlJerational issue of
How to Use What We Have. That is, we should
focus our efforts on operations rather than on
systems analysis.... "
(A substsntialfortion of Dr. Bonder's addreas
ia the subject 0 our regular feature, SPEAK·
ING ON...beginning on the inside front cover.)
Symposium Chairman Walter W. Hollis,
scientific ad,viser of OTEA, called the aasembly
to order and introduced MG Sheffey for open·
ing remarks.
Following Dr, Bonder's keynote address. N,
G. Asbed and L. S. Steenrod teamed in an in·
vited paper titled Static Analysis - An Answer
to the Complexity Crisis. Both are with the U.S.
Concepts Analysis Agency, Bethesda, MD, and
their paper was a report on simplification of a
war-gaming analysis procedure.
Dr. Marion Bryson, who has participated in
all 16 of the Army Operations Research Symposia, and was for many years chairman of arrangements when the symposia were sponsored
by the Army Research Office (then at Durham,
NC, and now at Research Triangle Park, NC)
presented a technical report on TEMAWS (Tactical Effectiveness of Minefields in an Anti·
Armor Weapons System).
Dr. Bryson has been technical director of the
Army Combat Developments Experimentation
l::ommand at Fort Ord, CA, ellce 1972. His

ARMY VICE CHIEF OF STAFF GEN Walter T. Kerwin Jr. (center), a principal speaker at
AORS XVI, poses with symposium cohost8 MG Julius W. Becton Jr., commander, OTEA, and
MG Fred C. Sheffey, commander of the Quartermaster Center and Fort Lee.
years as a military assistant to the Secretary of
the Army.
Army Chief of Staff GEN Bernard W. Rogers
approved the division restructuring concept
with some caveats in December 1976. Smaller
divisions, COL PihI explained, and the change
of weapons mix in concept will achieve goals of
greatly increased firepower (n~ to 1.630 pounds
a minute) and accelerated mobility.
. Development testing of restructured divisions
at Fort Hood, TX, will provide the basis for
evaluation and analysis. A decision on proposed
restructuring is planned for October 1978.
SYMPOSIUM Chairman Dr. Walter W. HoI·
Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN Walter T. Kerlis, OTEA, is flanked by Dr. Marvin E. Laswin Jr. was introduced by MG Becton as the
ser (left) and Dr. Marion Bryson.
featured speaker on the second day of the con·
ference, following COL PihI's presentation.
presentation described in detail the parameters
GEN Kerwin opened with. '100k back" at the
for a war-gaming experiment conducted by
U,So Army as a basis for a "practicable look at
CDEC to determine messures of effectiveness
the future." He first traced some highlights of
under varying war gaming model structures.
43 years of progress.
GEN Kerwin then turned to a discussion of
Results of altering the study factors. be said,
the Army of today as it is being reorganized and
demonstrated that the field trials variation of
re-equipped to meet requirements for greatly
factors is "limited only by the imagination."
increased flrepower and mobili ty On the modern
COL Donold S. Pihl of the U,S. Army Trainbattlefield - in consideration of a potential
ing and Doctrine Command and a member of
enemy, force that is known to have numerical
the TRADOC Division Restructuring Study
superiority in manpower and in most of the traGroup, described the study and analysis. The
ditional materiel resources.
objective is to prepare armored and mechanized
After paying tribute to the quality of U.S.
divisions for envisioned conditions of combat in
Army leadership all the way down the organizathe 1980·85 time frame. COL PihI served three
tional structure to platoon and squad leaders,
GEN Kerwin talked about strengthening some
of the resources required to modernize the
Army to meet the foreseeable threat.
Affordability, in view'of continually escalating manpower and materiel costs, is foclll'ing
primary consideration on "what we really need
to have," he said, as related to all that may be
considered desirable in the rebuilding process.
"We must find better ways to do mOre with
less, to get more payoff from new weaJlOns systems that are coming into service," GEN Kerwin explained. He added that improved training
methods must be developed to maintain the
COL Donald S. Pibl
highest achievable quality standards in manpower resources.
Other considerations discuased by the Army
Vice Chief of Staff included problems of standardization and interoperability of weapon systems of U.S. and Allied forces, and the tradeoffs in the negotiation process to achieve these
goals.
GEN Kerwin also discussed total Army readiness problems, the Volunteer Army, the
expanding role of women in the Army, the Reserve and the National Guard, and the "whole
back-up structure" with respect to maintaining
maximal professionalism.
MG Ernest D. Peixotto gave an in·depth
PICTURED DUIiING COFFEE BREAK are Saul Penn, ConceptS Analysis Agency, CAA Techpresentation of the problems of affordability in
nical Director and Deputy Commander Jack Newman, Roger Willis, TRASANA professional
(Continued on page 20)
starr, and Leon Gude, deputy director, TRASANA.
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Challenge of Change Stressed at AORS XVI
(Continued from page 19)
the Army materiel acquisition process. Most of
his address is carried on page 14 as a separate
feature.
He called upon professionals in tbe Army OR
community for aid in analyzing complicated
decision factors on affordability considerations
for weapon systems and other materiel requirements extending over a I5·year time frame.
MG Peixotto was director of Materiel Plans
and Program in the Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Research, Development, and Ac·
qui ition at the time of the address. Effective
Nov. 15, he was reassigned to director, Army
Budget, Office of the Comptroller.

being made in educating officers to become professionany qualified as experts in operations research and analysis methodology. Thirtr·eight
universities and major colleges are offering OR
cour es, and Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, president
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, bas
endorsed the program.
Dr. Marvin E. Lasser, director, Army Re-.
search in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Sta ff
for Research, Development, and Acquisition,
HQ DA, was the closing invited guest speaker.
His presentation dealt with the dynamics of
change in Army R&D. evolving philosophy in
management principle. single element funding
and Zero-Based Budgeting.

CONCURRENT WORKING GROUPS.
Session Chairmen were: Frank B. May. U.s_ Anny Logistics
Center. Fort Lee. VA; Wilaon S. Ford. Operations Test and
Evaluation Agency. FalJs Church. VA; ThOrntlS L. Paris. Roger
F. Willis and LTC John L. Hesse. aU with TRASANA(TRADOC
Systems Analysis Activity). White Sands Missile Range, NM;
Ms. Diane M. Brown. Anny Combel DevelQproen13 Experi.
mentation Comnwnd, Fort Ord, CA; Alvan J. Hoffmlll:1" Army
8alli5tie Re5ean;h Laboratory. Aberdl'!eJl Proving Ground. MD;
LTC Charles J. Petroni.$. Ben Robbins. and COL Leigh Ogden,
Army Concepts Analysis Agenq. Bethesda, MD; CPT Richard
Grube, HQTRADOC, Fort Monroe. VA.

cs:sion A; Logil;ticB

Dr. Roland V. Tiede
Dr. Roland V. Tiede, widely known for his
contributions to a large number of high·level
study groups, including war gaming and the
effectiveness and utilization of data infor·
mation sy terns, reported on Our Contractual
Review of the Qualitative and Quantitative
Value of Tactical Mobility.
Currently on the staff of Science AppHcations
Inc., Dr. Tiede served on a number of Depart·
ment of Defense study groups, including one on
Surveillance of the Land Battlefield, and an·
other on Integrated Tactical Information. Sev·
eral of his major efforts have been made as
director of weapons systems studies for the
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command;
also for the Defense Nuclear Agency, involving
consideration of NATO capabilities.
Dr. Tiede's AORS XVI presentation was a sophisticated report, illustrated with numeroUS
vugraphs of highly detailed charts sbowing the
complexity of analysis methodology. He gave a
summary of results of studies on his subject as
prepared by three working groups.

An Analysis of Special p~
pOle T.Qk Cllr Requirements
for the Defense. Freight Rail·
way lDt&change Flet!lt, Oro,
Joo W. Knickmeyer, Military
Traffic Manageme.ot Com-1
mand; Analy8i8 of the Provi_
sioning System ft.!I Applied at

COM); Army Forwud Strategic Basing Requirements,
Dean E. Considine. Office.
Cbief of Engineers (OCE);
A Factor or Significance in
Frank B. May ill
Thellter Army Force Structuring, LTC Ge.rald n. WeLUJ,
Concepts Analys18 Agency (eM); An OR/SA Logistic Supporl Challenge. LTC Vinant R. Aceto and Cha.rles A.
McCarthy, Joint Tactical Communicat.ions Office; Computer·Aided Battlefield OpeJ"8tions Managemen\ Sys\em, V.
Berger. Aviation SYfltemsCommand {AVSCOM}.

SeBSionB: RelJabili,)', Aooilability. and Main/amabllity
Economic Ana.lysUF of ReJi·
a.bilily Improve-ment War·
rantil!jj for Army Av,iation
KllSSOS,

AVSCOM; A YSCOM Bayesian Techniques for Reduced
Reliability A.8liuranoo T('lit·
ing. Allan W. Gillespie and

Miclutel P. West. AVSCOM;
DeneCits to Helicopl.er U~,..

Dr. Daniel F. McDonald
Banquet speaker Dr. Daniel F. McDonald, vice
president for Technical Programs, BDM Corp.,
lightened with considerable bumor his discus·
sion of serious aspects of the changing chanenge
to the Army OR community.
Army decision· makers, he said. generally
recognize and pay tribute to tbe importance of
operations research technology, but are frequently prone to question the validity (cred·
ibility) of the end product. OR practitioners face
the issue of presenting critical data in simplistic
usable form-and at the same time weighing
highly sophisticated factors.
Closing Session Speakers. Dr. David A.
Schrady, dean of Academic Planning, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, gave a
presentation on the Operations Research Engi·
neering Program for officers doing postgradu.
ate studies. Dr. Schrady discussed the progress
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Which Resull from ReductiOM of Wcight. Power Con·
BUmpuon and Failure Rate,
CeneR. Marner, AVSCOM:
A Si.mple Inters,ctive Lochastic AlgoritJun for a Re.liWilson Ford
ability Availability and Main\a,inabllity (RAlln Policy
Gulde.line of an Air )Iobile Combat Sys\em, Dr. Harold Y.
H. UtW aJ1d Timothy Eva:ns, AVSCOM; Reliability Growth
Traeking and Control Procedures, Dr. Larry fL Crow, Materiel System II Ana.lys18 Activity (MSAA); Contracting for
Reliability Growth. James R. Kniss, MSAA; Modell.ng Reli·
ability Conditioned on Usage in an Operational1'at En\lironment, Leg l..aneatter, Operational Tt$l and EvalUAtion
Agency (OTEA).

Be ion C: RewurceAnoty.UJ
Cost and Schedule Risk
An81YSil Modeling for Weapon System Acquisition Program.. 'Truman W. Hc)wllrd
U, MiS8i18 ll&D Command
(MIRADCOM); Estim,ation oJ
the Muimum Potential Savings Implied in NATO tand·
ardiz.atioD, Earl Williamson
Jr.. CAAi Applicabilil.y of
Zero Base 81.1dgetiDJ to-Army
R&D. E.n. 1101, and Bemard
F. Engebos, Electronics Command [ECOM),
lt12-40 Machine Gun Warranty EBdmaLed Cost of He-
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SeBBionD: Combat Analysis
Evaluating the Combat Utility of Aerially Delivered
Seatu:rable Minrs, Jllm~ B. Campbell and Joe. R. CappA,
Genera.l Researe.h Corp.i An Austere Field Artillery Concepts Effectiveness Model. Alan R. Downs, Ballistic b
search Labo1"6tory (BRLl; The A.l\ISAAJRARDE Combat
Simulation, St.ewart J. Kempster. Royal Armamen\ Research and DevelopmenL Establishment, England;
Simulating Combat Under Degraded Visibility Condi·
tiOJ18 (Nigh\ aDd
make). K.enL Picken, Combined Arms
Comb.t Oevelopm~nts Activity (CACDA). Fred Campbell,
MSAA, Tom Cusidy. ECOM;
A
Smoke EffectiverlE!8S
Model, GeorgeStilcs, MSAA;
A Smoke Effectiveness
Model, George Stiles. M AAi
The Impact of Smoke and
Battlefield Obscuranl8 on
Tactical WeapoJUl Sy.stems,
Bruce W, Fowler and Donald
R. Petenon, MlRADCOM, O.
Fred Kezer, Mobility Equi~
menl R&D Command lMRR.
Ben Robbins
ADCOM}; Ba.ttlefield Elecirooptical Systems Efreetiven~.
Ralph Zirkind and R. E. Forr~ter. Geoeral Researeh Corp.;
DUEL 3. A Quick and Ea.ay Simulation of Armor or In·
rantry' Duels, Fred Bunn, ORr.; Investigations lnto Air.toAir Combat Between Helioopten, James H. Young. Wyom.
ing B. Paris, TSAA; High Leverage NucieRI' Targe1.Engagemenlo, Donald F. Dftvi$, BDM Corp.;
A Time Step Model for Replaying Simulated Battles. Dr.
Marion R. Bryson, Combat Developments ExperimenlaLion
Command (CDEC); CombsL Engineering and Combat. Engi·
neering Analysla-PrCNipecLS, Promise8, and ProgrC8S, Gerald E. Cooper a:nd MAJ Terry W. Curl. OCE.

Test ProgrAID for the Propo.'red RestrUctured Heavy
Division, Virgil A. Henson
Jr., TRADOC Combined

Xrueger, Armament Materiel
.Readiness Command (ARR-

A.

Army Systems, Floyd Rivera, TRADOC Systems Analysilf
Activity (TSAA); Army Dolla.r R.efiource Allocation
Model- ADRA n, Daniel Sh~]ow8ki, CAA.

e88;on E.' Te.ttrlKtJltd Experlmentotion

HQ, ARRCOM, CPT Larry W.

SystelDs,

pair Parts, Normon H. Trier and CPT Larry W. Krueger,
ARRCOMi The .~ami)y of ylJtems tudy and Ils Role In

Thomas L Paris

Arms Tesl AclivUy (TCATAl;
T«oks Versu.s Infantry in 8
Smoke Environment E:xpif!rl.
menl, Ms. SUSlln J. Wright,
TCATAi Environment and
Radar Operation Imulator,
tephen N. Cole, Robert C.
Mic.be.l.son. Reinhard Olesch,
Otto Rittenbach and Jo:rio .
jobert, ECOM:
Delay Fuze Requirements
end E:valu~tion for 2Q..30mm
Diane Brown
Ammunition, J. McCarthy. MSAA; Analysis of La"er Delfignator Tracking Errors., Julian A_ Chernick and John F.
SheldOn, MSAA; Loo"king Ahead in InSlrumentatjon, MAd
Robert Douglas, Dge;
Reducing VulnerabHity: The Role or Tank Camounage
Measures, MAJ William Emel'HOn and )t.AJ Walter Zurem·
ba, MERADCOM, Da... id Bit.ters.. CAeDA; The Errect.ofTarget Vehicle Agllit.y on 1'nnk Gu.nn~n. Dr. SfLm,ueL H. Parry.
Naval Postgraduate School. William D. Hahn. Army Armor
and Engineer Board, WilIiamD. West, AVRADCOl'Iol;
A C"Atf,l Optimal Approach to Selecting a Factorial Design, CPT William Friese Jr. and Dougllll Montgomery,
Georgia IMtitute of Technology; Es:pe:rimentation at
COE : Case Studies in Operations Rescs,rch. Dr. W. S. Mal·
lios,BDM Services Co.: Basellnefl Where No Bsaeline

Ex.ifnB. CPT S, WiJliam8and D. Spurway, OTEA:
Firing Pon. Weppon EffecLivenen Anal,Ysis, "Alward T.
Walker. MSAA; Ole of Prime Number in fl Querying imu·
la-lion. MichHel 'E. Neyer, Tank.AutomotiveMal;e.riel Relldi· \ ..
DE!((8 Command (TARCOM); ScaLlerable Mines; Evaluation•.
Deployment, and DetectiQIl, CPT Manfred Be:nhl and Dr_
Samuel H. Parry, Nav,J Pm:tgra.duale School.

Session F: Lethaliryand Vulnerability
A urvivability AlethodolalP' fOl" the Analysis of
TbeaLer Nuclear·Capable
Units, LTC John L Mesic,
TSAA; Expected Number of
AttempL8 to Aehie~e a Bi·
nary Objective, Lawrence D.
Johnson. BRL; lmplementa·
don of Survivability Program ror Weapon SYlit~IlUI,
WalLer Dzingflla, Armament.
Research Bnd Development
Command (ARRADCOM);
Paramelric Tank Vtdnenl·
bilil,)'
Model,
Ce810....8
AlV&n J. Hoffman
Masaiti., BRL; Nuclear Dam·
age A.uess:ment of Nuclear Capable Howitze.r Batteries,
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155mm. and 8 inch, Self-PropelJed, C. SPYJ'OPouJos, Harry
Diamond Laboratories(BDL).
Se.sWn G: Intelligellcf:, CommwtiauiOll8. Command lind Control
Battalion Command and
(A)ntrol in Combat, David
Pricbard and MAJ William
Milliron, CAA: How to Cool&:
8 Sayee. Dr. Douglas Eo HUDt-

er,

Deten"

Intelligence

School; A Software CoIl PAtio
mating T~ique (or Comm unic:a UoIUI System.a. St.a:n

Dunn,

Army

tiOI1l Co mm and

Commu.n.it.a·
(ACC);

Ru Analysis and Commu·

nlcaUoDJ Costing: A Practielil Application, John Be&ner, ACe; A DecisloD 1\oIaking
_
Game to E8tabliJh the Value
LTC Cliarles Petronia
of VariolU Typu of Battletie.ld Data, David o.niel, Mim.
t.ry of DeJe:nee, EnglAnd.
&'11011 H..' Tmlnlltt AM/)'su
The Selection. and Analym
of Trainin, MelL'lUres of EtfectiveDeIl8, MB Diane B['own,
COKe; FormaLive Utilization
of •.Model ror the PredietioD
of the Effe<:liveoe81 Train·
ing Device.,. Or. Ma..rwhaU A.
Narv.., Arm.v Research lnsti·
tute (or the BehavioraJ and
Social Science8 (ARI); Definl.
tion of Cotft Effeclive Training Program-A Summary o'f
Current Re&earch Effo!U
With Application Predicting
Future Tra.inlng Require.
ment, Dr. Jnhn R. Chiorini.
CPT Rlcbard Grube
Me.lvin H. RoBen, Or. Robert W. Swe.zey, Litton 'ttfellontcs;
New DircctiollB In Rine Marksmanship: The Develop.
ment. nr a Total Tromina System, MAJ .John H. Callaway.
Army lnfa.ntry School, Or. Thomas J. Tierney Jr. and Dr.
Jobn A. Cart-ner, Army Research lnBtitute Field Unit:
Oper1lllioll8 Research at t.he Corptr Level: An Analysis 01 V
Corps Major Training A.rea Opent-iODfI, Dr. Samuel II. Parry. CPT Michael J. lloore and CPT Thomu J. Teesdale,
Naval Postgradu8teScbooi.

or

I: New ORISA Techmqu.e.
CHOOSE, Gerald L. Moel·
ler, ARRCOM: U.S. Anny Remotely Piloted Vehlele(RPV)
Uncertainty AnalYlia, Victor
Linu,
AVSCOM: The
Theory and Practice of Using
ConCidenee Regions to TeAl
the Equality of More Than
Two )feana. Dr_ Lewis S.
Pichter. ARRADCOM;
ApplieaUoni of Functional
Analysis to Diophantine OpLimiution-Theory, MAd Al·
bert A. MuJJin. TCATA; Rank.
Ordering or Laboratory Pro}

Sf/JlSIOn

Frederick E. Hartman, eAA; A Met.hod tor Validating M...
sile SyBiem imulation Mod·
els, Thom.. P. Tytula,
MlRADCOMi OperatiolU Research in Ope.ralioDaJ T_tin,., Dr. James W, Oeet,

Army Aviation Boart:lo
The Use of Discriminant-

Analyris gd Clus:ificatioD
PT'()(:MUrft to Riak As&eumut in OperttionaJ Testing.
CPT Edward D. Simms Jr_,
TRADOC. ed Dou.las C.
Montgomery, Georgia Insli.
tul.e 01 Tech..nology; An.

. .

eets
nder Elastic ConRoger Willill
IJU'alnts: At. Fu.n:y Subset! Approach, Dr. I"rold Y_ H. Law,

AVSCOMi Multivariate Hypothesi!: Test.ing, MAJ William

J. Owen udJimmieC. Deloach, Army Infantry Board;
Baulefie.ld ViwaliutioD Graphics Analy.ia Techniques,
Dr. 1.. G. Pfortmiller and R. A. Favlson, CACDA; A Cost ~
\imal Approach to SelectioD of Experime:ntal Deii.ps (or
Ope,..,ional Testing Under Conditions of CoDSt.nined
Sample i:r.et. MAJ s.m w. RUS8 and Douglu C. Montgomery, Army Communications. Electronics Eogineerlng and
ln8taUat..iolUl Agency, Harrison 1\01. Wadsworth. Georgia In8litute of Teeh.nology.
St&!JOft J: Othu OR/SA Applit:4tlOn.1
New Management Tracking Tool. P. Shapiro and A. A:reonad, AVSCOM: A Mathematical Programing Modf'.1 (or
Scheduling Engineering Change ProposaJ (ECP) Installalion, Frank Fol., AVSCOMj Target Oriented. GUD An81Yllis
rO't Feasibllit.y St.udies. Ralph E. Shear and Be.rtram B.
GroUman, BRL: Develnping ARRADCOM', Systems Analysll DtltJl Base, J08epb H. MydOtih, ARRADCOM:
Data Estimalee: and Sl.Ibjeetive Problllbility: A Review,
Michael J. Dorsett, MIRAOOOM; Management or Chana:e,
Frank A. DiBwio Jr., MAJ Mitchell E. Bonnett-Jr., CPT{P)

AnalYlis Technique for He.Ii·

LTC Jobn L Heae
Dr. Roben • Bennett and William T. Pibil, Fa.leon
Il&DCo.

copter Aim &rTOr Measuremen~

Seuion K: Foret: StrvctUI'r AtIGlyru
Weapons Slicee-An 1Deremenw Approach to Force
Deaip., Robert C.
piku,
eM, The U.. of Goal PJo.
gramlq; in the The.tv Level
De.ign of FO.l"(lt!tt LTC Edward E. Hildreth Jr_, CAA;
Alternative Cc>neeptt for
Evaluatm, Oh,i&iOD Force
StnJctu.re., Dr. Philip H.
Lowry
and H6Dry J.

Schroeder Jr., General

~

&eueh Corp.; Uncertainties
and Aa8umptJons ia Theater
Level Combat A.nalYsis, MAJ
Brian R. Mc:Enany, OlCice.,
COL Leia:b Oiden
Jol..ol Cbief, of Slarf, Studi-. AnalYl1l &nd Gamin,
Aleney; A PropoHd ProbabiH.IIlic Monte Carlo Analorue
Concept., Herbert Cohen, CAA.

Operations Research Symposium Participants

The Role of RAM, Testing
In Acquiring Training Devices
(Continued from inside /xJ.ck cover)
Systems.
Due to the engineering development costs of
these complex devices, and requirements for a
dedicated facility, only one prototype is pr<>cured during this phase. When initially ac·
cepted by the government, this prototype was
installed at Fort Rucker for final acceptance
and operational testing. LTC Sexton and his
support elements sre using the same philosophy
of development testing.
This type of interaction is not restricted to
the TECOM Infantry Test Directorate. Similar
support bas been obtained from LTC Dave Sexton of the Aviation Test Directorate for the development testing of the Synthetic ilight train·
ing systems support elements are using the
same philosophy of development testing.
TECOM' has just completed DT (Development
Test) II for the CH47 Helicopter Flight Simulator. This was accomplished by monitoring
contractor's in-plant/on-site ae<:eptance testing
and the conduct of OT (Operational Test) II at
Fort Rucker. All additional testing needed for
DT IT analyses has been ae<:omplished during
OT II and in the 3-week period immediately fol·
lowing completion of OT n.
This same philosophy will be used on the AHI
Helicopter Flight and Weapons Simulator,
scheduled to begin OT IT in February 1978, and
for all future simulator systems.
It is a challenge to expedite the acquisition
and fielding of training devices. It is a greater
challenge to do this while maintaining confidence that the device meets technical and logi&
tic requirements. PM-TRADE, with lbe support
of TECOM. is meeting these challenges.
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OR VETERANS, totaling over century of experience, are (I. to r.J, Ray Allarian, Dr. L. C.
Callahan, Dr. Frank Grubbs, Harrison Wackworlb, A. C. Christman Jr.

AUSTRALIAN attendees (I. to r.j are LTC John Chipman and Dr. R. G. Gillis, Embassy Defense staff, Washington, DC; LTC Richard Hall, HQ U.S. Army Logistics Management Center,
Fort Lee, VA; and LTC J. C. Snell, Washington, DC.

Army Project Managers Conference
(Continued from page 15)
conveys a stimulating, challenging, highly
informative and thought-provoking message during his regime as Assistant Secretary of the
Army (R&D) and, later, Under Secretary of the
Army· put himself in the role of a witty luncheon speaker. Since his resignation in January
1977, he bas been vice president for technical
operations, Martin Marietta Corp.
Featured by liberal use of vugraphs, many of
a cartoon nature, his address provoked numerous chuckles. But his humorous treatment was
spiced with cogent observations relative to differences between Army in-house and industrial
laboratories, Army total readiness for combat.

NATO goals and initiatives, Army relations
with Congress, materiel programs life ex·
pectancy, and enlightened personnel management to achieve productivity objectives.
OTHER SPEAKERS. DARCOM Deputy CG
for Materiel Development LTG Robert J. Baer
was the opening speaker. He mentioned that he
was a "veteran of six of lbe eight PM conferences .... When we look back, I think that
we realize the Army PM program is still a relatively young business. Much progress has been
made since it started about 15 years ago."
Commenting that it "is extremely important
that we have lbe DARCOM commanders here to
(Continued on page 22)
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Berdell Spencer of the Army Test and Eval·
uation Command gave a presentation on "lnitiativeB-Testing of Logistic Supportability."
Michael D. Jones, TRADOC Logistics Center, discussed "Initiatives-Efforts to Promote
Testing of Logistic Supportability." William C.
Dates, U.S. Army Maintenance Management
Center, spoke on ''LSAR Initiatives and En-

Army Project Managers Conference
Report." Klein stressed that this is an in-depth
study and that "what we have is a progress re-

(Continued from E'!ge 21)

port."

LTG E. J. D'Ambrosio, DARCOM deputy
commander for Materiel Readiness, and Wil·
lard F. Stratton, DARCOM assistant for Data
Application, spoke on Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Management and Control. LTG
D'Ambrosio presented an introduction to the
program and Stratton foUowed with an over·

hancements."

view discussion.

LEADING PARTICIPANTS at 8th PM Con·
ference, Army Vice Chief of Staff GEN Wal·
ter T. Kerwin Jr., ASA for RnA Dr. Percy
A. Pierre, and DARCOM Commander GEN
John R. Guthrie. All gave addresses.
exchange views with the project managers," he
said, "PMs could look with pride upon some
very important results hut that a changing set
of rules and resources are being applied to the
PM program .... A whole new ball game confronts us ...."
(LTG Baer is well known to the Army PM
community as a long-time R&D officer and as
PM for the XMl tank development program. He
was honored at the 1976 PM conference when
he was the first recipient of the PM of the Year
Award.)
John D. Blanchard, DARCOM assistant
deputy for Materiel Development, reported on a
new study on international standardization and
a new "Green Book" for PMs and industrial con·
tractors titled the "Materiel Acquisition Management Guide." The guide is the result of a 6month effort by a sizeahle staff and is available
for purchase by industry. The plan is to update
the document twice annually.
Norman L. Klein, DARCOM assistant deputy, Science and Technology, LTC Leslie C.
Oakes and LTC Merrit P. Walls, DARCOM
PM Office, teamed in a presentation on "Project
Management Organization Steering CommHtee

By Dr. Fritz H. Oertel Jr.

A large wall chart, prepared by the US.
Army Maintenance Management Center. depicted in great detail the procedures involved in
the Logistics Support Analysis Record for Integrated Logistics Support. It showed the total
Life Cycle of the program: Concept Phase; Demonstration and Validation Phase; FuU-Scale
Engineering Development Phase; Production
and Deployment Phase. Operation and upport
Phase; and Disposal Phase.
Dr. Ronald P. Uhlig, head of the DARCOM
Msteriel Acquisition Systems Division of the
Director for Management Information Systems,
discussed the EUTE (Executive Level Interactive Terminal) System. One of the features of
the conference was a display and demonstration
of hardware for the system.
BG Samuel G. Cockerham, chief of the Ra·
tionalization, Standardization and lnteroperability Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Opera.
tion , HQ DA, presented ''NATO Standardiza·
tion and lnteroperability."
COL Lloyd A. Gimple, chief of the DARCOM Product Improvement and Modifications
Programs Office, reported on the purpose and
scope of this effort. DARCOM Surgeon COL
Robert T. Cutting spoke on "Health Hazards in
RDT&E."
COL JOlIeph A. Barry, security officer for
HQ DARCOM, received a hearty round of
applause at the conclusion of his presentation
on maintaining maximum security in PM
procedures. COL Barry used a humorous approach, opening with a vugraph of a Trojan
horse, showing "Project Pegasus as one of the
first examples of PM effort," in which the "Troy
Forces' janitor served as intelligence officer"

COL LaurisM. EekJr.

Presiding Chnirman

AVersatile Facility for Studying Auid Flow

Investigation of a variety of gas dynamic
problems of U.S. Army interest has been accom·
plished during the past decade at the Ballis·
tic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, by exploiting a modest facility
which has proved adaptability as a simulator.
Originally this device was conceived as an "expansion tube" for reproducing high-enthalpy
flows encountered in ballistic missile reentry.
When research priorities changed, it was possible to adapt the device for application to the
shock/thermal layer interactions typical of
above-ground nuclear explosions. Finally, it was
converted to a muzzle-blast simulator for ad·
dressing transitional ballistic problems of guns.
Technical results achieved with this facility
are detailed in a variety of Ballistic Research
Laboratories reports and professional journals.
This article offers a concise history of ita evolution, including the technical motivstions and
managerial perspectives which fostered them.
Expansion Tube. Commitment to Antiballistic Missile Defense stimulated Army interest in
this area. The requirement was to gain a funda·
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PM PreBentations. BG John S. Egbert, PM
for Munitions Production Base Modernizstion
and Expansion, discussed ''Integration of Development and Production." COL John T. Top,
PM for Special Electronic Mission Aircraft,
spoke on ''Lessons Learned: FieldinglHandoffOVID (Mohawk)." COL Larry H. Hunt reported on hia activities in "Life/Cycle Costing" as
PM for the Pershing II missile.
Panel Discussion. MG Hunt moderated a
panel discussion on "Integrated Technical Discu ion and Training." Members were COL
Franklin A. Hart, director, Training Devices Institute, Fort Eustis, VA; William Krscov, Direc·
torate for Development and Engineering, DARCOM HQ; and Arthur J. Rulon, Maintenance
Management Center (renamed the Materiel
Readiness Support Activity), Lexington, KY.
Conference Arrangements were headed by
Robert L. Michellon, DARCOM PM Office, as
over·aU coordinator. Assistants credited with
"outstanding support" included MAJ' Anthony
J. Buetti, Ralph Nelson, Mrs. Bette Steen, Mrs.
Karen Walker, Ms. Kathy Brooks. Ms. Martha
Brooks, Wendell Vance and E-3 Jacky Ewing.
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Fig. 1. BRL Expansion Tube Facility
mental understanding of the processes occurtors necessarily operate intermittently.
ring when a gas passes through the shock wave
The expansion tube simulator was conceived
and built in 1963-64 at modest cost by Dr. Joahead of a reentry vehicle (RV) and when it subsequently relaxes toward an equilibrium tate
seph H. Spurk, using In-House Laboratory Indein the shock layer-processes like radiation. vipendent Research (ILIR) funds. Completion of
bration. dissociation and ionization. and their
this facility in the short time required was ascoupling with the gas dynamics of the now
sisted by employing existing equipment, instrufIeld. Because the flow energy required to excite
mentation, and expertise previously developed
these processes is extremely high, such simulaat BRL for a controlled temperature and pres-
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sure ballistic range, and a hydrogen-oxygen pro·
pulsion system for light gas guns.
Several facilities can partialJy simulate the
flow near the body of a vehicle traveling at hypersonic velocity. but none had the same simulation capabilities as the expansion tube. For
example, the shock tube can be used to simulate
the blgh enthalpy encountered near an RV. but
the Mach number of the supersonic flow behind
a shock wave is very low and has a limit ("'1.89
for ideal air).
Duplication of the free stream Mach number
is important for many flow conditions of interest. Therefore. shock tubes have been modified
to generate hypersonic, high-enthalpy flows. In
the modification most widely used. higher Mach
nU1llbers are achieved by steady expansion in a
divergent nozzle attached to the shock tube.
In a second modification, the expansion tube,
a slug of test gas, which is imtially isolated between two diaphragms in the dri ven tube (Figure 1) is accelerated from rest to a hypersonic
velocity by unsteady (or wave) expansion in a
long constant-area tube. For the same reservoir
conditions, the highest velocity attainable in the
unsteady expansion is (for ideal air) ,,5 greater
than that attainable in the stesdy expansion of
tbe sbock tunnel.
Consequently, to generate the same velocity
in each facility, e>elreme reservoir conditions
and a high degree of expansion are necessary in
the shock tunnel - leading to low free-atream
temperature and density, and high free-stream
dissociation. The shock tunnel is a Reynolds
number-Mach number simulstor suited for

Fig. 2. INTERFEROGRAM of the instantaneous fringe pattern as argon gas flows over
a sphere. Properties of the argon were essentially constant for'" 100 ~s.

turbed or free-stream flow (streali. mterferometry) and the density behind a model's bow shock
(frame interferometry).
An example of a frame interferogram is
shown in Figure 2. This photograph was made
using the second harmonic wavelength of a lQ'
ant pulse ruby laser light source (I. = 3471A:,
laser pulse duration "'3Oos) while a slug oC ar·
gon test gas was flowing at hypersonic velocity
over a 50.8mm diameter sphere. The straigbt,
parallel fringes indicate a spatially uniform density in the free atream; this condition lasted for
'" 100~s. The upward shift of the fringes near
the model is due to a density increase througb
tbe bow shock. Radiation from the sbock layer
is prominent for this now.
This photograph was used in conjunction with
a second photograph made simultaneously at
the ruby laser's fundamental wavelength, I. =
694~, to map the concentration of electrons in
the shock layer. Two photographs, made with
ligbt at different wavelengths, can be used to
map the concentration of electrons in the now,
since the index of refraction of the electrona .
or, aimplistically spesking for an axially symmetric Oow, the fringeshift due to the electrons
- is strongly dependent on .wavelength; that of
TEST SECTION 116.25 CM. SOJ

some aerodynamic studies. The expansion tube

duplicates the free-stream density and velocity
needed for physical gas dynamics studies, and
free-stream dissociation is appreciably lower.
Other agencies in this country and ahroad
were also interested in exploiting the unique
simulation capabilities of the expansion tube. as
elucidated in an original theoretical feasihility
study by R. L. Trimpi of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1962.
Other agencies built prototypes for much
larger facilities and tested them to see if the p<)tential of the device could, in fact, be realized.
In the unique BRL design (Figure 1), a 175mm
gun tube was used which, in retrospect, offered
advantages that some of the other designs apparently did not offer.
The result was that "spikes" in stagnation
pressure, which appeared in several other facili·
ties. were not recorded in the BRL expansion
tube. From the outset, the quality and duration
("'lOOjJs) of the test flow wa acceptable for
atudies of hypersonic reacting flows at flow velocities of "'3050-6100 m1s.
Consequently, the more modest BRL program
- more modest, because no larger facility waa
planned - was in full awing in little over a year
from its inception. During the firat five years of
its operation, several BRL experimental atudies
in fundamentals nf nonequilihrium processes
coupled with gaa dynamica were completed.
Among these studies were electronic excitation and dissociation of diatomic oxygen in the
shock layer of cone-cylinder models, and ionization or argon gas. The quality of the test flow in
tbe .original design was verified to check the ac·
curacy of these experiments. Moreover. a modi·
fication to the original expansion tube improved
the quality and repestability of the flow.
Because test times are inherently short in
such an intermittent flow facility, u ique instrumentation and diagnostic methods were adaptOCTOBER.NOVEMBER 1977

ALUMINUM DIAPHRAGM
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25.4 MM DIA. X .463M
SMOOTHBORE TUBE

Fig. 3. Expanaion tu be test section showing how gun simulator was formed.
ed to the expansion tube. A full complement oF"
pressure gauges, and other special-purpose
gauges (heat transfer, ion, etc.) with rapid response times, were adapted to meaaure velocity.
pressure, heat flux, etc.
Use of optical techniques - schlieren, shadow,
and interference - was stressed. Heavy use was
made of the interference technique, because it
can serve to obtain quantitative data in the
form of density contours in 2-dimensional and
axisymmetric flows; the entire flow field can be
probed instantly without <:\isturbing the flow.
Interferometry was used imtially to measure
simultaneously the density history of the undia-

II?

Fig. 4.

the atoma and ions is not.
SJwckJThermtll Layer Simulator. The expansion tube has also been used to gain insight into
other areas of Army interest in fluid flows. Dr.
E. J. Gion recently operated the facility as alow
performance shock tube (high performance 0peration is also possible) to simulate a ground effect of a nuclear blast at altitude, called the
thermal layer.
'The thermal layer is formed when the ground
is heated by radiation. Because the local sound
speed of the heated gas in the thermal layer is
higher than in the cooler air above it, the shock:
(Continued on page 24)
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interferograms of a projectile being launched for a single run.
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AVersatile Facility
For Auid Flow Studies

(Continued from page 23)
wave from the blast travels faster in it (precursor wave), resulting in a significant increase in
the dynamic pressure. Failure to take this effect
into account could result in a serious undereatimate of the damage rsdius due to blast effects.
This flow situation, which cannot be simulated in field tests using explosive charges due to
lack of radiation, was simulated in two dimen·
sions by pas ing a shock wave through the test
section (Figure 1) to pass over a hested plate at·
tached in an inverted position near the roof of
the test section. Interferometry again was usod.
The test provided (a) photographic eviaenee of
the existence of a precursor wave in the thermal
layer, and (b) temperature and density data
throughout the flow field_ Results are
chronicled more fully in Army R{D Newsmngazinc. September-October 1976.
Muzzle Blnst Simulator. A final example of an
ares of recent application of this flow faciUty is
in the gas dynamics of blast near the muzzle of
guns. The Army baa a long-standing interest in
far-field blsst effects for troop protection and
safety.
More recently, interest has grown in learning
more about the highly transient flow field near
the muzzle which engulfs the projectile after ituncorks the muzzle. This attention is stimulated
by Army interest in muzzle devices, shell stabil·
ity at launch, and sabot separation.
Making measurements near the muzzle of
guns is difficult, because of flash, high-speed
unburned powder particles. and opacity of the
test gas. Optical probing has been limited to the
quasi-steady flow several diameters ahead of
the muzzle where the gases are more transparent. A simulator using clean propelling gases is
very desirable to observe early development of
the flow field and to make measurements for
comparison with mathematical models.
Such a simulator (again using BRL ll.JR
funds) was constructed from the expansion tube
by bolting a mounting plate - into which a
25.4mm diameter smoothbore tube was
screwed - between the transition and test sections (see Figure 3). The result was a "gun" with
an essentially infinite chamber length.

Operating the simulator in its "shock tube"
mode created a high-pressure reservoir of clesn
propelling gas by shock reflection from the
breech plate_ An aluminum diaphragm was used
to seal the breech end of the tube.
When the sealing diaphragm opened under action of the high· pressure gases, a projectile
placed downstream of the diaphragm was
pusbed down the tube to be phohlgraphed
through tbe windows as it emerged from the
muzzle.
Photographs were obtained which show the
flow development for a variety of launch condi·
tions. For many of the tests, the pressures and
temperatures at tbe muzzle are comparable to
those encoun tered in real guns.
Interferometry again proved useful for this
application in obtaining quantitative data. Figure 4 sbows a set of interferograms made for a
single run in this aimulator. Such photographs
are being analyzed to provide a test case for
evaluating competing hydrocodes used to compute the muzzle blast flow field.
Photographs'm Figure 4 were also made with
the laser light source used earlier to photograph
Figure 2; however, here output of the laser was
modulated by a dye shutter so that several
pulses were generate9- for a single laser pumping cycle instead of"One. A unique gas turbine,
whose driving gases also serve as a fluid bearing, was employed to drive a rotating mirror
which swept the images of the laser-illuminated
event onto a fixed rilin drum.
A long exposure time could not be tolerated
for these photographs. Here, the flow properties change rapidly in time as the shock wave
and the projectile move away from the muzzle.
The short-duration pulse of the laser ("'3Ons)
was essential to prevent blurring of the flow details at the high shock velocity and the very fast
film writing speed.
The mirror sweeps across 17mm of film every
microsecond. 'Ibis writing speed translates to
an equivalent framing' rate of 100,000
frames/second for the nearly 1: 1 image size
('" 163mm across the test section). If a smaller
film, say 25mm, were used, the framing rate at
the same mirror rotating speed would be on the
order of one million framealsecond. These
images would be too small for useful interfer·
ometry.
The photographs made above could be made

----------......
Speak 'I ng 0 n ,
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, , (Contmued from .nside front cover)
PSFed to systems currently in the hands of the troops, [believe will com.
a a cultural shock to the operating units. 'Ibis is especially true in the
intelligence. EW. and C' (command and control data sy tern) aress. I am
convinced that the Army does not now understand how to employ most of
these ystems effectively, much less how to operate during their multiyesr transition period.
-Defense budget constraints coupled with current modernization will
preclude the Army from procuring any significant number of new systerns for 20 to 25 years. There will exist shortly a near-parallel situation
in the field to that which prevailed in World War II for the operations researchers. There will be a rapid introduction of new, complex military
technology into the hands of forces lacking any experience in its use.
-The raison d'etre of the World Wsr II operations analyst wa as a principal translator of technology into effective operational employment. AIthough a war does not now exist to provide actual combat experience. the
many real exercises in Europe (such as REFORGER) and the United
States, coupled with the use of computerized combat modeling tech·
nology, can provide an environment for simulated but very credible larg
unit operational experiences.
-Instrumented facilities such as CDEC (Combat Developments Experimentation Command) can provide valuable data on the dynamics within'
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more simply for separate runs. But the complexities associated with performing the experi·
ment as here outlined are justified by noting
that the most meaningful and accurate goontitatiue data are obtained for these highly tran·
sient flows when initial conditions are not subject to run-tlrrun variations.
The experiments here described briefly show
the flexibility and versatility of this faciUty; the
quality of the optical data speaks for itaelf.
Clearly, with imagination, the facility can be
used with profit in the future to study a variety
of other problems of Army interest associated
with ~ssical and physical gas dyn8JI!ics.

DR. FRITZ Ii. OERTEL JR .• Office of the Director, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen
Proving (APGJ, MD. has been. engaged in physical gasdynamic and aerodynamic re earch, spe·
cializing in the use of novel optical methods for
measuremen.t and flow visoolization, since
1967. He served in the U.S. Army a a test director at the Materiel Test Directorate, APG,
and reeei ved his Phi) degree in 1970 from
North Carolina State University.
A limited number of back issues of {h\,
Army Research and Development
Newsmagazine are availaltle to libraries, military organizatiol11l and activities,
or individual readers who desire to fill
out and reta-in complete volumes or to
obtain single copies.
Some issues of the ma.gazine are "out
of atock," and space does not permit retention of the available issues (December
1960 to the present) for more than 60
days. Therefore, requests for specific issues should be directed immediately to
the U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command, ATTN:
DRCDE-LN, 5001 Eisenhower Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22333.

""'

mall unit action. Thus, I believe there exista an opportunity for miUtary
operations researchers. like their progenitora in World War n, to develop
a detailed, data-based understanding and knowledge of the dynamics of
military processes, lesding to more effective employment of military systerns. It will provide an environment in which analytically derived solu·
tions can be tested to provide relatively quick feedback on their efficacy.
Maneuver Unit Tactics. Tactics is the principal means by which the
Army will win the next land battle. 'Ibis jVill be increasingly true over the
next decade or two because the Army isrengaged in a large modernization
with sophisticated weaponry , ... Both sides will be employing tech·
nology more similar than different, and rewards will go.to those who
learn to use the technology to advantage.
Although some thought and progress has been made in TRADOC and
by operational commanders in Europe, I contend there is more art than
science. and that more under tanding and knowledge regarding battlefield dynami are needed ....
(Dr. Bonder, at this point. went into a lengthy discussion of tactics during which he posed numerous questions on potential technical situations,
offered some answers, and presented war gaming analyses using num.erous charts and data from study situations (scenarios). He then presented a
large number of other operational issues in different miUtary areas,
including intelligence-electronic warfare,
support, and nuclear doc·
trine. His address will be published complete in ADRS XVI proceedings.)

rue
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Women in Army Science...
CSL Nominates Chemist for Federal Award
Nomination for the 1977 Federal
Woman' Award is for Marguerite E.
Brooks, an employe of the U.S. Army
Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL),
in the Edgewood area of Aberdeen
~roving Ground, MD, the apex of a
23-year career in chemistry.
Assigned currently to the CSL Research Division in the Analytical
Branch, she started her federal career
in 1967 at Edgewood Arsenal. Graduated from Penn State University in
1949 witb a BS degree, she continued
her education in organic chemistry
spectroscopy and spectrometry.
Marguerite E. Brooks
She worked with W. R. Grace and Co. in Baltimore for six years (1954·
60) and continued until 1964 as a part-time consultant. Then sbe taught
chemistry in tbe Baltimore County School Sy tern, before joining the
.Lord Baltimore Press as a chemist.
During ber f1l'8t Edgewood assignment, a study of the application of
polarograpby to the structure of chemicals, she distinguished herself by
publishing several comprehensive reports. Based on thi demonstrated
capability for independent research. she was assigned as the principal in·
vestigator in thermoanalytical techniques.
Again she proved her mastery of the fundamentals relating to the
breakdown of compounds through the use of heat, along with parallel
chemical efforts for this purpose. This led to appointment as principal in·
veatigator for laboratory studies in the demilitarization of nonlethal mili·
tary chemicals.
Application of this technology, as reported in her media publications,
has been made to the design of pilot plant processes by United States en·
gineers and contractors. Mrs. Brooks has been awarded seven U.S.
patents a well as a British patent assigned to W. R. Grace and Co.
Elected to the &ientific Research Society of North America. based on
her noteworthy achievements as an original investigator in a field of pure
or applied science, she is a Fellnw of the American Association for Ad·
vancement of Science, and the American Institute of Chemists.
Diligent activities in scouting bave earned her selection as assistant district commissioner, to the District Award of Merit and to her present
nomination for the Silver Beaver Award. Her 2 sons are Eagle Scouts.
Mrs. Brooks also has served as a Sunday school teacher for the past 25
years, working on numerous church committees, and is a deacon of the
Divinity Lutheran Church in Towson, MD.

Awards . . ,
4 Employes Win 20th Annual Commander's Honors

certificate, a plaque-mounted medal and a $50 cash honorarium. AU nomi·
nees received Certificates of Achievement and individual cash awards Of
$50 through the Army Incentive Awards Program, with MERADCOM
Commander COL Bernard C. Hughes making the presentations.
SCIENTIFlC ACHIEVEMENT. Dr. David C. Heberlein, a research
physicist in the Mine Neutralization Division of the Countermine Lab, is
the winner of this award, in recognition of his technology advances related to hardening of combat vehicles against mine blasts, counter·
measures against magnetic influence mines. and improved fuel air ex·
plosives.
The nomination justification states that these accomplishments
strengthened the technical data base for countermine equipment developmenta and added significantly to the repository of fundamental knowl·
edge for the scientific community. He also was a nominee in 1975.
Dr. Heberlein has a BS degree in physics from the University of Vir·
ginia and a PhD in physics from the University of Florida. A member of
the American Physical Society, the American Society of Testing and
Materials, and Scientific Research Society of North America, he has
worked at MERADCOM since 1971.
TECHNOLOGICAL AWARD. Dr. Richard K. Young, a research physi·
cist in the Sensors and Barriers Division of the Counter Intrusion Lab and
a MERADCOM employe since 1971, was cited for "highly significant con·
tributions" to improved Army capabilities for detecting and locating un·
derground anomalies such as tunnels, and other man·made cavities.
Under Project Night Fishing, he successfully combined original design
concepts with existing automatic data processing technology to produce
and field a new Automatic Resistivity Data Collection Systern and a new
Geoanomaly Interactive Data Analysis System.
Dr. Young received a BS in physics in 1964 and a PhD in solid state
physics in 1968 from Brigham Young University.
LEADERSHIP. John F. Sargent, a mechanical engineer in the Marine
Division of the Marine and Bridge Lab. was honored. for his leadership in
providing technical and managerial guidance and support to the development of the 30-ton lighter air-cushion vehicle (LACV -30).
The award citation attests to his "untiring leadership, initiative and ex·
tra effort," which enabled the Anny to develop, test and evaluate s highly
advanced. means of transporting containerized csrgo from offshore ships
to inland points under a tight time schedule and cost limitations.
Sargent is a graduate of a 5·year piping and machinery design appren·
ticeship program with the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co.
He has completed mechanical engineering courses at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, the University of Virginia and George Washington University.
Employed at MERADCOM and its ptedecessor organizations since 1964,
he is a member of the Canadian Aeronautical and Space Institute and the
National Research Council.
GELINI MEDAL. Presented in recognition of technicsl or administra·
tive support, this award went to David E. Sheese. He is a management
specialist in the Integrated Logistics Support Division, Engineering and
Logistics Management Directorate. The award recognizes his work in developing computer programs for Logistics Support Analysis Record.
These achievements improved command capabilities in integrated logistics support of development projects, and are considered contributory to
MERADCOM's progressive research and development performance.
Sheese bas a BS degree in industrial technology (specislization in e1ec·
tronics) from California State University at Fresno. He has worked at
MERADCOM since 1976 and is a Society of Logistics Engineers member.

Eisenhart Receives 1977 Wilks Memorial'Award

Outstanding achievements in science, technology, leadership and tech·
nical or administrative support were recognized when DARCOM Deputy
CG for Materiel Development LTG Robert J. Baer presented the 20th an·
nual Commander's Awards at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MERADCOM). Fort Belvoir. VA.
Each of the winners, selected from a total of 25 nominees. received a

Internationally recognized statisti·
cian Dr. Churchill Eisenhart, whose
rise to renown spans a 40·year period
of service in government and academia, is the 1977 Samuel S. Wilks
Memorial Award recipient.
The award is the highest honor bestowed by the American Statiatical
Association (ASA) in recognition of
contributions to scientific or tech·
nical knowledge in statistics benefiting the U.S. Government, Deparlr
mentof Defense, or the U.S. Army.
Initiated jointly in 1964 by the
ASA and the U.S. Army, the award is
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MERADCOM Commander's Award winners (front row, 1. to r.) are
Dr. David C. Heberlein, David E. Sheese, John F. Sargent and Dr.
Richard K. Young. In background are DARCOM Deputy Command·
er for Materiel Development LTG Robert J. Baer and MERADCOM
Commander COL Bernard C. Hughes.

Dr. Churchill Eisenhart
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a tribute to the Princeton professor wbo achieved int.emationalacclaim as
the "Statesman of tatistics." It is comprised of a gold medal, a citation,
and a cash honorarium.

Prestigious Achievements Cited ...

Dr. Eisenhart received the award at the 23d annual Conference on the
Design of Experimenta in Army Research, Development and Testing.
sponsored by the U.S. Army Mathematics Steering Committee on behalf
of the Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command.

Twelve Decorations for Exceptional Civilian Service (DECS), the Department of the Army's highest award for civilian employes, are among
recent houors presented for prestigious achievements.
Dr. Mary H. Mandels, research microbiologist, U.S. Army Natick (MA)
R&D Command, was awarded the DECS for contributions to fungal
growth science relative to development of an enzymatic process for con·
version of cellulosic wastes into useful products.
She was also credited with stimulatiug other international resear hers
to study enzymatic processes for production of foods, chemical, plasti ,
pharmaceuticals, and energy·rich storage materials from disposable
waste (cellulose products), using regenerahle enzymatic resources.
Chorles C. Crawford Jr.. chief, Sy terns Development and Qualification
Division, U.S. Army Aviation R&D Command, was cited for hi uper·
vision of airworthiness qualification tests of the Advanced Attack Heli.
copter (AAH). Black Hawk helicopter, and the All-I improved main rotor
blade programs.

This year's conference waa hosted hy the U.S. Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command and held at the U.S. Naval Post
Graduate Scbool, Monterey, CA.
Dr. Eisenhart's award citation credits hia "aignificant contrihutions in
development of statistical methods for problems in agriculture, national
defense, science and engineering, and for statistical applications in
metrology. "
A former president and vice president of the ASA, Dr. Eisenhart joined
the staff of the National Bureau of Standards in 1946, and since 1963 has
served as an NBS senior research Fellow.
He earned bachelor's and lOBster's degrees in mathematics from Princeton University and was the first BtstistiCS graduate tudent of Prof.
Samuel Wilks. His PhD in pbysics WBS received from the University of
London.
Early in his professional career, Dr. Eisenhart waB an associate profesBor of mathemati and head of the Biometry and Physics Sections of the
University of Wisconsin's Agricultural Experiment Station.
During World War n, he investigated the mathematical theory of com·
bat as a research associate at Tufts College. He later directed studies on
aerial gunnery and worked on mathematical phases of the U.S. rocket
program at Columbia University.
Dr. Eisenhart spent a year (1958·59) at the Research Techniques Unit of
the London School of Economics and Political Science as a recipient of a
Rockefeller Public Service Award.
Credited for leadership in integrating modern statistical development
with experimental research in pby ical and biological sciences, he has
authored more than a 100 technical papers and lectured on numerous sta·
tistical subjects.

Rooli tic EooJuation of Precision and Accuracy of Instrument Colibra·
tion Systems. one of the publications which ba enhanced Dr. Eisenhart's
reputation, is considered one of the most comprehensive documents in its
field.
Dr. Eisenhart is a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, ASA, Institute of Mathematical tatistics (VP 1948),
and a member of the Biometric Society, International Ststistical In·
stitute, Royal Statisticsl Society, and the Wsshington Academy of
Sciences.
Included among his earlier honors are a U.S. Naval Orduance Award
for work on U.S. rocket programs, and a U.S. Department of Commerce
Exceptional Civilian Service Award.

Dr. Mary MandelB
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12 Personnel Get Exceptional Service Decorations

Marlyn K. Buffington, deputy project manager, Office of the Cobra
Project Manager, U.S. Army Troop Support and Aviatiou Materiel Readi·
ness Command, was recognized for contrihutions in cost reduction, program scheduling and tactical aspects related to development and produc.
tiou of the All-IS CobrarroW attack helicopter.
Robert Q. Taylor, deputy project manager, TOW Project Office, U.S.
Army Mis ile Materiel Readiness Command, was bonored for "professionalism, exceptional ability and selfless devotion to duty ... in resolu·
tion of problems during development, production, deployment and logistical support of the TOW weapon system."
Robert V. Johnson, supervisory aerospace engineer, Black Hawk Proj·
ect Manager's Office, U.S. Army Troop Support and Aviation Materiel
Readiness Command, received the DECS for outstanding leadership
(1975-76) in organizing snd coordinating functions of th.e Black Hawk
Source Selection Evaluation Board.
Daniel J. Marin, deputy director, Plans and Analysis Directorate, HQ
U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command, was presented the DECS for exceptional contributions in weapons systems
evaluation, along with mission and organizational planning.
His award justification states in part: "His innovative ideas for deCen·
tralized management and management by objectives resulted in large per.
sonnel space savings while providing for a more efficient, effective and
responsive DARCOM operation."
Victor H. Correira, technical director, U.S. Army Computer Systems
Command Support Group (pacific), Fort Shafter, ill, was recognized for
design of autolOBted logistics Bupport systems which benefited worldwide
Army data processing operations.
Julian Davidson, deputy program manager, U.S. Army Ballistic Missile

Cbarle8 Cnwford

Marlyn. Bufrmgton

Robert Taylor

Robert Joluuton

Daniel Shearin

JulianO.. vicaon

Kink CbeuDC

MaDfred Gale

fl. Sin-kyo

Marrin Zukerman
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Defense Program Office. Alexandria, VA, was awarded the DECS for con·
tributions to all phases of Army ballistic missile development, despite a
rapidly changing national strategy environment.
Kisuk Cheung, chief, Engineering Division, U,S, Army Engineer Divi·
sion, Pacific Ocean, HI. was cited for leadership in developing managerial
personnel and engineering services for water resources programs.
Manfred Gale, adviser for research, development and acquisition ansly·
ses in the Ofnce of the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and Acquisition, received the DECS for work involved with realign·
ment of Army development and logistic centers.
Y/, Sin.kyo, traffic management specialist, 25th Transportation Center
(Movement Control), Eighth U.S. Army, Seoul. Korea, was honored for
.exceptional performance in formulating and negotiating policies which
improved efnciency and reduced CO ts.
Moruin Zukerman. visual information specialist. HQ U.. Army Train·
ing and Doctrine Command. Fort Monroe. VA, received the DECS for im·
proving the proce for producinl1 field manuals and training circulars.
Outstanding Suggestion Award. Earl L. Smaltz, electronic technician,
U,S, Army Missile Materiel Readiness Command. Redstone Arsenal, AL,
is the 1977 civilian recipient of the Department of the Army' Outstand·
ing uggestion Award.
He was cited specifically for his suggestion to purchase an off·the-shelf
target tracking and control system which resulted in ftrSt-year validated
savings of $3,663.500.
MAJ Howard Miller, former R&D coordinator, U.S. Army Missile
Materiel Readiness Command, Red tone Arsenal. AL. is the 1977 mili·
tary outstanding suggestion awardee. His suggestion for use of surplus
helicopters as missile te t targets achieved savings of about $470.000.
Benjamin F. Willis, supervisory mechanical engineer, Harry Diamond
Laboratories, Adelphi, MO, was presented the Department of the Army
Equal Employment Opportunity Program annual award for increasing
employment of minority group workers and womeo in professional jobs.
COL Aluin Unger/eider, special assistant for Armor, Army Materiel
Systems Analysis Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, received the
military EEOP award for promoting the Army's community image and
achievements as an EEO employer.

chair since age nine, 24 years ago, as the result of an adverse reaction to a
series of rabies innoculations following a dog bite.
Although permanent.1y paralyzed from the waist down, he has been
described hy one Hsmpton (V A) newspaper, because of the whirlwind
pace of his life-style, as "s four·wheeled phenomenon in perpetual
motion."
He has been actively involved in the design of various measurement sys·
tems, including the OH-58 transmission durability test, a new ballistic
test range control system, and numerous software developments for data
analy~.
Independent work resulted in design of a complex electronic control
panel which operates an automatic safety system for a ballistic test
chamber. The system performed without flaw during initial operation and
has since proved highly ucceasful.
Chappell's efforts on behalf of the physically handicapped have resulted
in extensive improvements to public facilities in the Newport News. VA,
area, including construction of easy-access ramps and wider parking
spaces.
Additional biographical information and achievements of Chappell are
reported in the January-February 1977 edition of the Army R&D News·
magazine (people in Perspective, page 25).
Other 1977 Federal HEOY honorees are Herbert W. Hoffman, meteorological technician, U.S. Department of Commerce; Christopher S.
Branigan, computer programer, U.S. Department of Defense; Charles
Branch, contract representative, U.s. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare; Robert L. Adams, acting assistant director, Minerals Data
Forecasting Analysis, Office of Minerals Policy and Research Analy is,
U.S. Department of the Interior; and
Sharon H. Wilkin, employment opportunity specialist, U.S. Department of Labor; Donna Postore, mathematics braille specialist, Library of
Congress; Dennis W. Meyers, mail clerk, Securities and Exchange Commission; Steve Key. draftsman, Tennessee Valley Authority; and Dennis
C. Walker, veterans benefits counselor, Veterans Administration.

Grinding Process Wins Acclaim From IR Magazine

Army Handicapped Employe of the Year ...

Earns Esteem for 'Unyielding Devotion to Others'

A VRADCOM Product Assurance Director Edward Hollman (left)
and coworkers Stewart Chen and J ahn Conroy receive plaque for
completing a 3-year program to requa.lify scrapped roUer bearings.

John A. Chappell receives Outstanding Handicapped Federal Em·
ploye of the Year Award from First Lady M~s. Rosalyn Carter.
''Perserverance, fortitude and unyielding devotion to the service of
others" are cited as attributes of John A. Chappell Jr., the Department of
the Army's 1977 Handicapped Employe of the Year and also one of 10
Federal Handicapped Employes of the Year.
Assigned to the Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, VA, one
of the four major elements of U.S. Army Research and Technology
Laboratories, headquartered at NASA·Ames, Moffett Field, CA. Chappell
also WaS presented the Decoration for Meritorious Civilian Service during
ceremonies at the Pentagon, HQ Department of the Army.
America' First Lady, Mrs. R0681yn Carter, joined in acclaiming
Chappell's outstanding achievements during s U.S. Civil Service Commis·
sion ceremony at the U.S. Department of Commerce. All of the federal
handicapped honorees and their families were escorted on a special "VIP"
Whi te House tour.
A GS-12 electronics engineer, Chappell has been confined to a wheel·
OCTOBER.NOVEMBER 1977

Development of a grinding process for restoring scrapped ball and
roller bearings, achieved through joint effort of the U.S. Army Aviation
R&D Command and the NASA·Lewis Research Center, has resulted in a
"significant new technical product."
Acclaim for the new process was announced hy Industrial Research
Magazine during award ceremonies at the Museum of Science and
Industry, Chicago, IL, honoring scientistB and engineers for research lead·
ing to the "100 most significant new products of 1977."
Estimated to achieve annual government savings of more than $1 mil·
lion, the new process involves grinding of stressed and damaged material
from bearing raceway surfaces and reassembly of the bearings with over·
sized rolling elemen ta.
Three types of bearings from the Army's UH -1 Huey helicopter were
used in the 3·year prototype program. Final tests of the helicopter's
engine and transmission, using restored bearings, were conducted at
Corpus Christi Army Depot, TIC
Previous bearing refurbishment methods were considered "highly unsatisfactory" for use in high performance machinery, However, the new
process reportedly "can provide 90 percent yield of usable reconstituted
bearings."
Credited with the Army's portion of the program are John Conroy,
Dallas Fleming and Steward Chen, all with the Directorate for Product
Assurance, Quality Engineering Division, HQ AVRADCOM, St. Louis,
MO, and Hugh Bull of Corpus Christie Depot.
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Career Programs
USCSC Announces Management Intern Program
A new Presidential Management Intern Program designed to attract
highly motivated personnel into federal career management positions has
been established by Executive Order 12008.
The program provides for 250 2-year internahips to be granted annually
to graduates with degrees in public management. Successful interna will
reoeive competitive Civil Service status for completion of the program.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission's Bureau of Intergovernmental Personnel Programs is developing and implementing processes for nominating, screening and selecting participants. Initial selectees will be from
1978 college graduates.
Civil Service Commission Chairman Alan K. ( otty) Campbell stressed
that heavy reliance will be placed on recommendations of deans and
faculty of graduate schools. Federal agencies will make fmal choices.
Opinions of other recognized public management experts will be used to
ensure that the program attracts the most able atudents and that interna
are involved in meaningful tasks.
All interns will be employed at the GS-9 pay scale and will serve under
"Schedule A" of the excepted service category. Aasignment offices will be
located throughout the United States, includinl( Washinl(ton, DC.
Upon successful completion of their internship, participants will be
eligible for conversion to competitive Civil Service status. Continuation in
the program is dependent on performance during the 2-year period.
Described by CSC Chaitman Campbell as a "small but significant step"
in the general reorganization of the federal personnel management system, the program is designed to provide new avenueS to top managerial
jobs for women and minority gronp members. .
Other programs to be recommended by the CSC will include broader
based executive development efforts, part-time work programs for graduate students, and a new executive managerial system.
"All of the proposals," says Campbell, "constitute the beginning of an
over-sll program for increased professionalism of the public service.

and MS and PhD degrees from thellniversity of Maryland, all in pbysics.
He has authored a variety of technical papers and is a member of the
American Physical Society.
All program participants \lJ'8 selected on the ba is of demonstrated
leadership, initiative and management ability, significant on-the-job
achievements, and potential for senior executive assignments with their
sponsoring agency. '
Program Executive Director Jay F. Morris states that "participants are
able to witness on a first-band basis the operation and decision-making
process of the opposite sector, while applying their particular talents to a
new set of objectives"
Employing agencies are presumably able to identify more immediate
benefits from the program as the result of spplications of new management techniques and the fresh perspective of their visiting executives.

Pathology Institute Schedules 18th Annual Lectures
Advances in anatomic pathology and clinical pathologic methods will be
considered during the 18th Annual Lectures of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology, June 5-9, at Silver pring, MD.
Course content will include common diagnosis pitfalls; unusual cases
and statistics; advances in histochemical, bacteriological, biochemical, im·
munological and toxicological methods; and AFlP published articles.
The lectures will give practicing pathologists combined periods of in·
struction and review of pathologic anatomy concepts as interpreted by
AFIP staff members.
Attendance is limited to members of the Armed Force Medical Corps
or federal civilians who are board eligible or certified in pathology. Other
than federal employes will be considered on a space-available basis.
Reservation requests should be received on or before May 8 and addressed to: Director, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, A'M'N:
AFlP-EDE, Washington, DC 20306.
Requesta should include name, address (country, if foreign), federal or
civilian organization, position held, professional board status (certified or
eligible), degree in special ty and military rank.

Reader's.Guide

Stuempfle Picked for Exec. Development Training

ARI Reports on Low-Altitude Aircraft Navigation

Arthur K. Stuempfle, a research
physicist at the U.S. Anny Chemical
Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen (MD)
Proving Ground. wa selected recently for six months of training under
the CSL technical director's executive
development program.
Employed initially at Edgewood
Arsenal (CSL's predecessor) in a ro-op
student program in 1958, Stuempfle
earned a BS degree from Drexel
University in 1962 and a master'
dewee in 1971 from Johns Hopkins
University, both in physics.
Stuempfle served two years of
Arthur K. Stuempfle
active military service at the U.S. Army Chemical Center and School,
Fort McClellan, AL, preceding commencement of his Civil Service career.
Author or coauthor of more than 20 technical publications, he has received three Department of the Anny Suggestion Awards. He slso has
been recognized for achievement by the Chesspeake (MD) Chapter of
Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society of North America.
Stuempfle is the 24 th recipient of CSL's executive trsining program initiated in 1970. Following three months of varied assignments at CSL, he
will receive three months of managerial training at HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command, Alexandria, VA.

Effectiveness of low-altitude aircraft navigation training is the subject
of a research report and a technical paper published recently by the U.S.
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI).
Research Report 1190, Aircrew Training Requirements for Nap-of-the·
Earth Fligh/, identifies NOE training criteria (at entry and unit levels)
which might be improved for course content a.t the Army Aviation
School, Fort Rucker, AL.
Suggestions for improving NOE pilot proficiency call for more practice
in reorientation and use of maps showing only natural features, and
choosing flight paths over a wider variety of terrain.
Visual surveillance also appeared to be a unitary kill best developed
during flight, requiring "head up" scanning for navigatioo and threat
detection, "head down" scanning to monitor displays and read maps.
Technical Paper 277, Specialized Training Versus Experience in Heli·
copter Navigation at Extremely Low Altitudes, reports results of an experiment to determine if general navigation skills of normal rotary·wing
flight are transferable to NOE flight.
Twenty-ooe Anny helicopter pilots individually navigated at NOE altitude on prescribed routes about 15 miles long. A second helicopter at normal altitude recorded the path being flown. Each pilot flew six routes.
Results indicate that either NOE navigation is a specific skiU, to which
normal flight experience does not transfer, or else the transfer of experienced pilots' akill could be equaled by 15 hours of NOE training.

Publications Report on Powder Metallurgy Meets

Under a Presidential Executive Interchange Program, Dr. Harry
Gieske, U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories, has been selected for a
year-long sssignment with the Xerox Corp. as aasistant to the vice presi·
dent for Research and Development.
Administered by the President's Commission on Personnel Interchange,
the progrsm is designed to provide mutually beneficial learning experiences between government, educational and industrial middle management executives and their organizations.
A supervisory physical scientist, Dr. Gieske is one of more than 60
persons chosen for this year's program. About 400 executives have participated in the program since it was established by former President
Lyndon B. Johnson.
Dr. Gieske has a BS degree (Magna Cum Laude) from Xavier University

Powder Metallurgy in Defen:;e Technology is the title of a new publication containing proceedings of two seminars held at the U.S. Army's
Frankford and Picatinny Arsenals during 1975 snd 1976.
The 206-page, soft-cover book is the third volume in a continuing eries
on powder metallurgy in ordnance seminars dating ba k to 1971. Chapter
authol'S are recognized experts from government and industry.
Topics included in the new 15-chapter document include aluminum and
titanium PM in military applications; status and potential of PM forging;
optimal use of PM components in ordnance; and Soviet powder
metallurgy technology.
Volume I, titled PIM in Ordnance, is 172 pages and containa proceediogs of the flISt tutorial seminar. Proceedings of the second tutorisl
seminar are featured in Volume D.PIM in Government Products.
Infonnation relative to any of these publications may be obtsined from
the Metal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2054, Princeton, NJ
08540, or commercial telephone (609) 799-3300.
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Gieske Begins Executive Interchange Assignment

Conferences & Symposia . ..
Chronic Pain Causes, Treatment Probed at WRAMC
"... Body achin' and racked with pain," nne of the laments in the classic
song. Old Man River, iB an expression of a problem recognized by the medical profession as one of the most perplexing with which it deals.
What to do about chronic pain was a topic of discussion among some of
the nation's leading neurosurgeons, anesthesiologists and psychiatri ts in
a symposium at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC.
Themed on Current Concepts in the Treatment of Pain. and sponsored
by the host WRAMC Department of Psychiatry and Neurology, the sym·
_posium directed considerable attention to the merit of hypnotic the,'apy.
Chronic pain may be souudly based in physiological causes, some of the
speakers explained, and still be responsive to hypnotic therapy. since ten·
sions deriving from emotional as well ss physical problems frequently are
a fundamental factor in generating pain.
Some of the perplexing aspects of chronic pain were discussed by Dr.
(COL) Darrel Buchanan, chief of the Department of Psychiatry and
Neurology at the WRAMC. Because of the complexity of the problem, he
explained. some physicians may be inclined to suspect the pain is often
self induced· that is, "put on" by hypochonriacs.
Consequently, the patient may be "bounced" from one specialist to an·
other, simply as a method of getting rid of a persistant "sufferer" whose
problem the physician is unable to relieve. it was explained.
Because patients may feel their doctor Or associates are accusing them
of using medicines they do not nsed. which makes tbem feel badly about
their treatment, the problem can be additionally complicated.
Dr. Buchanan said this may lead to a situation where the patient. by the
time be/she arrives at a chronic pain clinic. has extreme sensitivity about
the treatment.
Clinical experience at the WRAMC has established that surgery may be
helpful to only a minority of chronic pai" patients, whereas some of those
with an obvious physiological cause of pain responded well to hypnotic
therapy. "Many, many of our patients have been helped by the hypnotic
mode," Dr. Buchanan said.
Dr. Harold Wain, of the WRAMC Psychiatry Liaison and Consultation
Service, said there are many misconceptions about hypnosis, that it iB
"nothing mysterious," and that it is being studied scientifically for med·
ical application. Although it has proved effective for many patients, he
cautioned that hypnosis is not a ch.ronic pain panacea. Pain is increasingly
more acceptable as a chief complaint, be said, and thus hypnotic treatment merits scientific study.
Among factors under consideration are the patient's response to hypnosis, which msy vary widely in susceptibility, that is, responsive motiva·
tion. Effectiveness of hypnotic therapist;;. their ability to develop em·
pathy in the patient along with treatment strategy, also varies widely.
Dr. Wain explained that psychological reaction to pain may be independent of its organic origin, and that anxiety is often a major factor.
Consequently, whatever eases anxiety "reduces perception of pain."
Dr. Wain thus believes that when hypnotic therapy is successful in
relieving pain, the patient's responsiveness may be an important factor.

Digital Tropo Test Program. John OSlerho!z. DCEC: The Use of Graphics
in a Tactical Environment. Leon Bloom. Litton Data y tern : New Technology for Programable Interface Subsystem for ARTAD Automatic
Test. David Priestly, R A.
Command and Control System Applications for TRI-TAC Using Oemand Assigned Multiple Access Techniques wss presented by D. W. Horner, Motorola Inc._ and Architectural Impact of Fiber Optics on Future
Military Switching Systems, Edmund A. Harrington. GTF...sylvania.

ECOM Calls for Frequency Control Meet Tech Papers
A call for papers proposed for presentation at the :l2d Annual Frequency Control Symposium. Msy 31·June 2, 1978, at Atlantic City. NJ.
has been issued by the U.S. Army Electronics Command.
The symposium is uncJaasified and normally attrscta more than 600
representatives from government. industry and universities.
Authors are invited to suhmit papers dealing with recent progress in research, development and applications in fundamental properties of nat·
ural and synthetic piezoelectric crystals, resonator processing techniques,
and theory and design of piezoelectric resonators.
Other IAJpics may include R&D reports on filters, surface wave devi
quartz crystal oscillators and frequency control circuitry. atomic and
molecular frequency standards, laser frequency standards. frequency and
time coordination and distribution. radio and systems applications of frequency control devices, and specificalions and measurements.
Deadline for submission of summaries is Jan. 20. 197 . Four copies of
each summary in sufficient detail for evaluation of the pr posed paper (at
least 500 words). together with the aUlhor's name, address and phone
number should be sent to Commander, U.S. Army Blectroni Command.
ATIN: DRSEL-TL-MF (Dr. J. R. Vig), Fort Monmouth. NJ 0770:1.

CDEC Hosts U.S./FRG Military Interoperability Meet
Concepts. tactical doctrine and hardware interoperability between the
U.S. Army and Federal Republic of Germany military unita were discussed st a recent meeting hosted by the U.S. Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command, Fort Ord, CA.
During a tour of CDEC'a Fort Hunter Liggett field laboratory, conferees
observed the Joint Attack Wespons Systems (JAWS) field experiment
involving Army attack helicopters and U.S. Air Force A-IO jet aircraft.
Commander of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command GEN
Donn Starry headed the U.S. delegation and LTG H. Reichenberger, FRG
Army chief of staff, was senior foreign delegate. CDEC Commander BG
Donald F. Packard was host to the conferees.

Personnel Actions, -

Keith Wearing 3-Star Rank as Acting DCSRDA

AFCEA Conferees Review Military Communications

Acting Army Chief of Staff for
Research. Development, and Acquisition LTG Donald R. Keith received the insignia of 3·atar rank
Nov. 4. He will hold acting atatua
pending retirement of LTG Howard H. Cooksey Dec. 31 after more
than 34 years active military service. Tbe U.S. Senate baa approved
his retirement as LTG.
LTG Kei th had served since
October 1976 as commander of
the U.S. Army Field ArtUJery
Center and commandant, Army
Field Artillery Scbool, Fort Sill,
OK. Gradusted from the U.S. Military Academy with a BS degree

Progress and potential problems in tactical and trategic military com·
munications were considered by oonferees at the Art of Communications
Interfaces Seminar, sponsored recently by the Armed Forces Communica·
tions and Electronics Association.
About 500 Department of Defense and industrial representatives attended the one-day meeting in the Fort Monmouth, NJ, Officer's Club.
Fort Monmouth AFCEA Chapter President Seymour Krev ky, an employe of Army Communications Systems Agency, was general chairman.
Major topics included digital tropospheric commuu.ications systems.
telecommunicationa, command and control applications, and fiber-opti
switching systems.
"Strategicrractical Communications lnteroperability" was the title of a
luncheon address by Director of the Defense Communications Agency
LTG Lee M. Paschall. following introductory remarks by MG John E.
Hoover. director of the Joint Tactical Communications Office (TRI-TAC).
Commander of the Communications Systems Agency (CSA) BG Em·
mett Paige Jr. chaired a session on strategic issues, and Commander of
the Communications Research and Development Command BG William
J. Hilsman chaired a session on tactical systems interfaces. Systems Engi·
neering for the Defense Communication ystem was discussed by Gilbert
E. LaVean of the Defense Communication Engineering Center (DCEC).
Leo Wagner, CSA, reported on Access Area Switching Systems.
Other presentations included New Interfaces for Upgrading Autodin II
Services. W. Scott McClary, Computer Science Corp.: Digital Tropo
Modems. Walter Cybrowski, CORADCOM: The Comhined U.S.lNATO

bia University.
DW'ing 1974·76 he was director of Well pons Systems, ODCSRDA,
Washington. DC. following service (j972-74) as director of Develnpments, Office, Chjef of Research and Development (OCRD, later de.il(nated ODCSRDA).
Other lIssignments have included director. Research and Anlllysis
Directorate, Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Suppnrl.
U.S. Military Assistance Command. Vietnam: executive officer. OCRD:
and commander, 36th ArtUJery Group. UB. Army Europe.
LTG Keith has completed course requirements al the Command and
General Staff College, Armed Forces, taff College. Industrial Colle!,e of
the Armed Forces, Artill ry School (basic and advanced), lind the Ground
General School (hasic).
His military honors include the Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf \Ius·
ters (OLe), Bronze. tar Medal. Meritorious Service Medal, and the Army
Commendation Medal with OLC.
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in military science. he later received an MA degree in science from Colum-
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Pixley Takes Over as Army Surgeon General
LTG Charles C. Pixley was promoted to that rank Oct. 1 when he
became Surgeon General of the
Army, following retirement of
LTG Richard R. Taylor.
LTG Pixley was superintendent
of the Academy of Health Sci·
ences when Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown announced his
selection as Army Surgeon Gen·
eral. During 1975-77 he oom·
manded WiUiam Beaumont Army
Medical Center, EI Paso, TX, after
serving briefly as director, Health
Care Operations in the Office of
the Surgeon General (OTSG).
.
Earlier assignments included
LTG Charles C. Pixley
director, Plans, Supply and Operations, OTSG; surgeon of the First U.S.
Army, Fort Meade, MD; commander, U.S. Army Medical Training
Center, Fort Sam Houston. TX; and chief of Professional Services and
commander, Kenner Army Hospital, Fort Lee, VA.
Certified by the American Board of Surgery in 1954. LTG Pixley received BA and M.D. degrees from the University of Oregon. He served his
internship at Robert Packer Hospital, Sayre, PA, and Brooke General
Hospital, Fort Sam Houston, TX.
Military training has included the Command and General Staff College,
Air War College, the Army Medical Department Advanced Course at the
Medical Field Service School, and Air Force School of Aviation Medicine.
LTG Pixley ia a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons, a member
of the American Medical Association and American Hospital Association,
and Diplomate of the American Bosrd of Surgery.

MIRCOM Installs Rachmeler as Commander
MG Louis Rachmeler, new com·
mander of the U.S. Army Missile
Materiel Readiness Command,
Redstone Arsenal, AL, moved into
that duty after serving 13 mont!ls
as rpordinator for Army Security
Assistance, Office of the Chief of
Staff, Department of the Army.
A 1947 graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy. MG Rach·
meler has an MS degree in elec·
trical engineering from Stanford
University and has completed
requirements at the Command
and General Staff College, Army
War College, Ordnance School
MG Louis Rachmeler
(advanced) and Armor School.
During 1974·76 he served as deputy for Materiel Acquisition, Office,
Assistent Secretary of the Army (Installations and Logistics), following
service (1973-74) as director, Industrial Preparedness and Munitions
Production. Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (1&L).
Other key assignments have included deputy commander, U.S. Army
Missile Command; executive to the ASA (1&L); and chief, Force Planning
Division, Plans Directorate, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.
DA, Washington, DC.
Honors include the Legion of Merit with three Oak Leaf Clusters (OLC),
Air Medal, and the Commendation Medal wl2 OLe.

Vinson Directs ODCSRDA Weapons Systems
MG Wilbur H. Vinson Jr. is /;he
new director of Weapons Systems
in the Office of the Army Depifty
Chief of Staff for Research.
Development, and Acquisition,
following MG Jerry B. Lauer
(Ret.).

MG Vinson had served since
1975 as deputy chief of staff,
Combat Development. U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command,
Fort Monroe, VA. He commanded
the U.S. Army Southern
European Task Force and Support
Group in Italy from 1973-75.
During 1971-73 he served in the

so
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Office, Chief of Research and Development as deputy chief of R&D (Inter·
national Programs); director, "Plans and Programs; and director of
Missiles and Space. OCRD was disestablished in 1974 coincident with
eatablishment of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition.
Earlier assignments included commander, I Corps (Group) Artillery,
Eighth U.S. Army, U.. Army Pacific-Korea; assistant division com·
mander, 2d Armored Division, Fort Hood, TX; and chief, Nike-X and
Space Division, OCRD.
MG Vinson is a 1945 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, and has
an MS degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Southern
California. He has completed requirementa at the Command and General
Staff College, National War College, and the Artillery School.
He wears the Silver Star, Legion of Merit with four Oak Leaf Clusters,
Bronze Star Medal with OLe, Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal,
Army Commendation Medal, and Parachutist Badge.

Shea Assigned as ODCSRDA Weapons Deputy
BG John M. Shea's assignment
as deputy director, Weapons Systems in the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition,
Department of the Army, follows
recent conclusion of a tour of duty
as 4th ROTC Region commander.
Commissioned as an ROTC
graduate, BG Shea is a veteran of
more than 26 years active mili·
tary service. He commanded the
3d Cavalry Regiment. Fort Bliss.
TX, in 1975 after serving as Dra·
gon missile 'project manager at
Redstone (AL) Arsenal, and an
assignment with the Office of the
BG John M, Shea
Assistant Chief of Staff, Plans, HQ Pacific pommand. Hawaii.
Other assignments have included special assistant to the Chief, Wea·
pons Division, Materiel Directorate, U.S. Army Combat Developments
Command, Fort Belvoir. VA; and commander. 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry.
25th Infantry Division, U.S. Army. Vietnam.
BO Shea has a BS degree in history from Boston College and an MS degree in husiness administration from George Washington University. He
has completed requirements of the Command and General Staff College,
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and Armor School.
He wears the Silver Star, Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLCl,
Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal, Joint Service Commendation
Medal, Army Commendation Medal with OLe, and Parachutist Badge.

Roddy Chosen as MIRCOM Deputy Commander
BG Patrick M. Roddy, former
project manager for the Hawk
misaile system, is the new deputy
commander of the U.S. Army
Missile Materiel Readiness Com·
mand (MfRCOMJ, Redstone Ar·
senal, AL.
A veteran of more than 22 years
of military service, he graduated
from Seattle Univetsity with a
BA degree in history/philosophy
and from Syracuse Univer ity
with an MBA degree in industrial
management. He has completed
course requirements at the Com·
mand and General Staff College,
Induatrial College of the Armed
BG Patrick M. Roddy
Forces. Ordnance Center and School, and the Armor School.
BG Roddy served during 1974·76 with the U.S. Army Europe as assistant chief of Staff. Supply and Maintenance. Then he commanded the
U.S. Army Combat Equipment Group, USAREUR, and concurrently was
installation coordinator at Funari Barracks.
Other assignments have included chief, Program Development Team,
Planning and Programing Analysis Directorate, Office, Army Chief of
Staff, DA; and oommander, 79th Maintenance Battalion. U.S. Army Support Command. Saigon, Vietnam.
Listed among his military awards and decorations are the Legion of
Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster (Ole), Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Serv.
ice Medal with three OLe and the Army Commendation Medal w/2 OLe.
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Knight Directs Applied Technology laboratory

Knapp Commands Aeromedical Research laboratory
, COL Stanley C. Knapp, commander of the U,S, Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Fort Rucker, AL, recently assumed that duty following retirement of COL Robert W_ Bailey, head ofUSAARL for 12 years.
Assigned since 1973 as director of USAARL's Life Support Equipment
Division, COL Knapp has a rna ter' degree in public health from the University of California (Lo Angel ) and i a "distinguished graduate" of
.the Armel! Forces taff College.
, Earlier assignments included battle group surgeon, 82d Airborne Divi·
sion, Fort Bragg, NC; battalion urgeon, 508th Infantry, Fort Kobbe,
CZ; and clinical investigator and instructor, School of Aero pace Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, TIC
A Diplomate of the American
Board of Preventive Medicine (aerospace medicine) and a Fellow of the
Aero pace Medical Association, he is
a Senior Parachutist, Naval Plight
Surgeon and a Master Army Flight
Surgeon.
COL Knapp wears the Meritorious
Service Medal, Army Commendation
Medal and is a recipient of the Ass0ciation of Military Surgeons' MAJ
Gary P, Wratlen Award for contributions to military medicine.

COL Stanley C. Knapp

COL Emmett F. Knight is the director of the U.S. Army Research and
Technology Laboratories' Applied Technology Laboratory. Fort Eoatis,
VA, following reassignment of COL George W. Sballcr06s a project man·
ager, Advanced Scout Helicopter Program.
COL Knight served formerly as chief, Technical Advisory Field Team,
Iranian Helicopter Logistics, ProgramfDepot, Iran. During 1973-75 he
served with the Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Logi tics, and Office. Deputy Chief of taff, Research, Development, and Acquisition, HQDA.
Other key assignments have included commander, Aviation Maintenance Battalion. lst Aircraft Maintenance Brigade, Hunter Army Air
Field and Fort Stewart, GA; and
chief. Logistics Plans, Eighth U..
Army, Korea.
COL Knight has a BA degree from
the University of Washington and a
master's degree from Georgia Southern College, both in business administration. He is an honor graduate of
tbe Transportation Officer Ad vanced
Course and a master aviator.
His military decorations include
tbe Distinguished Flying Cross with
Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), Bronze Star
Medal with OLC, Meritorious Service
Medal with two OLC, Air Medal with
20 OLe, and the Joint Services ComCOL Emmett F. Knight
mendstion Medal.

Koos Assumes Aberdeen Proving Ground Command

Albright Selected as MSCS Project Manager

Commander, U.S. Army Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground, is the new title
of COL Frank S. Koo , after serving
as chief of Concepts and Studies,
director of Mobility Training, and
Director of Course Development. U.S.
Army Ordnance and Chemical Center
and School.
Commissioned through the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps at Rutgers
University in 1952, COL Koos has a
bachelor's degree in business from
the University of Nebraska. He is a
graduate of the Army Command and
COL Frank S. Koos
General Staff College.
Included among his earlier assigrunents are commander, 2d Maintenance Battalion, Vietnam; commander, 1st Maintenance Battalion, Germany; logistics inspector, Office, Army Chief of Staff. Washington DC;
operations officer, HQ U.S. Army Vietnam; and plans officer. Ordnance
Section, Seventh U.S. Army.
COL Koos is a recipient of the Legion of Merit. Meritorious Service
Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC), and the Army Commendation Medal
with three OLC.

COL Anthony F. Albright is the
new project manager for Multi-Serv·
ice Communications Systems (MSCS)
at Fort Monmouth, NJ, succeeding
COL (P) Donald R. Lasher, now proj·
ect manager for Army Tactical Data
Systems (ARTADS).
COL Albright graduated from the
U.S. Military Academy in 1957. He
has an MS degree in systems engineering from the University of Arizona and an MBA from Shippensburg (PA) State College. He also is a
graduate of the Signal School (basic
and advanced courses), the Command
and General Staff College, and the
COL An b
F Alb . h
Army War College.
tony.
ng t
Following 1975 duty as director of the Telecommunications Center
Directorate, U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Engineering Installation Agency, he commanded the 11 th Signal Group at Fort Huachuca,
AZ, for 16 months. Other major assigrunents were served in the Pentagon, Germany and Vietnam_
Among his military honors are the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal.
Meritorious Service Medal with Oak Leaf Closter (OLC), Army Commendation Medal with OLe, Joint Service Commendation Medal, Joint
Chief of Staff Identification Badge, Ranger Tab, Parachutist Badge.

Pellegrini Named Ground Laser Designator PM
COL Benjamin J. Pellegrini has
succeeded COL John Reeve as project
manager for Ground Laser Designators, u.s. Army Missile R&D Com.
mand, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
Graduated from the U.S. Military
Academy in 1958, COL Pellegrini has
maater's and PhD degrees in nuclear
physics from Tulane University and
has completed course requirements at
the National War College.
Listed among his key assignments
are mili tory assistant to the Secretary of the Army; commander, 2d In·
COL B. J. Pellegrini
fantry Division's Chaparral-Vulcan Battalion, Korea; and system coordinator for High Energy Lasers, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition, Department of the Army.
COL Pellegrini is a recipient of the Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Closter (OLC), Bronze Star Medal, Air Medal with three OLe, and the Army
Commendation Medal with OLe.
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,Penney Follows lester as NARAQ,COM Commander
COL Hubert F. Penney, former
director of Combat Developments,
U.S. Army Quartermaater School
(USAQMS), Fort Lee, VA, has sue·
ceeded COL Rufus E. Ulster as com·
mander of the U.S. Army Natick
(MA) Research and Development
Command.
COL Penney joined the USAQMS
in 1974 as chief, Concepts and Studies Division, Combat and Training
Developments, after serving during
1972-73 in the Officer Personnel Directorate, U.S_ Army Personnel Center, Pentagon, Washington, DC.
COL Hubert F. Penney
Earlier assignments included commander, 215th Combat Support Bat.talion, 1st Cavalry Division, Vietnam; staff officer, Program Manage-
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ment Division, Office of Special Mission Operations. Washington. DC;
and Directorate of Installations and Services. HQ U.s. Army Materiel
Command (now DARCOM).
COL Penney has a BS degree in marketing and advertising from the
University of Rhode bland and an MBA degree from the University of D·
linois. He bas completed requirements at the Army War College, Naval
War College, and the Quartermaster Officer Advanced Course.
Among his military honors are the Legion of Merit. Brol12.e Star Medal
with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe), Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal and
the Army Commendation Medal with OLC.

Conti Takes Over as Reserve Board Chairman

Louis Conti, a u.s. Marine Corps Reserve major genersl, has been
aelected by Secretary of Defense Harold Brown to succeed John Slezak as

chairman of the Reserve Forces Policy Board.
Senior vice president and director of GATX Corp. of Chicago. IL. Conti
recently completed a 3-year tenn on the RFPB a one of 12 non·activeduty members. He chaired several board committees on policy issues.
Conti enlisted in the U.S. Naval Reserve in 1941 following graduation
from Comell University and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the
Marine Corps in 1942. He was a combat officer during World War II and
engaged in 102 combat missions during the Korean War.
Acting through the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs, and Logistics), the RFPB is a principal policy adviser to the
Secretary of Defense on matters .relating to Reserve components.
The board is composed of 21 members, a majority of whom are officers
of general or flag rank from Armed Forces Reserve components. The part·
time chainnan is assisted by MG Stanford Smitb, USAR, a full· time mil·
itary executive of the board.

Dunetz Becomes DARCOM IR&D Assistant Deputy
Bryant R. Duoetz, assistant director. U.S. Army Ballistica Research
Laboratory. Aberdeen (MD) Proving Ground since 1976, is the new a..
sistant deputy for International Research and Development, HQ U.S.
Anny Materiel Development and Readiness Command.
Dunetz began his Civil Service career at BRL in 1960 and in 1970 was
awarded one of the annual Department of the Army R&D Acllievement
Awards. He has served as chief, Target Analysis Group, operations research analyst, and as an aeronautical engineer.
Earlier active Army duty was also served at BRL following employment
with North American Aviation Corp.
Graduated with a BS degree in engineering from Davis and Elkins College,
Elkin , WV, Dunetz has authored numerous technical reports. In 1970. he received Department of the Army Special
Act or Service Award for effective man·
agement of a Department of Defense
weapons-related project.
He is a member of the National Research Council. American Institute of
Pbysics, Operations Research Society of
America, American Society for Engineering Education and the American DeBryant R. Dunetz
fense Prepar~ess Association.

Scranton Fills CSL Development Support Post
Robert C. Scranton is the new deputy director of the Development Support Division. Army Chemical Systems Laboratory (formerly Edgewood
Arsenal), Aberdeen (MO) Proving Ground.
A federal career employe since 1964, he served until recently in CSL's
Munitions Division as chief of the Special Products Section, Production
Engineering Branch. That duty followed a 5-vear assignment as chief of
the Ammunitions Branch in Edgewood's
Manufacturing Technology Directorate.
Graduated from the University of
Maryland in 1958 with a BS degree in
mechanical engineering, Scranton W88
the first of 24 Edgewood CSL civilian
employes to complete training under the
technical director's executive development program initiated in 1970.
He aerved in the U.8. Army as a disposal specialiat in Korea during 1953,
and has completed numerous executive
training courses in management, com·
munications, logistics and economics
'kobert C. Seranton
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Army R&D -

15 Years Ago

The Army R&D Newsmagazine reported on . ..

Army Sets Policy to Strengthen In-House Research
Policies prescribing an In-House Laboratory Independent Research
(ILIR) Program, funded initially (for FY 1963) at about $10 million annually, are detailed in a new Army Rel(U1stion 705-55 titled: R&D of
Materiel, Mana~ement of U.S. Army R&:O Laboratories or Activities.
The objective 18 "to p'romote a vigorous internal research program of the
highest technical caliber." This is to be accomplished by encouraging
Army scientista to investigate new frontiers of science in areas of effort
of particular interest to them but having potential military application if
breakthrough knowledge is thepsyoff.
Funds allocated to the IL1R Program cannot be used to compensate for
deficiencies in rel(U!ar funded program or to support outside work.
Within establisheJ capabilities. In·house laboratory resources are to be
directed to "new and challenging" research tasks.

Group Attacks Problem of .Improving Technical Info
Dissemination of scientific and technical information on a timely, com·
prehensive basis to meet urgent R&D needs is being studied by 23 Army·
designated task groups, created as an outgrowth of an orientation confer·
ence for the Army Ad Hoc Group on Scientific and Technical Information.
Senator Hubert Humphrey, whose recent activities have sparked intensive high-level effort to solve scientific information problems, conveyed
his message to the conference in a taped recording, statinl!' in part:
''1 like the idea of this conference and the planning which has gone into
it. What you are doing is precisely what we have been striving for on
Capitol HiI.1. We want modem information systems so as to help
strengthen our nation's research and development program. And that is
what you want and are prepared to do."

Army Announces Incentive-Type R&D Contracts
Multiple benefits in development and production of military materiel
are envisioned throug-han Army·wide changeover to incentive-type
contracts. Objectives: Reduction in lead time and costs; improvement in
performance.
As exp'lained by COL Wilford D. Gower, OCRD. charged with over-all
responsIbility for implementstion of the program, the incentive-type contract puts the emphasis on the best possible management practices. Army
research, development and procurement personnel are directed to insure
that the U.s. Government gets the maxunwn return for the taxpayer's
dollsr. lndustry is encouraged to insure that only a "fair" profit is realized
in production of military materiel that best serves the natlon.

Mobile Plant Produces Nuclear-Generated Power
Mobile nuclear electrical power, an important U.S. Army objective for
military field operations, recently advanced in development when the
MI.-I plant genera ted electricity on an experimental haslS.
The Army bas pioneered ML-1 development with the support of the
Atomic Energy Commission. Designed to produce 300 or more kilowatts
of 6O-cycle power, it operates at 1200°F., a higher temperature than any
other reactor system of its type.
Termed "the world's first direct, closed·cycle, gas-cooled nuclear power
system," the ML-l is regarded as an effective answer to high-speed mobil·
ity requirements of today's military operations. It can begin production
~itbin.1~ hours after arn~~ at an operating site, and is capable of reloca·
tlon W1 thin 24 hours after It 19 shut down..

Report Shows Increased Research on Fuel Cells
Research on fuel cells as a power generation source of great potential in·
creased substantially in Federal Government agencies and in industry
durint: 1961, the Army's ''Third Status Report on Fuel Cells" indicates.
Estunates place the value of industrial fuel cells research at about $15
million annuslly, with governmental agencies funding an additional $7.3
million in 1961. The previous stetus report on fuel cells (December 1960)
showed U.. Government spending an estimated $4.5 million annually.
All known fuel cell research in the United States which is neither classified nor proprietary is described in the recently published report. Joint
authors are Herbert H. Hunger, Fritz R. Franke and John J. Murphy of
the U.S. Army Signal R&D Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ. Earlier reporta were authored by Dr. Bernard Stein and Ernst M. Cohn, as U.S.
Army Research Office publications.
The report attributes the growth in fuel cell research to increased inter·
est in liquid hydrocarbon fuel cells, new space projects, and "a far broader
basic approach to certain fuel cell prohlems than previously."

The Role of RAM and Testing in Training Device Acquisition
By COL Joseph J. Leszaynsii and Edwin A. Trier
Acquisition and fieldinlt of U.S. Army
training devices-varyinlt in comple~ity from
blank firing adapt:erll to computer-driven fliltht
simulators, and from oyotem to non·.ystem applications-is the responsibility of the Offtce of
the Project Manager for Trainin/( Devices.
Located at the Navol Training Equipment
Center, Orlando, FL, the OPM·TRADE is apply·
ing RAM (Reliability, Availability and Main·
tainability) criteria, oIong with development
testing, to meet materiel users' needs. Expedi.
tious fielding of training devices is a constant
objective.
Unrealistic or uMttaiMbk RAM or fielding
time requirements will significantly reduce
the probsbility of successful acquisition. Even
though attaiMbk, the requirement will in·
crease the amount of testing to demonstrate
compliance, thus detrimentally impacting on
expeditious fielding of the end item. Life-cycle
coots frequently outweigh their benefita.
Unattainahle RAM requirements are even
more deadly since they make it impossible to
honor the contract we have with the user
through the requirements document, possible
materiel within affordability conatraints.
All materiel developers must, therefore, work
closely with the user in the specification of
RAM requirements to include establishment of
the mission and failure defmition. An
unrealistically long mission may drive costs of
required reliability to the point of impracti·
bility. The failure defmition ststes just what is,
and ia not, a reliability failure.
The XMl tonk training devices serve as an e~·
cellent example to convey the method used by
PM·TRADE in generating RAM requirements
for 12 training devices, ranging in complellity
from moderate to high. The user initially presented a mission of 80 hours consisting of five,
16-hour (two shifts), training days.
Additionally, lbe user required a high probsbility of completing that mission without a
failure. PM·TRADE was concurrently perform·
ing predictions to determine what levels of reliability were attainable, hosed upon the failure
dermition and proposed conftgurations, con·
sidering complexity, coot and time constraints
of the program.
When volues by the PM·TRADE were com·
pared to user reliability specifications, only nine
of the devices could meet scceptsble stondards.
PM·TRADE then analyud the proposed mission: it WBB evoluated as unreallatically long and
not indicative of actual ussge.
The SO·hour mission, coupled with the user's
required probability of successful completion,
had driven the minimum acceptsble reliability
to nearly 500 hours mean· time between failure.
An alternative mission was proposed, based
upon the 16-hour training day.
The user agreed that this was, in fact. the mission and modified his minimum acceptable
volue for reliability. Realistic and sttainable
RAM requirementa thus were incorporated
early into the requirements document.
The culmination of a rella bility program is the
demonstration, which may require an ex·
tremely long duration of testing. All PMs must
look continually for waya to reduce test dura·
tion and expedite fielding, without compromising user confidence in the equipment.
An example is the plan used by PM·TRADE
for acquisition of the Reactive Electronic Equipment Simulator (REES).
REES is a multiple-position, multiple-pur·
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pose, non·system training device. It duplicates
the physical configuration and simulates the
logic functions in "real time" for the instolla·
tion. operation, organizationol maintenance
(troubleshooting) and tsctical communication
control of the Army Tactical C<>mmunication
System (ATACS) transmission equipment.
The normal testing method requires a prelimi·
nary government inspection, followed by a completely separate reliability demonstration (RD).
During the POI. performance requirements,
other than RAM. are demonstrated to asaure
compliance with the contract.
After review of the methodology used in this
inapection, we determined that a fair amount of
the test data could be used to satisfy part of the
reliability demonstration without biasing the
test result.
Forty-six percent of the RD time was thua
eliminsted, resulting in test time and acquisi·
tion coot reductiona. A different approach was
taken on the Firefmder Training Devices.
PM·TRADE is developing the ANITPQ 36 and
ANITPQ 37 Radar Operator and Maintenance
Trainers for PM·Firefmder. These highly com·
plex, multiple-station IDs are needed urltently
to support fielding of the radar system . Every
effort is made to reduce the acquisition time.
A significant saving in reliability test time
was made possible by a review of the maintenance philosophy. These devices will be con·
tractor maintained for one year after delivery
to Fort Sill. OK. C<>nsequently, PM·TRADE removed the contract requirement for a reliability
demonstration. replacing it with assessments
during the year of contractor maintenance.
Assessed reliability at the end of the year
must meet or exceed the specification value or
the contractor must make the neceaaary equipment modificationa to attain the required value.
This approach eliminated 460 bours of testing.
Since the contractor is .till required to establish and maintain a reliability program. to in·
clude reliability growth, during the acquisition
cycle, elimination of the demonstration is. in
our estimation. a low risk.
TESTING. Early in 1975, DARCOM issued
guidance on integrated development testing, in·
cluding elimination of duplication. PM·TRADE
took this guidance seriously because it would
serve to e~pedite fielding of training devices.
Discussions with representatives of the Army
Test and Evaluation Command showed that
TECOM could make use of contractor testing
when it was structured to yield required data.
PM·TRADE then establiahed a policy which
required complete interaction with TECOM.
beginning with the preparation of the Request
for Propoaa1, foUowed by TECOM review of
contractor·submitted test plans, and concluded
by TECOM monitoring of contractor testing.
A key element in successful execution of the
technique is to keep TECOM completely in·

formed of program changes.
Accordingly, a complete set of project statns
reports is provided on a monthly basis. TECOM
is advised of scheduled program reviews and
other meetings for discussion of testing.
Information resulting from these reviews and
meetinga is provided to assist in test planning.
Some of the PM·TRADE Infantry'related developments will be identifted to show the effi·
ciency of this policy.
The Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
System (MILES) is a multicomponent training
system which allows real·time unit engagement
with nonsubjective casualty aSlleBSment-a
critical training need.
MILES includes eye-safe laser transmitt:erll
for the M16 rifle, machineguns (M60, M2, M85
or coaxially· mounted versional; oIso, tank guns,
antitonk weapons, eye-safe laser transmitters,
personnel and vehicle laser detectors. Other elements are combat vehicle hiUkill indicators
(noise/smoke), tank and antitank weapona sil('
nature simulators and controller transmitters.
The Infantry Remote Target Syatem (IRETS)
development will provide the Army'a infnntry
range training requirements for the future. 'The
system consists of ststic and portsble target
mechanisma, a computerized static range-con·
trol console, a portable range<ontrol device, a
moving target carrier, a hostile fire simulator,
and a night fire simulator.
The Marksmanship Gunnery Laser Device
(MAGLAD) will be used in conjunction with
IRETS to allow use of low-cost laser energy in
lieu of ball ammunition in marksmanship train·
ing. MAGLAD consista of M16 eye-safe laser
transmi tt:erlI, erect and prone silhouette target
laser detectors. and a scaled indoor ranKe.
Independent TECOM testing would have required considerable expenditures for test sam·
pies and for test execution. Equally important is
the teet time that would have been required.
PM·TRADE was fortunate in that the
TECOM Infantry Test Directorate Project Of·
ficer for Training Devices, LTC John Diose!<,
was very receptive to integrated testing.
TECOM supporting elements became involved
in every aspect of the test programa. Test Integrated Working Groups (TIWGs) were establIahed for eaCh program, which provided a
mechanism to involve the operatiollal teater.
The culmination of these efforts was the com·
plete elimination of independent TECOM testing for these devices. TECOM will make maxi·
mum use of contractor testing and additional
data will be obtoined from monitoring the
operstional testing.
This type of interaction is not restricted to
the TECOM Infantry Test Directorate. Similar
support has been obtained from LTC Dave Sex·
ton of the Aviation Test Directorate for devel.
opment testing of the Synthetic Flight Training
(CofICwded on page 21)

Laser Hazards: ~ Vital Army Research Program
BJ LTC Edwin S. Beatrice
Rapid development of laser syatema for military environments has, hy necessity, made the
U.S. Army a principal supporter not only of
laser hardware development but, through the
Medical Research and Development Command,
the lead service in biomedical hazards of lasers.
Since 1968, the laser community, both civilian and military, has depended upon the Army's
laser research effort_ Biomedical hazards of
lasers are the principal concern, at the present
time, of the Division of Non-Ionizing Radiation,
Letterman Army Institute of Research (LAIR)
in San Francisco.
The diviaion research team is comprised of
scientists who have worked together as an interdisciplinary research unit for eight years. Their
investigations involve ophthalmology, pathology, physics, comparative sensory psychology,
physiological optics and neurophysiology.
Efforts of this team have produced the principal portion of the dats base which currently
supports national and intemstionallaser safety
standards; also, to broadening our current un·
derstanding of the actual biological mechanisms
underlying changes induced by laser radiation.
THE MAJOR THRUST of the Research Program involves interdisciplinary effort within
the division, other departments within LAIR
(comparative medicine, surgery, nutrition. and
information sciences), systems developers and
users, and the safety community, military and
civilian.
Collsboration of physical and biological scientists evolves into practical applications
through the specific expertise of the military
ophthalmologist, tbe individual most responsible for diagnosis, detection and treatment of
laser eye injury.
Observable changes in biological systems
must be coupled with exact knowledge of how
much laser energy is required to produce such
cbanges. The earliest investigations ip this area
employed the ophtbalmological criteria of
opacity or observable "burn." However, this
criterion is by far the least sensitive wben
vision and loss of visual function are con·
sidered.
To answer such questions, tbe pathology of
the retina at electron microscopic levels is being
studied. Measurements of the visual process
itself - visual acuity, color vision, movement
perception - are being investigated with respect
to levels of laser radiation that might permanently alter vision.
The LAIR research program is comprehen·
sive. Interactinn is established at an early stage
with the Army's system developers and contrac·
tors as a major portion of the research program.

PHOTORECEPTOR alterations following
Q·switched Ruby laser radiation are pointed
out, Such changes have heen found in the
absence of a "burn" and may be implicated
in low·level changes in the visual process.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS of Division of Non-Ionizing Radiation, LAIR, O. to r.) David I.
Randolph, physiological optics; Bruce Stuck, biophysics; Harry Zwick, visual processes; Jack
Lund, physics; Edwin S. Beatrice, ophthalmic pathology.
This assists the developer and the user, providing them with the most current biological information available on laser hazards for deve10pment of the safest and most cost-effective
laser systems. Data are frequently derived from
non-human subject exposures to the Army
developers' laser prototype devices.
Research Accomplishments. Because of the
interdisciplinary nature of this group and its in!.eraction with Army laser systems developers,
it can list numerous outstanding accomplishments. It was the first group to show retinal
photo-receptor cbanges at the previously defined "safe" level for Q·switched ruhy laser radiation; also. tbe first to show thst long-term
changes in visual acuity and color vision can be
induced at levels well below those deimed as
"safe" by bum criteria.
Additionally, it is the only group that has
been able to demonstrate significant differences
in biologics1 effects of lasers as compared to or·
dinary incoherent sources; also, the first group
to establish threshold data from which safety
criteria for Gallium Arsenide laser diodes have
been derived.
In their most recent effort. the team has
found that very low doses of laser radiation, at
levela considered well below maximal permissa.
ble levels, have been found to be additive. Thus,
under certsin laser viewing conditions normally
considered '4sa fe/' repetitive exposure could
lead to loss of visual function.
Similarly, within the last year, this team has
contributed substantislly to the over-sll requirement of the Army to use the most effective, and up to now the most extensive, laser
training systems in field exercises.
Througb a coordinated effort, involving the
research expertise of the LAIR group, tbe system developer and the contractor, biological
data to implement existing safety standards
were obtained and employed to design the saf·

e t laser training system availsble.
The system developer and the contractor were
provided the necessary informational back·
ground in biophysical aspects of present standarda - meeting present and anticipated future
needs in which eye safety considerations will
again impact on the development cycle. Within
the last six months, two formal modifications to
present laser safety standards hsve been suhmitted, based on LAIR research.
Present snd future research of this team will
be concerned with effects of laser radiation on
the processes of vision. Findings will be used to
establish the most realistic data base for safety
standarda; also, to enlarge greatly our current
knowledge of ocular damage processes associated with laser radiation.
Development of ophthalmic detection techniques and treatment modalities for laser injury
is currently receiving in·depth evaluations by
the Division of Non-Ionizing Radiation and the
ophthalmic research group in the LAIR Department of Surgery.
Current and projected use of lasers and the
ever-increasing concern for environmental hszards will continue to make the research and consultation services of this group vital to developers within the Army laser community.

ALIGNMENT of Gallium Arsenide laser for
eJrposure of rhessus monkey retina. This is a
prototype of one being considered for use.
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